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Résumé en français

L’eau douce est une ressource essentielle tant pour les écosystèmes que pour les sociétés

humaines. Détecter et quantifier les changements du débit des rivière et comprendre leurs

causes est essentiel pour gérer et planifier l’utilisation des ressources en eau, anticiper les

risques d’innondation ou les pénuries d’eau. Aussi, prévoir l’évolution de la ressource en eau

est un défi majeur dans un contexte de changement climatique et de rivières hautement

anthropisées.

Analyser, reproduire et projeter l’évolution des débits

de rivière

Figure 1 – Facteurs climatiques jouant un rôle dans la répartition de l’eau au cours de son
cycle et entre les différents réservoirs continentaux (rivières, lacs, nappes phréatiques, sol...).
Les signes plus et moins dénotent de la direction du changement associé à l’effet des vecteurs
clilmatiques sur les différentes composantes du cycle. Source : Douville et al. (2021).

L’eau voyage en un cycle clos à l’échelle du globe, circulant entre plusieurs états et

plusieurs réservoirs. Un miriade de facteurs entrent en jeux et influent sur ces changements

d’états et sur les échanges entre les différents réservoirs (Fig. 1).

A l’échelle d’un bassin versant, il est possible de simplifier le cycle de l’eau à une

répartition de l’eau entrante dans le système, sous forme de précipitations, entre l’évapotrans-

piration, l’eau stockée à l’échelle du bassin et le ruissellement qui s’intègre en débit à la sortie

du bassin versant. L’équilibre de cette répartition repose sur de nombreux facteurs, tant cli-

matiques (precipitations, demande évaporative...) que dépendant de l’état de la surface (cou-

verture végétale, type de sol, pente, ...). Au cours du dernier siècle, les études ont montré

que le climat a changé, avec au niveau de l’Europe, une augmentation des précipitations

dans le Nord et l’Ouest, et une tendance à la baisse en moyenne autour de la Méditerrannée.
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Sur l’ensemble de l’Europe, la demande évaporative a également augmenté avec notamment

l’augmentation des températures. Par ailleurs, les charactéristiques, l’état et l’usage des sols

a également changé, avec une évolution du couvert végétal, la fonte des glaciers, de l’anthro-

pisation des sols en lien avec les techniques et l’expansion des surface irriguées, qui influent

sur l’équilibre entre infiltration, évapotranspiration et ruissellement.

Le débit est le résultat intégré sur le bassin versant des effets combinés de tous ces facteurs

influant l’équilibre entre évapotranspiration et ruissellement. En plus d’être directement lié à

des enjeux environnementaux et sociétaux majeurs, comme les risques d’inondation ou encore

l’assèchement saisonnier des cours d’eau, l’étude des débits permet également de considérer

l’ensemble des changements du cycle de l’eau à travers une unique variable intégrative. Ce-

pendant cela complique également la compréhension et l’attribution des causes principales

associées à ces changements. Différent types de modèles ont donc été construits pour com-

prendre, reproduire et prévoir les évolutions du cycle de l’eau et des débits.

Le premier type de modèle est celui des modèles parcimonieux. Ces modèles reposent

souvent sur un nombre de variables climatiques réduits, pour exprimer des relations rela-

tivement simples entre ces variables et le débit. Des paramètres plus ou moins empiriques

permettent d’ajuster les relations à l’échelle de la période et de la zone géographique étudiées.

Cette paramétrisation empirique permet d’avoir de bonnes performances pour reproduire les

débits et leur évolution à court terme. En revanche, due au manque de sens physique associé

à ces paramètres, cela ne permet pas d’extrapoler ces modèles sur d’autres zones ou sur

des projection à long terme, puisque l’on ne connait pas les processus, climatiques ou non,

intégrés dans ces paramètres, et donc si ces paramètres peuvent être vraiment considérés

comme indépendant du temps pour un système évolutif, notammant dans un contexte de

changement climatique.

Un autre type de modèles correspond aux modèles reposant sur l’association de pro-

cessus physiques définis pour essayer de reconstituer la dynamique du système terrestre

et l’équilibre entre les différents processus intervenant dans la génération des débits. Ces

modèles permettent quant à eux de comprendre les processus impliqués principaux et sont

les seuls qui permettent une réelle attribution des causes de l’évolution des débits et donc

des projections pertinentes selon des scénarios d’évolution climatique. Les performances de

ces modèles ont été validés, notamment pour reproduire les processus atmosphériques et de

surface naturels à grande échelle. Cependant, ces modèles ne sont pas assez complexes pour

inclure toute la complexité du sytème terrestre. Ainsi les performances de ces modèles pour

reproduire les débits et leur évolution effective sont moins bonnes, particulièrement dans les

zones où les processus non représentés ont un fort impact. C’est notamment le cas de tous

les processus associés aux activités humaines de gestion et d’usage de l’eau, qui sont encore

manquant ou très grossièrement définis dans la plupart des modèles. Ces modèles évoluent

donc vers des schémas de plus en plus intégratifs, avec une compréhension de plus en plus

fine des processus, vers la reconstruction du sytème Terre intégrant différentes disciplines

(sciences atmosphériques, agronomiques, hydrologiques, géologiques, sociales...).

Méthode pour isoler et décomposer les effets du chan-

gement climatique sur l’évolution des débits

Nous proposons une méthode innovante pour détecter et quantifier les changements dans le

débit des rivières, climatiques et non climatiques (Fig. 2).

Le modèle de surface (LSM) ORCHIDEE est utilisé pour estimer la réponse ”naturelle”
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de la surface continentale aux fluctuations climatiques. Ce modèle repoduit les processus

naturels et les interactions entre les variables atmosphériques et la réponse de la surface.

Le cadre conceptuel de Budyko (équation de Fu) est ensuite utilisé, comme représentation

plus simple de l’équilibre eau/energie, ajustée à l’échelle des bassins versants. Ce cadre per-

met de décomposer l’évolution du débit en une réponse directe aux fluctuations climatiques

moyennes, et une réponse indirecte, due aux changements de l’efficacité évaporative du bassin

versant (Fig. 3).
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Figure 2 – Schéma de la méthode : le modèle de surface ORCHIDEE est lancé avec
un forçage atmosphérique pour calculer la demande évaporative et l’évaporation effec-
tive à l’échelle des bassins versants. Il représente la ”réalité climatique”, dans laquelle les
bassins versants ont des charactéristiques constantes. Ensuite les moyennes annuelles de
précipitations P , évapotranspiration potentielle PET et évapotranspiration effective E sont
utilisées pour ajuster le cadre conceptuel de Budyko (équation de Fu). Nous faisons deux
ajustements : A- un ajustement considérant une efficacité évaporative constante sur toute
la période. Cela nous donne l’effet sur les débits des changements de climat moyen. B- un
ajustement avec une efficacité évaporative variable. Cela nous donne en plus l’effet des chan-
gements d’efficacité évaporative du bassin versant.

Dans un premier temps, nous appliquons ce cadre conceptuel aux sorties du modèle

complexe ORCHIDEE. Dans ce modèle, les bassins versants sont représentés avec des ca-

ractéristiques surfaciques constantes et sans processus liés notamment aux activités hu-

maines. Aussi, dans ce système, les seules sources de changement sont liées aux variables

climatiques utilisées en entrée du modèle. A travers le cadre conceptuel de Budyko, nous pou-

vons séparer l’effet des variables climatiques (precipitations P et évapotranspiration poten-

tielle PET) moyennes annuelles, de l’effet de leur distribution intra-annuelle sur la moyenne

annuelle débit de rivière.

Les résultats obtenus en Europe montrent qu’au cours du dernier siècle, l’évolution des

débits dus aux processus climatiques est dominée par la tendance sur les précipitations

moyennes (P). Le deuxième principal facteur climatique est l’augmentation de l’évapotrans-

piration potentielle (PET) dans la majeure partie de l’Europe, sauf en Méditerranée. L’eau

y est plus limitante, ce qui réduit fortement l’effet des changements de PET sur les débits,

surpassé par l’effet de la répartition intra-annuelle de P.
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(a) Changements relatifs des débits dans le
système de référence ”climatique”.

(b) Changements relatifs du débit dans le
système réel.

(c) Changements relatifs partiels des
débits liés aux effets du climat moyen
dans le système de référence ”clima-
tique”.

(d) Changements relatifs partiels des
débits liés aux effets du climat moyen
dans le système réel.

(e) Changements relatifs partiels des
débits liés aux effets des change-
ments d’efficacité évaporative dans le
système de référence ”climatique”.

(f) Changements relatifs partiels des
débits liés aux effets des change-
ments d’efficacité évaporative dans le
système réel.

Figure 3 – Tendances significatives sur les débits de rivière, sur la période 1901-2012 (% de
changement par an sur le siècle). La colonne de gauche représente les résultats pour le système
de référence ”climatique” (à partir des sorties d’ORCHIDEE), celle de gauche les résultats
pour le système réel (reposant sur les observations de débit). Une tendance positive (vers le
bleu) correspont à une augmentation significative du débit tandis qu’une tendance négative
(vers le rouge) correspont à une diminution. Les échelles ont été forcées pour correspondre
pour chacune de ces figures et faciliter les comparaisons, mais cela peut cacher des extrêmes
en dehors des limites représentes, comme au niveau de la péninsule ibérique dans la colonne
de droite.
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Quantifier les effets des facteurs non climatiques sur les

débits de rivière

Appliquer cette même méthodologie mais cette fois à des débits observés permet, en compa-

rant aux résultats précédents qui incluent uniquement les effets de la variabilité climatique,

de mettre en évidence les zones où la réponse ”naturelle” des bassins versants à la variabilité

climatique est insuffisante pour expliquer les changements enregistrés.

Nous montrons qu’en Europe l’évolution des débits au cours du dernier siècle a été si-

gnificative, dominée par des facteurs non pris en compte dans le système ”naturel”, parti-

culièrement dans le sud de l’Europe, au niveau de la péninsule ibérique (Fig. 3). Cependant,

les changements attribuables aux variables climatiques demeurent importants et, sur des

sous-périodes de dix ans, l’effet des facteurs non-climatiques devient faible, couvert par la

variabilité climatique élevée. Il faut donc tenir compte à la fois des facteurs climatiques et

non climatiques pour projeter les tendances futures des débits.

Ainsi, en combinant ORCHIDEE et le cadre conceptuel de Budyko, le premier nous

permet d’identifier la variabilité climatique incluse dans les paramètres d’ajustement du

second, tandis que le second permet de quantifier l’effet relatif des facteurs non-climatiques,

non considérés par les processus reproduits dans ORCHIDEE.

Cette méthode ne permet cependant pas d’identifier plus finement les facteurs inclus dans

”les facteurs non-climatiques manquant dans ORCHIDEE”. Dans un premier temps, nous

pouvons émettre des hypothèses. Par exemple, nous trouvons une bonne corrélation entre les

variations de l’efficacité évaporative des bassins versants en Espagne et l’évolution de l’eau

stockée dans les barrages, ce qui en fait un bon indicateur de l’effet des activités humaines

sur l’hydrologie des bassins versants de cette région. L’ajout de l’effet des changements de

couverture végétale et d’utilisation des sols, tels que mis en oeuvre actuellement dans le

LSM utilisé, a un effet non significatif sur le comportement hydrologique des bassins ver-

sants à l’échelle étudiée dans la présente étude. Plus généralement, de nombreux processus

liés aux facteurs humains influent sur l’efficacité évaporative apparente d’un bassin hydrogra-

phique, souvent avec des rétroactions complexes et corrélées avec le climat. Afin de valider

ces hypothèses, un approfondissement des recherches est donc nécessaire pour attribuer les

tendances non climatiques détectées. Les futurs développements des LSM permettront de

mieux intégrer les facteurs anthropiques tels que l’irrigation et les réservoirs. Une fois que

les LSM pourront reproduire les débits réels et leurs changements, ils seront en mesure de

décomposer et d’attribuer les changements non climatiques détectés.

Vers une modélisation à l’échelle régionale : besoin de

forçages atmosphériques à haute résolution

La plupart des activités humaines qui influent sur le cycle de l’eau se déroulent à petite

échelle, celle des réservoirs ou des périmètres d’irrigation, et les forçages atmosphériques

actuels limitent la résolution d’exécution des LSM. La première étape vers l’intégration de

ces processus dans les LSM a une échelle pertinente consiste donc à construire un forçage

atmosphérique à plus haute résolution, pour tester les performances des LSM aux échelles

auxquelles les activités humaines modifient le cycle hydrologique.

Ce défi est abordé dans la dernière partie de nos travaux. Nous nous concentrons ici

sur une zone géographique particulière, entourant les Pyrénées. Cette zone est contrastée,

riche en données d’observations et déjà fortement impactée par les effets du changement
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climatique et par une forte gestion de la resources en eau, avec de nombreux barrages et une

forte demande irrigative.

Nous cherchons ici à décomposer spatiallement et temporellement un jeu de données

atmosphériques reconstruit à partir d’un réseau d’observations , couvrant la zone, à une

résolution approximative de 1000 km2 en valeurs journalières (données SAFRAN, Fig. 4).

Nous sommes également ici confrontés à la rareté des observations dans les régions orogra-

phiques, réduisant la qualité de la reproduction des variables atmosphériques comme les

précipitations dans ces zones, selon les modèles de désagrégation classiques. Pour y pal-

lier, nous utilisons ici les résultats de modèles climatiques (ici RegIPSL). Ces modèles sont

constitués d’un modèle atmosphérique et d’un modèle de surface couplés, qui ont tourné ici

sur la région du sud-ouest de l’Europe à haute résolution, bornés par une réanalyse de données

d’observations atmosphériques sur la période 2000-2009 (Fig. 4). Cela permet de reconstituer

des champs atmosphériques cohérent spatialement et en altitude à l’échelle kilométrique. Par

contre, ces données sont biaisées du fait des biais et de la variabilité interne aux modèles.

Nous développons donc ici une méthode qui combine les deux types de données : SAFRAN

nous sert de référence pour les valeurs journalières à l’échelle du jeux de données et les sorties

du modèle haute-résolution sont réajustées pour correspondre à cette référence. Cela per-

met donc de conserver une désagrégation spatiale et sub-journalière cohérente physiquement.

Selon différentes hypothèses, nous pouvons également tester la différence apportée selon si

nous privilégions la distibution en altitude des précipitations du modèle ou de SAFRAN,

pour tester les biais d’observation dans les zones en hautes altitudes.

  

Altitude (m)
Spatial subdivision 

of the polygons 
with the final grid 
(here colored by 

altitude)

Zoom 
in

Figure 4 – Comparaison de l’échelle des différents jeux de données accessibles : SAFRAN
qui correspond aux polygones rouges, et les sorties du modèles haute-résolution, ici la grille,
colorée selon l’altitude associée à chaque point.

Les premiers résultats sont encourageant, avec notamment une distribution des précipita-

tions en altitude en accord avec les hypothèses posées. Cependant d’autres tests de sensi-

bilité et d’utilisation de ce jeu de données haute-résolution avec un modèle de surface sont

nécessaires, pour valider et utiliser cette méthode dans un objectif de développer et améliorer

les modèles de surface à haute résolution.
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Conclusions et perspectives

Les progrès dans la représentation des processus physiques de surface intervenant dans la

répartition et les dynamiques de la ressource en eau sont prometteurs. Les prochaines étapes

de développement des modèles à haute-résolution vont permettre d’inclure des processus

plus précis, à des échelles plus pertinentes, notamment pour les usagers et les décideurs.

Cependant il ne faut pas perdre de vue les objectifs et les limites apportés par une trop

grande complexité. Les cadres de modélisation plus simples et plus empiriques restent des

outils de diagnostique à ne pas négliger.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

Freshwater availability is a key resource for both ecological systems and human societies.

Detecting and quantifying changes in streamflow series and understanding their drivers is

essential, to organize water resources planning, and anticipate excess or scarcity in water

availability (Coch & Mediero, 2016; Rodell et al., 2018), in a context of climate change and

highly managed systems.

This manuscript addresses this issue, the current state of knowledge and the methods to

better understand streamflow trends, and more generally the changes in the water cycle, due

to both climate change and direct human influences on water management and land surface

changes.
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16 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The water cycle

Water is a necessity for life on Earth. It circulates in a natural global cycle through the

climate system, in different forms (solid, liquid, gaseous) and through different reservoirs

(ocean, land, atmosphere, cryosphere). It is a closed cycle at global scale, which primarly

involves precipitation and evaporation (Fig. 1.1). Water falling as precipitation was once

evaporated from oceans and, to a lesser extend, from continental surfaces and transported

through the atmosphere. As it is a cycle, evapotranspiration transports moisture back to

the atmosphere and it eventually precipitates again (Riedel & Weber, 2020). More closely,

a myriad of factors drive the equilibrium and exchanges between the different forms and

reservoirs of water, playing a role at different spatial and temporal scales (Fig. 1.2). Terres-

trial freshwater represents less than 2% of all water with only 4% of freshwater considered

easily accessible and available for essential ecosystem functioning and human society’s water

resource needs (Douville et al., 2021).

Figure 1.1 – Water fluxes for the present-day water cycle (in thousands of km3 per year).
From Douville et al. (2021).

If the water cycle is closed at global scale, with a conservation of water quantity along

the cycle, it is also the case at more regional scale, such as the scale of a watershed. A

watershed (or catchment) consist of all the land surface area channeling water towards the

same given outflow point, generally to a stream or a river. For such system the water budget

is balanced and we can summarize it at the scale of a river catchment with the following

equation 1.1 over a given period, with incoming and outgoing water from a region in balance

with the change in water storage (Müller et al., 2021):

P − E = Q+ ∆S (1.1)

with P the integrated amount of precipitation, E the integrated amount of evapotran-

spiration, Q the discharge at the outlet of the catchment and ∆S the change in the amount

of water stored over the catchment (Fig. 1.3). The amount of water is conserved and

understanding water availability and variability in the cycle relies on understanding the par-

titioning of water between the different terms (Abatzoglou & Ficklin, 2017), the different

reservoirs and the different forms, at different temporal scales.

The water cycle is closely linked to the energy cycle through energy budgets and ther-

modynamics processes at the surface and in the atmosphere, determining water states and

exchange fluxes (Fig. 1.2). Incoming radiations warm up the air and the surface, playing
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Figure 1.2 – Climatic drivers playing a role in water availability. Plus and minus signs
denote the direction of change that drivers have on factors such as snowpack, evapotranspi-
ration, soil moisture, and water storage. From Douville et al. (2021).

Figure 1.3 – Scheme of the main fluxes P , E, Q and ∆S over a catchment.

a role in defining air, surface temperature and heat fluxes. Clausius-Clapeyron equation

defines the relationship between air temperature and how much water can be contained in

vapor form in the atmosphere (water holding capacity), therefore defining atmospheric spe-

cific humidity. Atmospheric vapor content and vapor deficit (relative humidity) then drives

condensation and evaporation processes, defining latent heat fluxes which are critical for

driving atmospheric circulation at different spatial and temporal scales. In turn atmospheric

circulation and turbulences drives horizontal moisture transport and therefore vapor-pressure

deficit, relative humidity spatial distribution and regional P−E patterns over land (Douville

et al., 2021; Riedel & Weber, 2020; Sherwood & Fu, 2014). The dynamics of the water cycle

is also affected by the different dynamics at different time scales. Synchronization between

water availability and energetic atmospheric demand determines the partitioning between

evaporation and runoff. For instance, the physical form of precipitation (rain vs snow) will

change the timing of evaporation and runoff, depending on the residency time of water in

the snow-cover surface-storage reservoirs.

This partitioning of water between the different terms is also dependent on land surface

characteristics such as soil hydraulic properties and water holding capacity, slope, vegetation

rooting depth, vegetation type which changes plants’ water uptake and transpiration (water

use efficiency) and thus soil moisture and evapotranspiration (Fig. 1.2) (Douville et al.,

2021; Riedel & Weber, 2020). This links the water cycle to the carbon cycle as well, through
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changes in vegetation dynamics and other related land surface characteristics.

All these dependencies result in very complex processes, dependent on the atmosphere,

the soil, the vegetation, and which can be difficult to measure, such as evapotranspiration E

(Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020). Different types of models have been developed to reproduce

partially or fully the continental water cycle, with different levels of complexity, including

different processes, at different temporal and spatial resolutions. These models allow different

evaluations of how the different processes weight relatively to each other at different temporal

scale. More details on the variety of existing models are given in chapter 2.

Despite the complexity of the processes in play, there is a necessity to understand and

characterize the local and regional changes, to better address water management issues,

which are critical for the environment and for societies.

1.2 Changes in the water cycle due to climate change

The continental water cycle is dependent on many climate variables, mainly through pre-

cipitation and through variables such as radiation, turbulences and water holding capacity,

driving atmospheric circulation and vapor-pressure deficit. Therefore climate variability and

long-term change impacts the water cycle and the partitioning of water between the different

components of equation 1.1. In the following, we take an interest on how these variables

have changed and are expected to continue changing, with a focus over Europe.

1.2.1 Observed changes in climate records over the past century

in Europe

1.2.1.1 Changes in precipitation (P ): average, seasonality, extremes

Different datasets exist to reconstitute past precipitation time series, based on extensive

networks of weather observation stations and sometimes satellite observations over recent

years. One widely used of such datasets is the Climate Research Unit (CRU) time series

(TS) which is derived from the interpolation of monthly climate anomalies and covers the

period 1901-2018 on a 0.5◦latitude by 0.5◦longitude grid (Harris et al., 2020). These datasets

are regularly improved and updated. They allow to study how climate variables and mostly

precipitation have been evolving over the past century, and to test the performance of cli-

mate models in reproducing these changes.

Using the CRU-TS dataset, Christidis & Stott (2022) study the pattern of change in

P over Europe, over the different seasons (Fig. 1.4). They find that seasons gets dryer

over the Mediterranean basin and wetter over the rest of the continent, except in summer

where drying trends are more widespread. These trends are generally stronger in winter

than in summer, showing that not only the average annual of P is changing but also its

average distribution across seasons during the year. These results are in line with those of

other studies covering the same area and a similar period as reported in the small review of

P changes over Europe by Riedel & Weber (2020). Zveryaev (2004), using an old version

of the CRU-TS dataset covering 1901-1978, completed with the Climate Prediction Center

Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) over 1979-2001 study the seasonality variability

of P over Europe. They similarly find in winter a decrease in precipitation over Italy and

the Mediterranean region and an evident increase in other parts of Europe. In summer the

precipitation decrease extends to the British Isles and most of western, central and eastern

Europe with the increase in P localized to Scandinavia and most of European Russia. They
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Figure 1.4 – Seasonal precipitation trends (mm yr−1) calculated with CRU TS4 data over
1901–2018. Each panel corresponds to a different season, marked in the title by the first
letters of the months within the season. From Christidis & Stott (2022).

also point out that year-to-year precipitation variability is smaller in summer than in winter

over western Europe. In a review specific to the Mediterranean area for the period 1950-

2002, Garćıa-Ruiz et al. (2011) sum up findings towards a general decrease in P , with

greatest decrease in summer and spring, specifically over the Iberian Peninsula. Looking

more precisely to changes in the intra-annual distribution of P is difficult to assess, and

only a few indices exist to measure the inter-annual changes in the distribution of climate

variables. For example, Garćıa-Barrón et al. (2013) define indices to assess the evolution of

the intra-annual cycle of P over time throughout the Iberian peninsula. At the end of the

century, they identify a shift of the main rainfall periods towards autumn, specifically over

the Atlantic basins, and an increase in the inter-annual variability of the intra-annual cycle,

especially over the Mediterranean basin.

Annual and seasonal trends in P are completed by changes in extreme P events and

associated dry spell/ drought and water excess events. For instance, there is an increase

in summer rainfall variability which broadens its distribution and therefore increases the

likelihood of dry and wet extremes, even though the average P is decreasing over that season

(Christidis & Stott, 2022). Over the Mediterranean area, most studies report an increase in

precipitation intensity and dry spell/ drought events (Douville et al., 2021; Garćıa-Ruiz et al.,

2011). More generally over Europe, there is a consensus that precipitation have intensified

(Douville et al., 2021), with more frequent and longer intense rainfall events (Riedel & Weber,

2020). Focusing on the French Mediterranean area for the period 1961-2015, Ribes et al.

(2019) find a substantial change in annual maximum of observed daily rainfall starting in the

1990’s, with a significant increase in the number of events, specifically above high thresholds

(> 200mm). Overall their results are consistent with a broadening of P distribution, with

an average drying and decrease in intensity of moderate and strong events but a significant

increase in volume and extend of high threshold events.
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There is also a change in the liquid/solid fraction of P and in the snowpack extent over the

year, which overlaps with the changes in the total amount of rainfall over the Alps and the

Pyrenees. Not only the precipitation, specifically in winter, are increasing over mountainous

areas but the share of P falling as snow is decreasing (Rottler et al., 2020; Garćıa-Ruiz et al.,

2011; Douville et al., 2021).

Generally, average trends per decade for all P characteristics are less significant due to

the high inter-annual variability of precipitation P (Douville et al., 2021).

1.2.1.2 Changes in potential evapotranspiration (PET )

As previously explained, evapotranspiration (E) is flux dependent both on the water and

energy cycle in very complex processes linked to the atmosphere, the soil and the vegetation.

It is very difficult to measure (Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020), especially at large scale due

to an added difficulty of high spatial heterogeneities which complicates extrapolations from

targeted measurements. Therefore to estimate E most datasets and studies use modeling,

sometimes complemented with satellite data, such as for the Global Land Data Assimilation

System (GLDAS) (Fang et al., 2008). Modeling E most often relies on the concept of

potential evapotranspiration (PET ) to study the changes in climate variables driving E.

PET represents the potential for E in a system not limited by water availability (Sherwood &

Fu, 2014; Milly & Dunne, 2016). It corresponds to the atmospheric demand for water, limited

by available energy and aerodynamic resistance (Barella-Ortiz et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2018).

The hypothesis behind such a variable is that it can be defined relatively independently from

the varying state of the surface, only dependent on atmospheric characteristics. However,

the energy cycle and balance is also linked to surface processes, therefore such an hypothesis

can only be an approximation. Still PET is a useful tool to estimate a change in atmospheric

water demand. Several methods exist to calculate PET , dependent on the processes selected

to define it. One common method is the Penman–Monteith equation, either over an open-

water surface or an idealized reference crop (Milly & Dunne, 2016). More complex climate

and land surface models can solve a more complex system of equation, including for instance

changes in stomatal conductance, on shorter time-steps (Milly & Dunne, 2016; Barella-Ortiz

et al., 2013). Depending on the method used and the variables it relies on, the magnitude of

PET and PET changes can differ (Milly & Dunne, 2016). Still, there is a consensus that over

Europe the atmospheric evaporative demand has increased (Riedel & Weber, 2020; Vicente-

Serrano et al., 2019; Douville et al., 2021). This is probably due to the increased warming

of the atmosphere and land surface, increasing atmospheric water holding capacity and

increasing turbulence dynamics. However, the main drivers behind this evolution (changes

in radiation, wind, temperature...) are still under debate (Riedel & Weber, 2020; Vicente-

Serrano et al., 2014). Over the Iberian Peninsula, between 1961-2011, Vicente-Serrano et al.

(2014) relates changes in PET and E measured on sites to a decrease in relative humidity,

driven by an increased atmospheric water holding capacity because of higher temperature

and by a decrease in moisture supply, specifically in summer. Other studies negatively

correlate changes in reference PET to sunshine duration and cloudiness anomalies (Kitsara

et al., 2013). These are correlations and no true attribution to actual causes, which are

complicated by the inter-related processes involved and the many existing expression of

PET .

To sum up, we observe, over the past century in Europe, an increase in PET and signif-

icant changes in P , rather decreasing in the South and increasing in the North, and with a

contrast between seasons. It now raises the question of how it will continue to evolve in the
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Figure 1.5 – Spatial distribution of the magnitude of change (1961–2012) in annual atmo-
spheric evaporative demand (AED) (here equivalent to PET , monthly series of AED were
obtained using the FAO56-Penman Monteith equation) and their corresponding significance
(at p-value < 0.05). Each point represents an individual gauging station at which the annual
AED is integrated throughout the entire drainage basin. From Vicente-Serrano et al. (2019).

future.

1.2.2 Modeling and projection of future changes in climate vari-

ables

Complex models have been built and are continuously improved. Several projects gather

their outputs and projected changes in climate variables under different projection scenar-

ios, such as the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) Coupled Model Intercom-

parison Project (CMIP). CMIP experiments (last phase CMIP6) consist of an ensemble of

state-of-the-art climate models performing common experiments and historical simulations

(1850-near present), with their outputs standardized and made accessible to the scientific

community (Eyring et al., 2016).

Many studies, using ensemble outputs from General Circulation Models (GCMs) mainly

from CMIP5 and CMIP6 experiments, analyze the projected changes in climate variables

over Europe (Douville et al., 2021; Christidis & Stott, 2022; Knutson & Zeng, 2018; Garćıa-

Ruiz et al., 2011; Riedel & Weber, 2020; Schneider et al., 2013; Dai, 2016; Dezsi et al.,

2018). Most often, the average over the model ensemble is used to smooth out the internal

variability of each model and alleviate the noise effect (Christidis & Stott, 2022; Dai, 2016).

All studies project an increase in the tendencies already observed over Europe. Models

project consistent tendencies toward increasing temperatures and extreme hot events all

over Europe (Fig. 1.6) (Douville et al., 2021; Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Schneider et al.,

2013; Dezsi et al., 2018) along with projected increase in PET (Dai, 2016; Riedel & Weber,

2020; Arnell, 1999). Since P is a more chaotic variable, projections of future evolution of

temperature (error ±1 ◦) are more reliable than for precipitation (error ±25 %) (Garćıa-

Ruiz et al., 2011). Still projections under different scenarios, from 2050 to 2100, project a

continuation of the drying over the Mediterranean area and the rest of Europe getting wetter

(Christidis & Stott, 2022; Knutson & Zeng, 2018; Arnell, 1999; Riedel & Weber, 2020; Dai,

2016; Dezsi et al., 2018). Seasonal contrasts are expected to increase with a higher increase

in P in winter (Fig. 1.6) (Christidis & Stott, 2022; Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011), leading to
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Figure 1.6 – Climatic changes in the 2050s featuring changes from the baseline (1971-2000)
in mean precipitation of winter and summer half-year (left), mean annual temperature and
snow cover duration (right). The maps represent the ensemble mean of the climate projec-
tions with three state-of-the-art GCMs (ECHAM5/MPI-OM, model from the Max-Planck
Institute for Meteorology, Germany,; IPSL-CM4 model from the Institute Pierre Simon
Laplace, France; CNRM-CM3 model from Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques,
France) under SRES A2 emission scenario. From Schneider et al. (2013).
These results are not from the most recent simulations but still represent well the expected
pattern of changes in these variables, since the main differences with recent results are the
amplitude of the changes.

increased contrasts between wettest and driest months (Fig. 1.6) (Douville et al., 2021).

Amplified seasonality is expected to be more marked over the Mediterranean area where the

atmospheric evaporative demand is high (Douville et al., 2021). Not only marked seasonality

are expected to increase but also more generally the variability of P , increasing the likelihood

of extreme events. Seasons with extremely high precipitation anomalies are expected more

frequently over most of Europe, specifically in winter, less likely over the Mediterranean area

(Christidis & Stott, 2022). Extreme dry events increase in likelihood and duration over most

European areas (Christidis & Stott, 2022), especially in autumn and summer and over the

Mediterranean area (Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011). Snowfall and the duration of snowpack are

expected to reduce (Fig. 1.6) (Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011) (Schneider et al., 2013).

All these projections simulate an intensification of the water cycle and significant changes

in P and climate variables related to E, leading to expected significant changes in water

availability (Christidis & Stott, 2022; Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Dezsi et al., 2018).

1.3 Changes in land surface characteristics

The dynamics of partitioning of water between the different reservoirs and between runoff

and evapotranspiration does not only depend on atmospheric and climate characteristics

but also on many characteristics of the land surface, from soil and vegetation characteristics

to water management activities lead by human societies. Furthermore, along with climate
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change, these characteristics may evolve and have inter-related feedbacks with atmospheric

variables, complicating the understanding on how they will impact the different components

of the water cycle.

1.3.1 Vegetation cover and land use changes

Vegetation organizes itself according to energy and water availability (Fig. 1.7). For instance

high water availability leads to higher vegetation growth, such as in valleys and riparian

wetlands. There is also a difference in vegetation organization between sunny and shady

slopes, due to differences in exposure and balance between water and energy availability (Fan

et al., 2019). In turn, vegetation also plays a role in the organization of catchment, retaining

soil and water through their rooting system, limiting erosion over slope hills and enhancing

evapotranspiration through transpiration. Natural landscapes features co-evolve with other

natural drivers of catchments’ hydrological response, such as climate, with empirical evidence

of interaction and feedbacks (Troch et al., 2015). Vegetation impacts several hydrological

processes such as interception, infiltration and the partitioning of water between runoff,

groundwater recharge and evapotranspiration (Douville et al., 2021; Riedel & Weber, 2020;

Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011).

Figure 1.7 – Spatial patterns that reflect a coevolving landscape. From top left clockwise:
Hill in the White Mountains of Arizona where coniferous trees grow on the north face and
grasses on the south face; mudflow induced by landslides destroy road and property, and flood
alters course of a river; riparian vegetation grows along washes in semiarid environments;
aerial view of a tiger bush plateau in Niger reflecting surface runoff processes. From Troch
et al. (2015).

Changes in vegetation and more generally land use and the state of the surface are

therefore expected to highly alter the continental water cycle. Land cover and land use

(LCLU) is affected by the economic development of countries and regions. In Europe and

over the past century, rural exodus led to farmland abandonment and to a concentration
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of human population and activities in urban centers, along coastal and more productive

lands (valley floors). Along with reforestation policies, it led to an expansion of shrubs and

forest areas, specifically in mountainous and hilly areas (Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Riedel &

Weber, 2020). With climate change, vegetation activity has also changed and is expected to

continue changing in the future. A dryer climate and a general increase in CO2 atmospheric

concentration impacts stomatal closure and reduces plants transpiration which is estimated

to count for 55-67% of evapotranspiration (Riedel & Weber, 2020). Over the past few

decades, the length of the growing-season has increased in Central Europe due to earlier

start of flowering (Riedel & Weber, 2020). A vegetation more active in spring and less

active in the end of summer will change the yearly balance of evapotranspiration. Species

abundance and diversity are also already evolving, following changes in climate conditions

(Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Riedel & Weber, 2020).

1.3.2 Irrigation, human water management and other human in-

fluences

In Europe, along with farmland abandonment, the agriculture practices have intensified over

the maintained crop lands, with an increasing use of irrigation, specifically in Mediterranean

regions and over the Iberian Peninsula (largest irrigated area in the European union) during

the second half of the 20th century (Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Hurtt et al., 2020). Since

the 2000’s, the extend of irrigated land has stabilized in developed countries with expected

evolution rather around irrigation techniques and practices towards more water efficient

systems (Angelakιs et al., 2020). Irrigation is the largest anthropogenic global freshwater

use. It has an impact on temperature in the crop canopy, crop heat stress and more generally

changes the water and energy balances by increasing vegetation activity and enhancing

evapotranspiration. Water used for irrigation either comes from uptake from rivers or from

groundwater mining. Therefore it is associated to hydraulic infrastructures making water

available and regulating and transporting water resources, such as dams. In the case of

groundwater abstraction, it concerns mostly Spain, the south of France and Italy in Europe

(Wada et al., 2012), with a considered unsustainable mining in Spain, where the aquifers’

recharge does not balance the abstraction to cover the water demand (Holtz & Pahl-Wostl,

2012; Llamas et al., 2015; Wada et al., 2012; Custodio et al., 2016; Esteban & Albiac, 2012).

Irrigation can have a positive effect on groundwater recharge through leakage and increased

infiltration but the total effect on groundwater storage is negative when irrigation water is

sourced from groundwater reservoirs (Riedel & Weber, 2020).

In Europe, 40% of withdrawals are used for agriculture (Sordo-Ward et al., 2019). Other

activities use freshwater and play a role in water withdrawals and changes in ecosystem dy-

namics such a domestic consumption and hydro-power in the case of dams. Rivers have also

been artificially modified (channelization, embanking, straightening, widening, deepening)

with further impacts on flow and flow velocity (Schneider et al., 2013). As another impact

of human activities, soil sealing has been continuously increasing in the past decades with

the extension of urban areas. It has a tendency to increase runoff and reduce infiltration

(Douville et al., 2021), even if high uncertainties remain on understanding recharge dynam-

ics under urban areas due to the large spatial heterogeneities in these areas (Douville et al.,

2021).

More generally, land use changes and human activities affect the water cycle by changing

the partition of water between runoff, evapotranspiration and groundwater recharge (Fig.

1.8) and confound the identification of climate-driven changes (Stahl et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.8 – Land-use changes and their consequences on the water cycle. As all the
components or the water cycle are tightly connected, changes in one aspect of the cycle
affects almost all the cycle. From Douville et al. (2021).

Projecting the future of these practices and activities depend on many factors. It de-

pends on future management strategies which will adapt also to future climate conditions,

to changes in policies and demand, in irrigation and reservoirs performances due to both im-

proved technologies and climate dynamics... (Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011). It highly complicates

the projections of changes in the water cycle.

1.4 Problematic and objectives

Both changes in climate and in land surface characteristics impacts the water cycle and its

balance with the energy and the carbon cycle. Furthermore all these processes are inter-

related and concurrent in space and time. Different drivers intervene on the water cycle on

different components, at different spatial and temporal scales.

Of the main components considered in the water balance (equ. 1.1), evapotranspiration E

and water storage ∆S are the most difficult to measure and are most often estimated through

remote sensing and modeling (Riedel & Weber, 2020; Simons et al., 2020; Pan et al., 2019;

Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020). To get a more comprehensive view of the changes in the water

cycle and more easily compare models outputs to observations, most studies focus on the

discharge Q. Q is also directly related to key environmental and societal challenges such

as the rising flood risks, the seasonal dry up of river beds impacting local biodiversity or

the changes in freshwater flows to the ocean, playing a role in ocean circulation and salinity

along with ocean nutrient supply (Wang & Polcher, 2019).

Q is the temporally lagged, spatially integrated resultant of runoff and surface water

fluxes over a catchment (Milly et al., 2005; Rottler et al., 2020). This is a strength to

detect regional trends, by freeing ourselves from point measurements spatial and temporal
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heterogeneities (Rottler et al., 2020). It allows to evaluate the resulting effect of the complex

interplay between atmospheric drivers and multiple terrestrial processes at regional scale

(Gudmundsson et al., 2017b). However that latter strength is also the main limit, since it

complicates the interpretation of trends (Rottler et al., 2020; Milly et al., 2005; Stahl et al.,

2010). The identification of climate driven changes is complicated by the confounding effects

of direct anthropogenic disturbances and changes in watershed properties (Rottler et al.,

2020; Milly et al., 2005; Stahl et al., 2010). This leads to the main question we wanted to

address:

How to separate the effect of the climate and anthropogenic drivers in

streamflow trends?

Understanding the relative role of such factors also plays a determining role for construct-

ing adaptation scenarios, with a better comprehension of the weight of human activities on

streamflow changes.

Most existing methodologies addressing this issue rely on modeling with their inherent

strengths and limits. We want to find a new and innovative way to use these methods to

better assess the relative magnitude of these different drivers on discharge changes with an

objective of better understanding and improving how streamflow is projected.

Since more and more models start to include direct anthropogenic water management,

which intervene at local scale, we also address one current limit, the necessity to have atmo-

spheric forcings at higher resolution to use models at such scales and test the newly added

processes. It is a step towards attributing the changes, which will complement detection

methods. It is part of the LIAISE project (Boone, 2019), which aims at improving the un-

derstanding the human impact on energy and water cycles at regional scale (more details in

chapter 5).

1.5 Introducing the thesis structure

This thesis manuscript is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 first reviews the literature of streamflow studies, assessing observed stream-

flow changes, and different types of models, with their respective strength and limits.

This review shows the difficulty linked to assessing trends as best as possible and in-

terpreting and attributing these trends to possible climatic and anthropogenic drivers.

Some type of models aim representing the current trends as best as possible to the

detriment of understanding all the underlying processes. Other are physical-based and

aim at understanding the different drivers and interactions but are a lot more complex

to use and are limited by the processes they represent and therefore often lack accuracy.

• Chapter 3 presents the methods we developed to isolate and quantify the effect of cli-

mate change on discharge over the past century, benefiting from a parsimonious model

simpler framework of interpretation and from the quality in process representation of a

complex state-of-the-art land surface model. Our method allows to separate the effect

on discharge trends, of precipitation inter-annual and intra-annual variability.

• Chapter 4 details a second application of our method, to isolate and quantify the

effect of non-climatic drivers over Europe, compared to the effects of climatic drivers

addressed in the previous chapter. The use of the parsimonious model and observations
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allows to quantify the effect of missing processes in the complex land surface model.

Hypotheses to identify the main non-climatic drivers are detailed, but attribution is

not possible as long as these drivers are not included in physical-based models.

• Chapter 5 develops an essential step towards adding anthropic disturbances to physical-

based models: the need to work at regional scale and therefore of an adequate high-

resolution climate forcing. We use the results from a high-resolution run of a land

surface model coupled to an atmospheric model, to get an adequate high-spatial and

sub-daily disaggregation of climate variables. They are then bias-corrected at daily

scale using a broader-resolution observation-based dataset.

• Finally, I conclude in chapter 6 with a summary of the main results obtained during this

thesis work and with my understanding of the perspectives, next steps and challenges,

as I understand them at the end of this thesis.
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CHAPTER2
Review of literature: Analyzing,

reproducing and projecting discharge

changes

As introduced, discharge is the resulting integration of surface flows over a catchment. It is

therefore influenced by all phenomena and activities changing the balance between all water

flows. We have seen that both climate variables and land surface characteristics have been

concurrently evolving and are expected to continue to change in the following years. Since

streamflow is a more integrated variable, it is not easy to understand and predict its resulting

evolution. This chapter summarizes the current state of knowledge on observed streamflow

changes and the methods developed to understand the processes behind these changes and

predict their future evolutions.
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2.1 Observed streamflow over Europe

2.1.1 Changes in streamflow over the past century

2.1.1.1 Observation network of gauging stations

Rivers are the main and easiest access to fresh water for human societies (Dai, 2016). Mon-

itoring streamflow is therefore highly developed in most countries and relatively easy com-

pared to the monitoring of other water fluxes such as evapotranspiration. Gauging stations

exist all around the world, with many institutions gathering their data at different scale (re-

gion, country, world). For instance, the Global Data Runoff Center (GRDC) was established

in 1988 in the German Federal Institute of Hydrology (BfG) in Koblenz, Germany, with

the support of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) to gather and archive global

streamflow data. They have access to this day to over 10,000 stations from 159 countries

(Federal Institute of Hydrology (BfG), 2023). However, not all area of the world are equally

well represented: the spatial coverage, length and period covered by the time series vary

across different regions (Fig. 2.1, 2.2). Europe, Americas, Australia, Russia, South Africa

are well covered with long time period covered up to the last decade. Their is a clear lack

of data in South and Eastern Asia and in recent years in the rest of Africa. There is overall

a decline in discharge data availability in recent years (Fig. 2.2) due to the reduction in

gauging stations with the development of satellite data and due to the increasing reluctance

of some countries such as in Asia or Africa to share streamflow data, considered as strategic

resources. A sparse coverage can lead to biased inferences of observation-based studies over

large spatial domains wherever gauges are not a representative sample (Do et al., 2020).

Moreover, not all time series have the same quality and many contain gaps of variable length

(Dai, 2016). Despite their limitations, such databases exist and can be completed with other

databases available at national scale in some part of the world. New developments can help

to improve the measurement deficits in the future, such as the Surface Water and Ocean

Topography (SWOT) satellite mission, launched in December 2022, which should be able to

detect surface water elevation, slope and water mask for many surface water bodies with a

goal for good performances for 50 m to 100 m wide rivers and water bodies (Biancamaria

et al., 2016), and therefore enable to improve discharge estimation over areas with no access

to in-situ observations.

Figure 2.1 – Length of the time series for the 10 702 stations with monthly data, GRDC,
from (Federal Institute of Hydrology (BfG), 2023), (27/06/2023)
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Figure 2.2 – End date of the time series for the 10 702 stations with monthly data, GRDC,
from (Federal Institute of Hydrology (BfG), 2023), (27/06/2023)

2.1.1.2 Changes in average annual discharge

Such databases allows for global scale studies to estimate the global continental freshwater

discharge (Dai et al., 2009; Labat, 2010; Milliman et al., 2008). Such studies consider the

largest rivers to estimate the general tendencies in continental freshwater discharge. However,

depending on the number of rivers considered, the period covered and the method to fill

observational gaps, discrepancies in results arise (Alkama et al., 2013). Furthermore, usually

large main rivers may not be representative of unmonitored areas which are an important

part of the freshwater streamflow and may have very different behaviors (Wang & Polcher,

2019; Hannerz & Destouni, 2006).

Observational datasets are also interesting to look at spatial patterns in discharge and

trends or for more regional studies. Looking at more than 200 largest rivers worldwide

from 1949 to 2012, Dai et al. (2009) find non significant trends for a majority of rivers and

varying results depending on the time period studied. Streamflow variability and longterm

changes are highly correlated to precipitation integrated over the catchment (Dai et al., 2009;

Dai, 2016; Alkama et al., 2013; Milly et al., 2005) and therefore to atmospheric processes

driving interannual variability of land precipitation such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) (Dai, 2016; Milly et al., 2005). This explains the small significance of trends for

most large rivers due to the high resulting year-to-year variability (Dai et al., 2009) and to

the integration effect.

If overall trends are mostly non significant, they are noteworthy regionally and for some

individual rivers, highlighting that streamflow trends are more a regional/ basin-scale issue

(Alkama et al., 2011). Such scale better account for regional specificities and differences

between large and small rivers, upstream and downstream of catchments. It is also at that

scale that the effect of human activities and land use change are most influential (Alkama

et al., 2011).

Focusing on Europe and the Mediterranean area, several studies find average drying

trends in Spain, southern France, more generally in the Mediterranean area (Gudmundsson

et al., 2017b; Coch & Mediero, 2016; Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019;

Stahl et al., 2010) and in central/eastern Europe (Stahl et al., 2010) and average wetting

weaker trends in northern Europe (Gudmundsson et al., 2017b; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019;

Rottler et al., 2020). Similarly to the results at global scale, these trends are highly correlated
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(a) Trends in annual streamflow (1961 to 2012)

(b) Trends in annual precipitation (1961 to 2012)

Figure 2.3 – Trends in annual streamflow and precipitation from 1961 to 2012. (A) Spatial
distribution of the magnitude of change and (B) their statistical significance (at p < 0.05).
Each circle represents one gauge station. From Vicente-Serrano et al. (2019).

and consistent to changes in precipitation (Fig. 2.3) (Gudmundsson et al., 2017b; Arnell,

1999; Zanardo et al., 2012; Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019; Stahl

et al., 2010) and to the atmospheric circulation variability (Bouwer et al., 2008) and the

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Gudmundsson et al., 2017b; Arnell, 1999).

2.1.1.3 High flows, low flows and river regimes

Regional studies do not focus only on annual average discharge. Indeed seasonal trends can

be different from annual trends. For instance, Stahl et al. (2010) find the trends in discharge

over the end of the century to be disconnected between summer flows and winter flows for an

ensemble of small near-natural catchments in Europe, with a dominance of positive trends

in winter and negative trends in summer. Focusing on the North of the Alps, Rottler et al.

(2020) find changes in seasonality with an increase of streamflow in winter (and spring) and

lower decrease or even an increase in summer (and autumns).
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Other important aspects of streamflow studied are low and high flows (Tuel et al., 2022;

Bouwer et al., 2008), associated to drought (Douville et al., 2021; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014)

and flood events (Douville et al., 2021; Rottler et al., 2020; Milly et al., 2002). They can show

different tendencies than average trends due to their dependency on different phenomena,

often more localized in time and space. Tuel et al. (2022), for catchments in Switzerland,

study the link between extreme precipitation events and peak discharge events. They show

that the discharge response does not only respond to the magnitude of the precipitation

events but also to the clustering of these events. Clustered events generally result in larger,

longer discharge response. It could be because of the saturation of soil moisture, as isolated

events allow for more time for the soil to dry up, and therefore the next precipitation event

generates less runoff than when events are clustered. However, they also show that this effect

of clustering is attenuated for large catchments and snow-dominated catchments. Therefore

the amplitude of these phenomena also depends on scale and on the type of flow regime

followed by the river.

Current European hydrological regimes are mainly rain-fed and snow-dominated regimes

(Arnell, 1999; Rottler et al., 2020). In the first types of regime, the intra-annual discharge

variability is highly correlated to precipitation events, with usually a peak discharge in winter

(Bouwer et al., 2008). The second type of regime concerns mostly continental regions where

the peak in runoff follows snow melt. In these regimes, peak flows are less directly correlated

to precipitation events. There is a delay due to the water storage in snow packs in winter,

with discharge peaks following snow melt in summer. Reality is also never as simple and

many catchments fall in between these classifications. For instance in their classification

of river regimes, Poschlod et al. (2020) identify 6 different regimes: (glacio-)nival, nival

(transition), nivo-pluvial and three different pluvial classes. Moreover, not only these regime

determine different responses to climate drivers, themselves are expected to change with

climate (Poschlod et al., 2020), mostly toward more rain-fed classes with the decrease of

snowfall and snow cover. The increase in temperature results in less snow accumulating

in winter in headwaters and to more rainfalls in winter, while snow melt also occurs more

rapidly, earlier in the year. Both effects results in changes in river regimes, towards greater

runoff in winter and lower earlier high flows in spring (Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011).

Blöschl et al. (2019b) study the trends in highest peak discharge from 1960 to 2010 over

Europe (Fig. 2.4). They show that peak discharge trends follow similar patterns than the

trends in average discharge: an increase of flood discharge in northwestern Europe, a decrease

in southern Europe and eastern Europe. They distinguish three zones where these trends

follow patterns of different possible climate drivers. In northern Europe, flood discharge in-

crease matches the increase in winter and autumn rainfall. In southern Europe, the decrease

in flood discharge matches the decrease in precipitation and increase in evaporation. In east-

ern Europe, the decrease matches rather the changes in snow melt dynamics (earlier snow

melt and decreasing events). Similarly, and over the same period, Berghuijs et al. (2019)

observe that winter annual floods in large parts of western Europe and the Mediterranean

rather correspond to peaks in precipitation events and soil moisture excess. In northeastern

Europe and around the Alps, the regimes are different, with respective annual flood events

rather in spring and summer. In these regions, it does not match the peaks in soil moisture

excess (also rather in winter) or the peak in rainfall events (rather in summer). It matches

the annual maxima of snow melt and rain on snow. These results show that the dominat-

ing regime in western and southern Europe is rain-fed rivers, while in north-eastern Europe

and around the Alps most rivers follow snow-dominated regimes, and that both types of

catchments respond differently to climate change.
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Figure 2.4 – Observed regional trends of river flood discharges in Europe (1960–2010). Blue
indicates increasing flood discharges and red denotes decreasing flood discharges (in per cent
change of the mean annual flood discharge per decade). Numbers 1–3 indicate regions with
distinct drivers. 1, Northwestern Europe: increasing rainfall and soil moisture. 2, Southern
Europe: decreasing rainfall and increasing evaporation. 3, Eastern Europe: decreasing and
earlier snowmelt. From Blöschl et al. (2019b).

Most studies looking at the evolution of drought events in Europe focus on the most

sensitive regions: the Mediterranean area. For instance, Coch & Mediero (2016) show a

trend toward a decrease in low flows in Spain between 1949 and 2009, with similar patterns

observed in the South of France, Greece and Turkey. Looking at the same region between

1961 and 2011, Vicente-Serrano et al. (2014) find an increase in drought severity and extend

area, associated to a severe decline in streamflow, related to both a decrease in precipitation

and to an increase in evaporative demand.

To sum up, this section shows that there is a general consensus in observed regional

streamflow tendencies in Europe: drying trends in the Mediterranean and eastern area,

wetting trends in north and western Europe. Trends in extremes events (floods and drought)

follow more or less similar patterns than average flows but not always consistently, with for

instance increasing high flows in drying areas, due to the heightened variability of river

flows. An added difficulty when studying streamflow trends are the changes in seasonality

and sub-annual dynamics. Most studies making assumptions describing potential processes

underlying streamflow changes are localized. Indeed it is easier to make assumptions in

smaller-scale specific systems, but it does not easily allow generalizations. Here we only give

a descriptive overview of the climatic drivers assumed to play a major role in streamflow

changes: mainly precipitation, snow dynamics and associated changes in soil moisture. In

the following part, we will give an overview of how to better assess the role of climate and

surface processes in streamflow dynamics, with the associated difficulties raised.
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2.1.2 Separate climate vs human drivers on observations

2.1.2.1 Catchments complexity and potential intricated drivers

Streamflow characteristics and trends are dependent on the area, the climate characteristics,

the climate regime, the scale of the catchment (Tuel et al., 2022). Discharge is the integrated

result of non linear phenomena relating climate characteristics and landscape features. As

introduced in chapter 1, the landscape organization determines how a catchment filters the

climate into an hydrologic response. Troch et al. (2015) introduce the concept of hydrological

age, linked to the concept of a co-evolution between landscape features and climate, which

may depend also on how active the drivers are. Fluxes are driven by spatial characteristics

which in turn can be modified by said fluxes. For instance, erosion increases slope which

increases runoff which increases erosion. And the magnitude of that feedback chain will

depend on how active the runoff flow and how steep the slope were in the first place. Veg-

etation also organizes itself according to water and energy availability and in turn changes

evapotranspiration and runoff dynamics (Fan et al., 2019). All terrestrial water reservoirs

are connected and trends in global freshwater availability are dependent on the interaction

between all of them: groundwater, soil moisture, surface waters, snow and ice (Rodell et al.,

2018). They have different dynamics in space and time, often explaining that trends in av-

erage flows and trends in high and low flows are not always similar, depending again on the

catchment characteristics, the river regimes and the period studied. To understand changes

in discharge, it is therefore important to take that complexity into account.

On top of these intricated non linear relationships, as we have seen in chapter 1, climate

is changing and humans intervene to modify the functioning of catchments. Here we sum up

the main climate and then human related drivers, which supposedly impact streamflow. If,

as previously described, precipitation seems to be a key driver of streamflow changes, with

similar patterns observed in discharge and precipitation changes, it is not sufficient to explain

all of streamflow variability and trends. Vicente-Serrano et al. (2014) show that the decrease

in streamflow over Spain is higher than the decrease in precipitation. They associate that

difference in magnitude to the concurrent increase in evaporative demand. Still considering

climatic potential drivers, we already discussed the potential effect of changes in timing

and quantity of snow melt, towards increased runoff, earlier in the year and dryer summer

months. Associated to that effect, the changes in glaciers dynamics is expected to impact

streamflow in short and long-term. Glaciers contribute to river discharge, with a typical

glacier runoff showing a seasonality with a minimum in snow-accumulation season and a

maximum in melt season, which can compensate for possible low flow and drought events

in lowlands (Huss & Hock, 2018). Schaner et al. (2012) estimate that glaciers contribute

from 5 to 50% to streamflow in some catchments in the Alps, with a peak contribution

in summer month when seasonal snowmelt from the non-glacierized part of a river basin

is low, glacier melt is high, and other non-glacier sources of runoff are low. However, the

acceleration of glaciers mass loss (Vincent et al., 2017) results in an expected short term

increase in downstream streamflow (peak water) and an expected decrease in the long term

due to glaciers depletion, especially a decrease in seasonal runoff maxima, also expected

to shift towards earlier in the season (Huss & Hock, 2018). Peaks and changes in regime

depend on the size of the glacier and its share to streamflow contribution (Douville et al.,

2021; Huss & Hock, 2018). In regions with smaller glaciers as in Europe, the peak water

years are expected to have passed or to occur within the next decade (Huss & Hock, 2018).

These changes in regimes are still difficult to identify and quantify, remaining amongst the

important questions to solve for hydrologists (Blöschl et al., 2019a).
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Moreover, water systems are highly managed and under influence of human activities,

masking potential effects of climate change on runoff and streamflow (Rottler et al., 2020;

Ficklin et al., 2018). Slater et al. (2015) relate trends in floods both to trends in streamflow

and to trend in river channel capacities. Rottler et al. (2020) show that the changes in

seasonality in discharge coincide both to changes in climatic drivers such as precipitation

and snow cover and to the constructions of reservoirs and anthropogenic alteration of river

networks. There is a consensus that dams reservoirs and management change the seasonality

of river flow (Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Rottler et al., 2020; Ficklin et al., 2018), as they

are designed for such purposes. They retains water in winter to recharge and results in

more uniform flows throughout the year (Ficklin et al., 2018), with more reduced peak

and low flows due to their controlled releases and to maintained ecological flows. In the

Pyrenees, they are associated to decrease in discharge due to divergence of water towards

irrigation channels (Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011). More generally, flow alterations and reservoir

managements, withdrawals for irrigation and changes in land cover are expected to affect

both the average discharge and low/high flows. For instance over the Iberian Peninsula,

Garćıa-Ruiz et al. (2011) review several studies making the assumption that the increase

in the forest cover explains the decorrelation between streamflow and climate, with specific

studies looking at unregulated rivers in the Pyrenees finding the expansion of forested areas

to be responsible from up to 25% of the decrease in streamflow over the end of the twentieth

century (Begueŕıa et al., 2003).

These assumptions on climatic and non-climatic factors and processes driving streamflow

changes are tested with different methods, described in the following parts.

2.1.2.2 Identifying the effect of potential drivers using observations

Observation-based studies to identify a signal and its potential drivers all rely on similar

methods. These methodologies have been developed at first to look at the anthropogenic

signal in climate change. The first step is to look at spatial association between different vari-

ables and identify long-term trends in time series usually dominated by short-term dynamics.

If the trends and association are stronger than random variability, it identifies a possible cause

of change (Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011). Similarly for streamflow, most observation-based studies

compare spatial and temporal patterns of streamflow to those of possible drivers.

Several studies show high spatial correlation between streamflow trends and precipitation

trends (Dai, 2016; Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Blöschl et al., 2019b; Bouwer et al., 2008; Vicente-

Serrano et al., 2019). Correlation with temperature patterns are harder to assess (Garćıa-

Ruiz et al., 2011), probably due to a more indirect link between streamflow changes and

temperature changes. Other study directly look at the graphical patterns to identify more

complex characteristics. Over the Po River in Italy, Montanari (2012) graphically studies

average, peak and low flows, intra-annual variations of seasonality. He identifies an increasing

drought risk in summer even though the traditional methods for trends detection show no

statistically significant trends due to the high variability in discharge. Other studies look

for breakpoints in streamflow series to separate a baseline and change period and associate

breakpoints to potential drivers (Adeyeri et al., 2020; Ahn & Merwade, 2014; Fenta et al.,

2017).

All these methods face the same limitations. Patterns and correlation can be hidden by

confounding effects and internal climate variability (Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011; Ficklin et al.,

2018). Possible long-term natural fluctuations may not be effectively captured by the length

of the historical records (Montanari, 2012), a possible delayed response to a driver would

not be identified (Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011). Not all drivers influence streamflow at the same
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spatial and temporal scale. The result therefore may depend on the scale studied. More

generally, these methods do not allow to attribute trends and patterns to specific physical

processes, only to identify correlations, coincidences and similarities (Montanari, 2012).

As an attempt to attribute changes, several studies separate catchments in categories

based on known characteristics. To separate the effect of climatic drivers from direct an-

thropic drivers, several studies categorize natural or near-natural catchments vs human-

modified catchments (Ficklin et al., 2018; Coch & Mediero, 2016; Stahl et al., 2010; Begueŕıa

et al., 2003). Such a method allows to isolate the effects of climate change (Stahl et al.,

2010) or other remaining drivers in near-natural catchments, such as reforestation (Garćıa-

Ruiz et al., 2011; Begueŕıa et al., 2003).

However these methods face other limitations. There is no global database of ”natural-

ized” streamflow available (Alkama et al., 2011). Several countries have recently established

so-called “reference” or “benchmark” networks but access to such a database regularly up-

dated in Europe is complicated by the many jurisdictions responsible for data gathering

and their willingness to share data nationally as well as internationally (Stahl et al., 2010).

Therefore different studies use different database and definition of ”near-natural” catchments.

More generally, to minimize the impact of human disturbances, ”natural” catchments are

typically small and sparse since larger watersheds are more likely to have water infrastruc-

ture and management (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019; Stahl et al., 2010; Ficklin et al., 2018).

It highly reduces the surface covered by the analysis, especially over Europe due to its high

population density and long history of water infrastructure development (Fig. 2.5) (Stahl

et al., 2010).

Figure 2.5 – Trends in annual streamflow for the period 1962-2004 (trends are given in
standard deviations per year), for a data set of near-natural streamflow records of 441 small
catchments. From Stahl et al. (2010).

The lack of representativity of such ”near-natural” catchments to show the overall effect

of climate change may not only be due to the small spatial cover of such defined catchments.

By definition, ”near-natural” catchments are often small catchments, upstream of river chan-

nels, and focusing on them to represent the effect of climate change may not represent well

differences other than human intervention, such as differences in landscape characteristics,

slope, altitudinal climate, and overall differences in climate reactivity between mountainous
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and lowland areas. Such studies also do not allow to consider large catchments and inte-

grated effects. Those result in relatively smaller trends and a dampen signals of climate

change for large watersheds (Ficklin et al., 2018; Dai, 2016; Milly et al., 2005).

2.2 Reproduce, analyze and project streamflow

Methods only observation-based do not allow to attribute discharge changes to specific

drivers. Furthermore, they only allow to study past climate and not to effectively project

trends: a current trend may not continue in the future (Dai et al., 2009), future variability

and trends may not have an equivalent in historical records (Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011). To bet-

ter understand the drivers of changes and how discharge will evolve in the future, we need to

use methods based on models. Different approaches to simulate the continental cycle exist.

These range from easy-to-calibrate simple water balance models to the more complex land

surface models (LSM) (Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020).

2.2.1 Calibrated parsimonious hydrological models

These models rely on usually few variables, depending on their level of complexity. They aim

at reproducing well but as simply as possible the relationship between discharge and climate

variables. The first step is to identify pertinent climatic and environmental drivers, then the

model is adjusted over the area of study through free parameters to best fit observed data.

The simplest of all models matching that description are linear regression models. They

go a step further than comparing correlation patterns to explore how much of discharge

variability the selected variables can explain. Comparing model outputs to observations

(Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019) and indices of goodness-of-fit such as r-squared allow to assess

how much of the discharge variation is explained by the selected variables. The linear

coefficient weights the relative sensitivity of discharge to each terms (Gardner, 2009). Many

studies use such methods to relate changes in discharge to changes in climate variables

such as precipitation P and potential evapotranspiration PET (Ficklin et al., 2018; Vicente-

Serrano et al., 2019; Blöschl et al., 2019b; Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011), or indices of atmospheric

circulation variability (Bouwer et al., 2008). Other studies includes variables for watersheds

characteristics, groundwater storage and human activities (dams storage, population density,

agriculture...) (FitzHugh & Vogel, 2011; Rodell et al., 2018). However if linear models can

help for a first analysis, they lack physical justification to quantify the temporal evolution

of hydro-climatic variables (Rottler et al., 2020). The relationships between discharge and

climate drivers are not linear. Some studies use machine learning methodologies to create

non linear models to better fit discharge trends. However these models are ”black box”

models, the relationships are not physically justified either.

More complex non linear models are built to include some physical boundaries. For

instance the Budyko framework is widely used in hydrology to study long-term equilibrium

in the partitioning of precipitation (P ) between evaporation and runoff over catchments

(Oldekop, 1911; Budyko, 1974; Andréassian et al., 2016b; Andréassian & Sari, 2019). It

accounts for two physical boundaries: the atmospheric water demand (E < PET ) and the

atmospheric water supply (E < P ) limit (Greve et al., 2015). It was first established over

multiple catchments, to represent their average behavior over a long period of time (several

years). It has been adjusted at the catchment level by introducing a parameter standing for

catchment specific evaporation efficiency. This model can only be used for long-term studies,

at least a year or more (more details in chapter 3). Another example of lumped models is
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the model GR4J (Perrin et al., 2003), which was developed to reproduce streamflow at the

catchment level for a daily time step. It is soil moisture accounting model, relying on four

adjusted parameters. Perrin et al. (2003) find that a complexity of three to five parameters

in the model is sufficient to obtain satisfactory performances at a daily time-step and settled

on four. Plenty other lumped models exists, often resulting of a continuous development

process, and from a compromises between flexibility and efficiency. The goal of such models

is to reproduce as best as possible streamflow characteristics over the area, period and time

step (daily, monthly, annual,...) of interest. The more parameters, the more flexibility but

too many parameters can lead to over-fitting and to a loss in robustness and performance.

The number of parameters often relates to the number mathematical functions and physical

boundaries accounted for. Their is also a limitation linked to the data available for the fit.

There is a limited number of pertinent parameters which can be fitted on a given time series,

to represent at best its main characteristics and without over-fitting.

Their performance to reproduce historical discharge has been widely tested against ob-

servations (Jiang et al., 2015; Andréassian et al., 2016a; Perrin et al., 2003) and the scale

at which they perform is depending on how they were designed. To stay with the same

examples, the Budyko framework performs well to reproduce a long-term equilibrium (min-

imum annual time scale), for which we can neglect the variation in the water storage over

catchments. GR4J was designed to take into account water store and be used at the daily

time step, therefore allowing to reproduce finer intra-annual variability. More generally, mass

balance models perform at different temporal and spatial scale depending on which water

reservoirs are considered, on their degree of freedom and on how they were adjusted.

Lumped mass balance models are very functional for direct applications for water manage-

ment due to their efficiency and relative simplicity of use, the choice of the model depending

on the goal, the scale and the area of the study. They are fitted over a specific area and

time period and they are used to extrapolate streamflow to unmonitored areas with simi-

lar characteristics or to predict streamflow over the same area in short/medium/long-term.

The accuracy to reproduce streamflow at least in short-term makes them good candidates

for studies focusing on water quality, often dependent on concentration estimations and

therefore on the accuracy of modeled quantitative discharge (Perrin et al., 2003).

These models have also been used to try to separate the effects of climate from the

effect of human activities on discharge through different approaches. To weight the relative

impact of climate change, many studies estimate an elasticity to describe the sensitivity of

streamflow to specific climate variables included in the model (Andréassian et al., 2016a).

The effect of human-related drivers is most often considered to correspond to the residual

variability when comparing the model outputs to observations (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019;

Fenta et al., 2017; Ficklin et al., 2018; Roderick & Farquhar, 2011; Jiang et al., 2015; Zhao

et al., 2018). The remaining variability or the residuals are associated to the empirical

parameters of the models. Therefore relating residuals or remaining variability to the effect

of non-climatic drivers is based on the assumption that these parameters are independent

from climate variability and change. However, since these empirical parameters have no

clear physical meaning, they may not be independent of climate and there is no attribution

possible of what is included in the residuals.

To better assess the climate part within the residuals, similarly to observation-based

methods, studies compare the outputs of the model fitted over catchments with different

characteristics or over different periods (Wang et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2015; Zhang et al.,

2023; Andréassian et al., 2016a; Gardner, 2009). Studies compare a model fitted over ”near-

natural” vs ”human-modified” catchments (Ficklin et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020; Palmer
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et al., 2008). One fit represents the reference without human activities (either the ”natural”

catchment or the ”pre-change” period) and the other the effect with (”human-modified” or

”post-change”). Then for both fits, the elasticity to climate variables can be compared to

study how human activities change the way streamflow reacts to climate variability (Fick-

lin et al., 2018). The reference identifies the residual variability due to climate and when

comparing both fits, the difference in residuals and remaining variability is attributed to

human-related drivers. However, these methods face the same limitations as observation-

based methods, link to the definition of the reference ”natural” catchments. Others identify

a reference period vs a post-changes period (Ahn & Merwade, 2014; Zheng et al., 2018; Luo

et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2018). The climate sensitivity defined by the model over the reference

period allows to project a reference for the post-change period without human intervention.

They rely on the assumption that the adjusted parameters are independent of climate over

time and that the changes in the adjustment relate all to human intervention between the

pre- and post-change period. Therefore these methods attribute the difference between the

fit over the post-change period and the modeled reference period to human activities. More

details on the elasticity and decomposition method applied to the Budyko framework are

given in chapter 4.

Using that same assumption that the adjusted parameters of the lumped models and the

resulting climate elasticities remain constant under climate change, these models are run

with climate projections, to project future streamflow (Teng et al., 2012; Kirby et al., 2013;

Zhang et al., 2023). However, we will see that this assumption is questionable. Studies have

shown that models perform best over long periods with time varying parameters (Zheng

et al. (2018) for GR4J, more example for the Budyko framework in chapter 3). With the

preceding assumption, we relate that result to human intervention. However even free of all

human intervention, since the adjusted parameters lack a physical definition, we don’t know

how the adjustment reacts to a change in climate variables and to the related adaptation

of the catchment. Therefore the heightened performance of time-varying parameters models

could be due to an influence of climate variability and change in their calibration. Similarly,

elasticities of streamflow to different climate variables (such as P and PET ) does not truly

independently separate its sensitivity to those variables, since their changes can be correlated

(Andréassian et al., 2016a). If climate change induces an evolution of that dynamic and

correlation, then the relative elasticities would change. More generally, the majority of

hydrological models fit and calibration are not entirely independent of climate conditions

(Nicolle et al., 2021). Calibration is therefore not transferable, with a potentially huge impact

in non-stationary conditions (Coron et al., 2014). All the more in systems where stationarity-

based design are contestable due to both climate change and human disturbances in river

basins (Milly et al., 2008). These models are valid over specific space and time scale (over

which they were developed). They do not account for potential changes to climate-runoff

relationship (Teng et al., 2012). They may not be flexible enough to deal with changes not

observed in historical records (Andréassian et al., 2016a) such as changes in extreme (which

lie outside of the range during the period of calibration) or abrupt changes in climate regimes

(Douville et al., 2021; Milly et al., 2008).

As a first step toward a better understanding of streamflow sensitivity to human-related

drivers, some studies try to use direct data on human intervention. For instance, Vicente-

Serrano et al. (2019) correlate trends in residuals to area covered by irrigated lands, together

with areas of increased satellite vegetation activity. Rodell et al. (2018) relate fresh water

availability linear trends at global scale to Landsat imagery and published reports of human

activities including agriculture, mining, reservoir operations and inter-basin water transfers.
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Those are correlation and no attribution. Other studies try to include some of these potential

drivers in the lumped models. This allows to attribute them an elasticity and study the

sensitivity of streamflow to these drivers. FitzHugh & Vogel (2011) integrate dam storage

and population in their regional regression models of annual 1-day maximum flow. Han

et al. (2011) add irrigation as a complementary source of water in the Budyko framework.

Kirby et al. (2013) work with the Simplified Monthly Hydrology and Irrigation Water Use

Model which is a calibrated mass balance model, including dams, irrigation demands and

diversions, calibrated on monthly streamflow. They focus on scenarios of decreased diversions

as policy makers recommended with rainfall-runoff parameters held constants to study the

performance of those to adapt to climate change. Similarly, Palmer et al. (2008) use the

WaterGAP integrated water-resource model, calibrated over annual runoff historical data.

It has sub-models computing water withdrawal and consumption for rivers classified as dam

impacted. They run scenarios based on climate projections with assumptions on population

growth, and technologies development; they aim at identifying catchments likely to require

action (with insufficient natural flow projected). Again these methods are limited since the

assumption to held parameters constant under climate change can be contested, therefore

the effect of climate change could be underestimated and the evaluation of the adaptation

strategies not adequate.

Parsimonious models are simple of use and accurate to represent streamflow over the

period and scale over which they were designed and adjusted. They are very useful to predict

streamflow in the short/medium term, or over unmonitored areas for water management

purposes. However their use for projecting long-term streamflow evolution under climate

change or for attributing changes to specific drivers is questionable due to the lack of clear

physical definition behind the adjusted parameters, which may not be independent from

climate.

2.2.2 Physical based hydrological models and land surface schemes

Another type of models is physical-based distributed models, such as Land Surface Models

(LSM). These models are structured around a set of mathematical functions representing

different physical, chemical and biological processes connected with different cycles (surface

energy, water, carbon) (Zhao & Li, 2015). They are more demanding in development and

computational power (Stephens et al., 2023). There are different generations of such models,

following the improvements in mechanisms structures and numerical techniques. In their

review, Zhao & Li (2015) distinguish three generations of models. The first consists of the

”bucket models” (Zhao & Li, 2015; Stephens et al., 2023; Nazemi & Wheater, 2015a) with

spatially constant soil properties and based on a simple energy balance to predict evaporation

and runoff when soil moisture exceeds saturation (Fig. 2.6). The second generation models

start to include physical-based land surface processes, to illustrate interactions in the soil-

vegetation-atmosphere system. The first two generations focus on the energy and water

exchanges between the land surface and the lower atmosphere. The third generation includes

the carbon cycle and the biological controls to evapotranspiration such as photosynthesis and

stomatal resistance (Fig. 2.6).

In the end, LSMs were initially designed to provide realistic land boundary conditions to

global climate models (GCMs) (Tafasca et al., 2020) and explicitly simulate water and energy

exchanges at the interface of the soil with vegetation and the interaction with the atmosphere

(Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020). They are run either coupled with an atmospheric model

(coupled mode) or with an atmospheric forcing dataset (off-line mode) to represent the latter.
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Figure 2.6 – The evolution of land model formulations, beginning with the Manabe bucket
model in 1969 (label A), gradually improving the treatment of water, heat, and vegetation,
while also including increasingly complex and heterogeneous representations of vegetation
and soil processes both above and below the land surface. Dates are approximate. Blue
arrows:λE = evaporative flux (where λ = latent heat of vaporization of water, E = evapora-
tion rate). Red arrows: H = sensible heat flux. Green arrows: carbon fluxes. From Stephens
et al. (2023).

They reproduce land surface dynamic information from sub-hourly to yearly scales, from the

diurnal cycle of the biogeochemical fluxes, pools, vegetation/soil temperature, water content,

to yearly variation of vegetation dynamics, and land use/cover change (Zhao & Li, 2015).

Other physical-based models are large-scale hydrological models, socalled global hydrologic

models (GHMs), which focus more on representing larger scale hydrological responses and

the water cycle but have simpler structure to represent the other connected cycles (energy,

carbon) (Nazemi & Wheater, 2015b).

The parameters of the physical-based models include information about land surface

characteristics necessary for the model initialization and run (Zhao & Li, 2015) (Fig. 2.7).

Indeed these models rely also on a parametrization but not as empirical as for the calibrated

models: the parameters are associated to known physical and biological processes. Often

these processes and the associated parameters are tested in controlled environments which

may not match processes in real conditions. Therefore an uncertainty remains around the

values associated to these parameters in real conditions. Further improvements in data

acquisition and real condition measurements should improve the way these parameters are

estimated (Stephens et al., 2023).

Due to their processes-based structure, these models allow for long-term simulations and

can be used for two major purposes. First LSMs were designed to be run in coupled-mode

with atmospheric models, to represent the interaction and feedbacks between the atmosphere

and the land surface, under different climate scenarios. Coupled with an atmospheric model

to run different greenhouse gas concentration scenarios, these physical-based models allow

to project future land surface reactions to climatic changes. Secondly, physical-based models

allow to isolate the effect of a specific process by fixing alternatively one factor or several

factors (Zanardo et al., 2012; Alkama et al., 2010; Do et al., 2020). For instance, they are

used to attribute the effects of ”anthropogenic climate change” over the past century in

fingerprint methodologies (Douville et al., 2021; Christidis & Stott, 2022; Knutson & Zeng,
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Figure 2.7 – General component of a typical land surface model. From Zhao & Li (2015).

2018; Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011). These methods compare the outputs of the LSM, coupled

with atmospheric models run without and with human induced CO2 emissions. The first

run gives a ”baseline” and allows to detect trends in the second run standing out from

the background climate noise (Douville et al., 2021). When comparing the different runs

with observations, it allows to look for spatial and temporal patterns matching (or not) the

observations and therefore attributing the source of change (Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011). These

are the only methods which can effectively attribute a source of change to a specific process

(Douville et al., 2021). Run with a forcing covering past climate, they also allow to recreate

a coherent image of the land surface system in the past, including variables that are difficult

or impossible to observe (Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020; Simons et al., 2020), or covering areas

with no or scarce observations (Do et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2018).

To validate these models, they are run in off-line mode with forcings datasets (reanaly-

sis or bias-corrected outputs of GCMs), to assess their realism, their sensitivity to climate

variables, and to remove biases and improve simulations (Zhao & Li, 2015; Decharme et al.,

2019). They are evaluated against satellite estimates (which also rely on modeling to con-

vert the signal into the desired variable) and in-situ observations for the variables which

can be measured (Decharme et al., 2019). High uncertainties remain for these models to

reproduce a realistic land surface system. Their strengths relate to their limits. There are

uncertainties behind the parameters in the parameterized processes (photosynthesis, soil dif-

fusivity...), the forcing (Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011). The processes included in each models are

not exhaustive and the structural uncertainty of model design, due to implementation and

formulation differences, leads to higher uncertainties than uncertainties due to the forcing

used (Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020; Sordo-Ward et al., 2019). The different models often

better match in patterns than in amplitudes of the detected trends (Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011;

Do et al., 2020). Several studies analyze the average result of a model ensemble to predict

future changes (Milly et al., 2005; Nohara et al., 2006; Gudmundsson et al., 2017b; Alkama

et al., 2013; Do et al., 2020), as it was shown that such average is better at reproducing

historical systems (Nohara et al., 2006; Alkama et al., 2011). Several projects aim at run-

ning different LSMs under similar protocols to compare their outputs. It can be off-line runs

forced with reanalysis datasets covering historical periods as for the Global Soil Wetness

Project (GSWP) (Dirmeyer et al., 1999, 2003; Oki et al., 2013). Other projects allow to test

both historical periods and projections, running LSMs in coupled-mode as in the previously

introduced CMIP projects (chapter 1) (Eyring et al., 2016), or off-line but forced with bias-
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corrected outputs from coupled runs as in the Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison

Project (ISIMIP) (ISIMIP, 2012; Frieler et al., 2017), covering both historical period and

different projection scenarios. In the case of coupled runs, there is an added uncertainty

due to the atmospheric modeling, while in off-line mode, that uncertainty is reduced but the

feedbacks between the land surface and the atmosphere are not represented. In all cases,

working from model ensemble averages can also lead to a bias and to an attenuation of the

variability and of the extremes (Do et al., 2020). More generally, these models aim first at

reproducing at best the processes they include and not at being as close to the real system

as possible. Therefore an inadequate projection should not be interpreted as a failure but

rather as diagnostics revealing the strength of the controls that may have been left out (Za-

nardo et al., 2012).

In the case of streamflow, studies working with model ensemble under climate change

scenarios agree on the direction of streamflow changes at the global scale, with the amplitude

of change dependent on the model ensemble, the scenario, the projection period. For coupled

land–atmospheric simulations, the majority of LSMs in CMIP5, under high carbon emission

scenario RCP 8.5, simulate an increase in runoff over South Asia, northern Europe, northern

Asia and North America, and a decrease over southern Europe by 2100 (Alkama et al.,

2013) in agreement with the results of Milly et al. (2005) (12 model ensemble, projection for

the period 2041–60, based on the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios A1B (SRESA1B)

scenario scenario), Nohara et al. (2006) (19 coupled atmosphere–ocean general circulation

models based on the same SRESA1B scenario, which projects a CO2 concentration of 720

ppmv by the year 2100). Other studies work from LSM or hydrological models run in off-line

mode, forced with projected, bias-corrected climate scenarios (outputs of the coupled runs)

(Schneider et al., 2013; Do et al., 2020; Arnell, 1999; Sordo-Ward et al., 2019; ISIMIP, 2012).

Such studies can include any GHM or other hydrological model, since there is no need to

compute the feedback interactions with the atmosphere (Nazemi & Wheater, 2015a). Do

et al. (2020) look at changes in streamflow extrema consistent across a six-model ensemble

for the scenarios RCP2.6 and 6.0 and find that significant increasing trends are projected

consistently over southern and south-eastern Asia, eastern Africa, and Siberia, while high

agreement of decreasing trends is found over southern Australia, north-eastern Europe, the

Mediterranean and north-western North America. With a similar methodology, with the

physical-based hydrological model PCRGLOBWB run with the output of five climate models

under different emissions scenarios following ISIMIP protocol, Sordo-Ward et al. (2019)

project severe negative changes in the Iberian Peninsula, from the Black Sea in the South

almost to the Baltic Sea in the North, and predominantly positive changes in western to

central Europe and in northern Europe. Fig. 2.8 shows their results for the emission scenario

RCP 4.5.

At large scale (global scale), when run with a forcing over the end of the past century,

models which do not include any processes related to water management (irrigation, dams

regulation, water withdrawals) are generally good at reproducing the spatial patterns of

observed trends in streamflow annual averages (Do et al., 2020; Milly et al., 2005; Nohara

et al., 2006; Dai et al., 2009; Arnell, 1999). It shows that the external forcing has a significant

effect on discharge annual mean trends, with a pattern of change qualitatively similar to the

one of precipitation changes (Milly et al., 2005; Arnell, 1999), with a non negligible influence

of changes in evapotranspiration in projections for some regions (Arnell, 1999).

However streamflow is an integrated variable and its variability is subjected to long-

term changes in atmospheric forcings, climate variability (at different time scales, intra-
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Figure 2.8 – Changes (percentage) of mean annual runoff in future scenarios (2020–2059
and 2060–2099) compared with the reference scenario (1960–1999), according to different
climate models and for the emissions scenario RCP4.5. Red shading represents a decrease
of the mean annual runoff and green shading an increase. Model PCRGLOBWB, ISIMIP.
From Sordo-Ward et al. (2019).

annual, inter-annual, inter-decadal), as well as human activities across the drainage basin

and other changes in basins’ behavior. Therefore the capacity of such models to represent

physical features of hydrological regime may not be sufficient to perform in simulating the

characteristics of trends (Do et al., 2020). Nohara et al. (2006) find that their river model

performs well except in area more sensitive to human water management and irrigation,

such as arid areas. Models underestimate the amplitude of observed changes in streamflow

(Gudmundsson et al., 2017b), with observed trends less spatially coherent than for modeled

trends (Milly et al., 2005). The major differences are mainly at local scale, with still a strong

global scale relation (Milly et al., 2005; Do et al., 2020). It could be due to the impact of

human activities at catchment level which could be significant (Gudmundsson et al., 2017b)

for given catchment and over given periods. For instant over snow-fed rivers at a continental

time scale, the effect of direct management of river flow is estimated to be comparable

in magnitude to climate change effect (Douville et al., 2021). More generally, models are

designed and have a proven ability to capture the natural water cycle but more progress

still needs to be made to take into account human processes (Wang et al., 2018). Other

processes are also still missing or misrepresented in models, such as groundwater processes

(Douville et al., 2021), often absent or crude, disconnected from other processes in most LSMs

and GHMs (Nazemi & Wheater, 2015a), or glaciers and permafrost melting (Alkama et al.,

2013). This explains why parsimonious hydrological models offer better results in streamflow

simulation and are so far best suited to detect actual changes in basin behavior as opposed to

physically-based models, which are limited by the processes they include (Perrin et al., 2003;

Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020). Zhang et al. (2023) find different elasticities for streamflow

when based on observations or when based on the output of CMIP6 models ensemble. It

shows that these models fail to reproduce all current influences on streamflow.

To palliate to the effect of these missing processes, many studies combine the physical

based models to empirical models or add calibration/bias correction steps. For instance,

Kour et al. (2016) present a study where streamflow outputs of the model ensemble are

bias corrected to fit the observation in the reference period and then the bias correction

(considering the same algorithm and parametrization) is used to bias correct streamflow

projections. Similarly, Schneider et al. (2013) use bias-corrected climate data from different

General Circulation Models (GCMs) to force an hydrological model for which the river
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discharge was calibrated over the reference period (1971-2000). That calibrated model is run

with climate projections of these same GCMs for the 2050s to get streamflow projections.

In their study, Sordo-Ward et al. (2019) use a similar bias correction for the average runoff

of their hydrological model in the control and the projected series. Zhang et al. (2023)

calculate an elasticity for streamflow sensitivity to climate drivers over the modeled reference

historical period and use that elasticity to project future streamflow changes under climate

change scenarios. However these methods takes us back to the limits associated to calibrated

models for projection, with the issue that the bias correction or the fitted parameters and

associated elasticities may not be adapted to future situations due to their lack of a physical

meaning. These methods can be used without such limitation when the goal of the study

is not to project but for instance to estimate streamflow over un-gauged rivers. Wang et al.

(2018) incorporate a river discharge assimilation process in the LSM ORCHIDEE which

allows to compensate for model systematic errors or missing processes similarly to a bias-

correction process and therefore to better extrapolate streamflow over ungauged rivers to

estimate total current freshwater flows.

Physical-based models are continuously improving, with on-going studies aiming at better

representing the currently missing processes. Continuous upgrades are made to improve soil

schemes, snowpacks, river routing systems and flood schemes such as in the Land Surface

Models ISBA (Decharme et al., 2019) and ORCHIDEE (Schrapffer et al., 2020). The goal for

the hydrological cycle and the simulation of the closed global water budget is to get runoff

and streamflow correct for the right reasons (Fan et al., 2019) and therefore to get the full

coupled human-natural system for conservation purposes (Nazemi & Wheater, 2015a). New

anthropogenic processes are included to study how man-made irrigation and/or dams alter

the river flow and continental evapotranspiration. Including human-related processes allows

to compare ”naturalised runs” (where human water management is not taken into account)

and ”human impact runs” (which includes water management inputs) (Do et al., 2020). In

online mode, it also allows to better understand the feedbacks with atmospheric variables

(Nazemi & Wheater, 2015b). The challenges are both in modeling the water demand and

the corresponding water supply and allocation (Nazemi & Wheater, 2015a).

Some models are already developed to include water demand and link it to socio-economic

drivers to built projections scenarios. To give a few examples, Wada et al. (2012) couple the

process-based hydrological model PCR-GLOBWB to a model estimating the water demand,

simulating irrigation needs based on crops and country-specific efficiencies and other water

needs estimated from population and socio-economic drivers. These studies aim at looking at

catchment over which water management will be a challenge in the future. Similarly, Sordo-

Ward et al. (2019) combine the same process-based hydrological model PCR-GLOBWB to

the model “Water Availability and Adaptation Policy Assessment (WAAPA)” considering

reservoirs and demand for water withdrawals. The model PCR-GLOBWB is used to simulate

naturalized streamflow while WAAPA components are reservoirs, inflows and demands which

are linked to nodes of the river network. Withdrawals are spatially distributed using the

map of areas equipped for irrigation (Siebert et al., 2015) and population density. Future

withdrawals are estimated using projections of population and gross domestic products. In

the Model S-HYPE over Sweden, Arheimer et al. (2017) includes the modeling of human

regulation (artificial lakes, dams) for hydro-power in a process-oriented integrated catchment

model, for snow-dominated river systems. They compare the output to the natural flow

modeled when removing all regulations and extrapolate to other snow-dominated areas of

the world, assuming similar methods of water management. They find that in snow-fed rivers,

hydropower regulation impacts flow regime by dampening high flows and redistributing it
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to other times of the year. Downstream of large reservoirs that regulation can affect flow

regimes much more than climate change. Other studies include dams (Hanasaki et al., 2006)

and water demand schemes and allocation paths in surface river routing systems such as

in ORCHIDEE LSM (Zhou et al., 2021; Baratgin et al., 2023). Voisin et al. (2017) use a

regional integrated assessment (IA) model to spatially distribute allocation of sectoral water

demands to surface and groundwater systems in a regional earth system model.

As irrigation is the main consumptive use of freshwater, it has been the first human

activity represented in LSMs. It is also a good example to illustrate the current progress

and difficulties faced by modelers to include human-related processes, with a goal to respect

water conservation. More and more process-based models integrate irrigation schemes to

get a temporal and spatial information and understand the interaction and feedbacks be-

tween irrigation and the Earth system. Irrigation remains underrepresented or simplistic.

The first step is to estimate irrigation demand (Nazemi & Wheater, 2015a). Most models

estimate irrigation water requirements using either a root-zone soil moisture deficit approach

or a crop-specific potential evapotranspiration approach (McDermid et al., 2023). Both ap-

proaches estimate irrigation requirements as the additional water needed to fill the deficit

of water, deficit of moisture or deficit in crops needs. These methods estimate an optimized

irrigation and do not account for the actual amount of water applied to the field with possi-

ble losses in runoff and irrigation system. Other models work without an external irrigation

prescription. The second step is to allocate water requirements to water supply (Nazemi &

Wheater, 2015b). This requires an implementation of river routing systems with pertinent

reservoirs and more performing groundwater systems (Nazemi & Wheater, 2015b). As a

first ”naive” approach, models can fulfill irrigation requirements with available surface water

or implicit groundwater sources (McDermid et al., 2023). With such methods however, the

water budget may not be closed over the system. Other models are improving their land

surface and river schemes to include irrigation withdrawals associated to specific reservoirs.

This has currently mostly been developed for GHMs, which focus on the water cycle and

lack processes related to the energy and carbon cycle. These models can also only run

in off-line mode and do not allow to analyze the feedbacks with the atmosphere (Nazemi

& Wheater, 2015b). In LSMs, it is slowly introduced, mostly at large scale, allowing for

a first overview of the feedback effects of irrigation, when water scarcity is less localized

and allocations of withdrawals to specific water reservoirs are less sensitive (Guimberteau

et al., 2012). To improve, models need to represent spatio-temporally detailed water infras-

tructure and management, including reservoir operation, inter-basin transfer and managed

aquifer recharge, along with the consideration of different irrigation techniques (McDermid

et al., 2023). Another challenge would be to implement an explicit representation of human

decision-making and to create associated ”policy” scenarios for future projections (Nazemi

& Wheater, 2015a).

Different barriers still limit such improvements. First there is a barrier on data avail-

ability surrounding these issues (Do et al., 2020), forcing to find a surrogate for actual use

of water and introducing high uncertainties (Nazemi & Wheater, 2015a). For irrigation for

instance, most models currently work with, as input data, irrigated area in best cases or

area equipped for irrigation in most. These are gathered from institutional database from

agricultural census which may not always be reliable and induce a large source of uncer-

tainty. Furthermore the irrigated areas do not account for water withdrawals which also

depend on the irrigation techniques, the timing of irrigation, the volume of water used. An

area equipped for irrigation may not be irrigated or depending on the crop or the season.

Remote sensing techniques can help improve irrigation maps (Brocca et al., 2018) but many
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challenges and uncertainty remains surrounding these data. Data on use and operation of

water resources are also difficult to gather at regional and global scale (Nazemi & Wheater,

2015a). Furthermore, most of LSM have been conceived at global or large scale, and these

new anthropogenic processes need to be implemented at relevant regional and local scale

(Voisin et al., 2017; Nazemi & Wheater, 2015a). The models therefore need to be tested and

adapted at such scales (Do et al., 2020; McDermid et al., 2023; Guimberteau et al., 2012;

Douville et al., 2021; Simons et al., 2020). The main limits to that latter issue is currently

the lack of high resolution climate forcing datasets and computational power (Nazemi &

Wheater, 2015b; Zhou et al., 2021).

In the end, process-based models are a useful tool to understand processes, to attribute

specific effects to specific drivers and to study links and feedbacks between different processes.

They are improving and growing more and more complex. However there is also the need to

find a balance between the search for accuracy and realism in the included processes and the

model complexity, to keep the model useful and understandable (McDermid et al., 2023).

KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER

• Observations shows significant trends in streamflow over Europe, along with a growing

variability and more extremes high and low flows events.

• However, the complexity of intricated climate and land surface drivers make these

trends more variable and less coherent in time and space than trends in climate vari-

ables such as P . Changes in land surface characteristics and human activities need to

be taken into account.

• There is a need to use models to understand the main processes involved in streamflow

generation and identify the main drivers of discharge changes.

• Parsimonious calibrated models allow to accurately reproduce streamflow and trends

but are of limited use to understand the underlying processes and their evolution and

for long-term projections. They only allow for an exploration of correlation between

streamflow changes and potential drivers.

• Physical-based models are the only way to effectively attribute streamflow trends to

specific physical and biological processes. However, they are limited by the processes

they include and their increasing complexity. Mainly, the effects of human activities

lack in most models or are still coarsely designed. The current major limitations for

improvement are the lack of data on human-related processes and simulation resolution.

By design, all models have strengths and limitations, which need to be known and un-

derstood to improve them and allow to choose the best model according to the goal of the

study. In the case of studying streamflow, it is important to keep in mind that it is a flux

dependent on a variety of complex drivers, at the intersection of several scientific fields includ-

ing hydrology, climatology, biology and sociology when we start including human decision

making.



CHAPTER3
Isolate and decompose the effect of

climate change on discharge records

This chapter was the subject of an article accepted for publication in the journal Water

Resources Research (Collignan et al., 2023a). It is mainly composed of part of the article,

with some added details in the method part and in the data analysis. The full article is in

Appendix.
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3.1 Introduction

As discussed in chapter 1, water is a key resource for the whole of society and understanding

the hydrological cycle and how it evolves due to a changing climate has been and will continue

to be a significant challenge.

Over the past century, several studies have shown the impact of climate change on climate

variables in Europe (see chapter 1). To recap, over the past century, average annual pre-

cipitation increased over most of Europe except the Mediterranean area where they tend to

decrease (Douville et al., 2021; Knutson & Zeng, 2018; Christidis & Stott, 2022). Trends per

decade are less significant due to the high inter-annual variability of precipitation P (Douville

et al., 2021). Trends in potential evapotranspiration PET are linked to an increase in the

energy available at the surface, which is highly correlated to rising temperatures (Douville

et al., 2021; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014), and have shown a significant increase in PET over

the end of the century, especially over the Mediterranean area (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019;

Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014; Kitsara et al., 2013).

For precipitation, studies have shown that not only is the annual average of P changing,

but there is an increasing seasonality with contrasted trends between summer and winter,

depending on the area (Zveryaev, 2004; Christidis & Stott, 2022). Moreover, over the past

few decades, extreme precipitation events have significantly intensified (Ribes et al., 2019).

The intra-annual variations of climatic variables are more difficult to assess, and only a few

indices exist to measure the inter-annual changes in the distribution of climate variables.

For example, Garćıa-Barrón et al. (2018) defined indices to assess the evolution of the intra-

annual cycle of P over time throughout the Iberian peninsula. At the end of the century,

they identify a shift of the main rainfall periods towards autumn, especially over the Atlantic

basins, and an increase in the inter-annual variability of the intra-annual cycle, especially

over the Mediterranean basins. Therefore, it is important to investigate the effects of changes

in the annual averages of climate variables along with the effect of changes in seasonality and

intra-annual distribution of these variables. The distribution of P within the year and its

coupling or decoupling from the atmospheric demand PET will influence water partitioning

between evapotranspiration and discharge on the annual scale.

Transformations in different climate variables governing the water cycle alter the equi-

librium in the water balance over the different watersheds, thus impacting the discharge

of rivers (see chapter 1 and 2). As detailed in chapter 2, worldwide discharge trends are

and will continue to be significantly impacted by changes in climatic factors. Over Europe,

statistically significant trends in discharge are observed in historical records (positive in the

northern region and negative in the south and east). These trends are spatially coherent

with precipitation changes (Stahl et al., 2010; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019) and less coherent

with PET changes patterns (Yang et al., 2018).

We have seen that P intra-annual distribution is also likely to change and impact the

partitioning of water between evapotranspiration and discharge. This effect is primarily

considered in the literature through the study of seasonality and annual extremes of P and

PET in order to examine their impact on floods (Douville et al., 2021; Rottler et al., 2020;

Milly et al., 2002), drought events, (Douville et al., 2021; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014) and,

more generally, on discharge peaks (Tuel et al., 2022; Bouwer et al., 2008). Seasonal flows

are separately analyzed in several studies, showing that trends in summer and winter flows

are disconnected for an ensemble of small near-natural catchments in Europe (Stahl et al.,

2010) and that increasing autumn and winter rainfall led to increased floods in northwestern
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Europe (Blöschl et al., 2019b).

However, rivers are also highly managed, and human activities are an important driver

of change in how watersheds function. As previously explained, a significant difficulty in

analyzing the effect of climate on historical discharge changes is decomposing the effects of

the different drivers of change and isolating them from each other to better understand their

relative importance (chapter 2).

To focus on the effect of climate change, several studies have concentrated on catchments

that are considered as near-natural or unimpaired in order to investigate the effects of climatic

changes on discharge (Stahl et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2018). However, this highly limits the

areas studied (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019), especially in Europe, where the high population

density and long history of water management limit these studies to small catchments (Stahl

et al., 2010).

As described in chapter 2, another approach is to use models to separate the factors

involved in discharge changes. Parsimonious models relying on a few variables and adjusted

parameters are favored for their simplicity of use and interpretation. However, they are

empirical: they rely on adjusted parameters over the area and the time period studied and

lack a clear physical meaning.

Other methods are physical-based hydrological and Land Surface Models (LSM). They

have grown increasingly complex and are able to reproduce the behavior of watersheds and

to model “natural flow” regimes Decharme et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2018); Gudmundsson

et al. (2017b); Schneider et al. (2013). They do not always accurately represent a whole real

hydrological system depending on which processes are included in them but allow a mean-

ingful assessment of hydrologic aridity Yang et al. (2018). However, due to their complexity,

it is more difficult to decompose the effects of individual climate factors and to interpret

their outputs than with other simpler models.

In light of this, we propose a tool that combines the simplicity of the more empirical

model with the heightened performance and complexity of the physical-based model to better

understand the phenomena encapsulated behind the adjusted parameters.

We use here the well-known and widely used empirical Budyko framework (Mianabadi

et al., 2020). It is predicated upon utilizing the annual mean of water and energy balances at

the watershed scale (Tian et al., 2018), taking into account the water and energy limitations

of the physical system. It was initially conceived over multiple catchments. Parametric equa-

tions were developed to introduce an empirical parameter adjusting the framework to the

specific evaporation efficiency of each catchment over an equilibrium period (Zhang et al.,

2004; Yang et al., 2008). However, equilibrium disruptions, due to climate change or any

other direct human activities and vegetation change, highlight limitations to the model.

Moreover, as detailed in chapter 2, most disruptive features are concurrent and interre-

lated with climate change. The parameter introduced has no evident physical meaning and

is just a well-adjusted proxy to E/P over a specific catchment and period. There is no

straightforward method to attribute changes in the adjusted parameters to specific climatic

or non-climatic features (Berghuijs et al., 2020; Reaver et al., 2022), as for any parsimonious

model with calibrated parameters.

To focus on the effects of climate change, the present study applies the Budyko framework

to the outputs of a state-of-the-art LSM. The latter represents the constant physical behavior
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of watersheds. The only source of change in the dynamics of the modeled watersheds is the

evolving climate variables introduced. Using LSM outputs also allows for adjusting the

near-surface atmospheric variables to more adequately decompose the effects of the different

elements of climate variability and change.

This chapter is organized as follows: the first section 3.2 describes the Budyko frame-

work, with its underlying hypotheses and limitations, the chosen LSM, the reference forcing

describing the climate over the past century and our methodology to combine the parsimo-

nious model and the physical-based model. Here, we create synthetic forcings to test if our

methodology yields an optimal analysis of the effects of different aspects of climate change.

We also explain the use of the time-moving window to examine temporal trends in the dif-

ferent climatic effects. In the next section 3.3, we present the results of the effect of different

elements of climate change across Europe (changes in annual averages against changes in

the intra-annual distribution of climate variables) on discharge trends over the past century.

Section 3.4 provides a comprehensive analysis of the advantages of our findings, while also

highlighting the present constraints and areas for further investigation. Finally, in section

3.5, we summarize our conclusions.

3.2 Our ”climatic” reference method

3.2.1 The Budyko framework

3.2.1.1 General presentation

Over watersheds considered as closed systems, the water balance equation (3.1) applies when

explaining the equilibrium between the variables of the hydrological cycle: the river discharge

(Q), the evapotranspiration (E), the precipitation (P ) and the change in the water storage

over the watershed between two-time steps (∆S).

P −∆S = Q+ E (3.1)

Long-term, ∆S can be negligible. Ideally, this hypothesis should be applied over a long

enough period that the system’s equilibrium is reached (Zhang et al., 2008). It also supposes

no external disturbances impact the water budget, such as groundwater mining or water

transfers to or from other basins.

The Budyko framework, which is frequently used in hydrological research to study the

partitioning of P into E and Q, draws from this long-term equilibrium of water balance

over a catchment coupled with the energy balance. It postulates that the partition of the

annual water budget between runoff and evapotranspiration over catchments, represented

by the evapotranspiration E, is a function of the relative water supply (rainfall P ) and

the atmospheric water demand (potential evapotranspiration PET ) (Tian et al., 2018; Xing

et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2007). The latter depends on both available energy and aerodynamic

resistance (Barella-Ortiz et al., 2013). Therefore, this framework considers the system’s water

and energy limitations, which cannot evaporate more than the atmospheric demand allows

and more water than the catchment receives from the water source (P ). In short, it defines

the ”Budyko space” (Berghuijs et al., 2020; Reaver et al., 2022).

This framework relies on a closed water budget in time and space, neglecting ∆S. There-

fore, it must be applied over a closed watershed and fitted on a long-term equilibrium. To

be freed from seasonal water storage variations, we use a time series of a yearly resolution

(hydrological year) in this study. For the region considered, the hydrological year starts in
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September, at the end of the dry season, when the reservoirs are supposedly at their lowest.

It minimizes the differences in ∆S from year to year. Later on, unless specified otherwise,

the variables P , E, and Q represent the annual averages over the hydrological year. We then

apply the framework over minimum periods of 11 years, considered a long enough period

for ∆S to be negligible over most catchments, dependent on the area Han et al. (2020).

We tested this hypothesis with the outputs of the LSM, and we found that ∆S is about a

hundred times smaller than Q when 11-year sub-periods are considered (infobox 1).
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Figure 3.1 – Budyko framework: relationship between evapotranspirative ratio (E/P ) and
aridity index (PET/P ) (Fu’s equation). E, PET , P are annual averages. ω associated
with the purple curve is larger than ω associated with the orange curve and translates into
a higher evaporation efficiency above the watershed. For a given watershed with constant
characteristics, there is still a dispersion around the curve of the dots for a given year due
to intra-annual variations of the climate cycle (orange dots). The curve and its associated ω
represent the average behavior of the watershed. The framework includes trends in annual
climate variables by a displacement along the curve (red arrow). However, it doesn’t include
trends that could impact the way water is partitioned over the catchment such as long-lasting
trends in the intra-annual distribution of P and PET (blue arrows).

INFO BOX 1

About the hypothesis ∆S ≈ 0

If ∆S is not negligible, it induces an artificial change in the evaporation efficiency

when we fit the parameter with the wrong hypothesis. Because we are using in this

chapter the output of a land surface model (LSM), we can test that hypothesis.

We define ∆S = P − E − Q with the LSM outputs and compare the magnitude and

variance of ∆S to Q over the period. First, we can assess that there is no significant

trend in ∆S over the period for any of the basins modeled in our analysis. We then

considered the annual ratio ∆S/Q to look at the relative importance of that term

for all our basins and study the magnitude of the effect of storage change on Q. For

annual values, that term average is between -0,35 and 0,097 for all basins considered

but with 91% of the stations with an average ∆S/Q between -0.05 and 0.05 and a

standard deviation between 0.015 and 0.83. For the majority of basins, the annual ∆S

represents less than 5% of Q (Fig. 3.2, boxplot 1). This shows that even at the annual
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time scale, the effect of ∆S is rather small for most basins. It should indeed better

be accounted for over some basins where ∆S can have the same order of magnitude

as Q over given years but these basins are all very small basins and don’t weigh a lot

in our final results. Furthermore, when we consider the same ratio over 11 years with

the moving time window we use in our study, the standard deviation of that same

ratio drops to between 0,0015 and 0,12 for all basins and the average is divided by 10,

between -0,011 and 0,017. ∆S drops to less than 1% of Q on average for all basins

(Fig. 3.2, boxplot 2).

This validates our hypothesis that over a decade we can consider ∆S to be negligible

since its a hundred times smaller than Q.

Figure 3.2 – Distribution of the relative magnitude of modeled ∆S/Q over the catch-
ments studied, on average over the full period. The first box represent the distribution
of the average of the annual ratio of ∆S/Q while the second box shows the distribution
of the average of the ratio ∆S/Q over a decade.

3.2.1.2 One parameter equation

The original Budyko framework was empirically constructed over a set of catchments to

define a curve followed, on average, by catchments in the Budyko space. Different analytical

approximations to this hypothesis (Budyko curves) have been developed, expressing the

evapotranspiration rate (E/P ) as a function of the aridity index (PET/P ) over a catchment

(Fig. 3.1).

More specifically, the framework was extended to analyze individual catchments over a

stable period. Parametric equations were developed which introduced an empirical parameter

representing the specific position of the catchment within the Budyko space (Yang et al.,

2008).

Two of the most widely used are the Fu equation (3.2) (Zhang et al., 2004; Ning et al.,

2019; Simons et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2018) and the Mezentsev–Choudhury–Yang

equation (3.3) (Yang et al., 2008; Luo et al., 2020; Roderick & Farquhar, 2011; Wang et al.,

2020; Xing et al., 2018; Xiong et al., 2020). These can be found under different names in the

literature such as the Tixeront-Fu equation for (3.2) or Turc-Mezentsev for (3.3) (Andréassian

& Sari, 2019).
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(3.2)

E =
P ∗ PET

(P n + PET n)
1
n

(3.3)

The two parameters derived from equation (3.2) and (3.3) are linearly correlated, implying

that both equations are almost equivalent (Yang et al., 2008; Andréassian & Sari, 2019; Du

et al., 2016; Roderick & Farquhar, 2011). We examine the sensitivity of the results to the

parametric equation used. A limitation exists when fitting Fu’s equation for watersheds with

a particularly high dryness index, such as in arid climates. In these areas, the estimated ω

uncertainty will increase as the values used to fit the curve are all too close to the plateau

(Fig. 3.1) and not scattered enough to fit the curve correctly. We fit the parameter n with

Choudhury’s equation (3.3) and a set of E/PET and P/PET . This method uses the ratio

of P to PET and gives us a plateau in humid areas as opposed to the previous fit of PET/P .

We obtain very similar results for the methodology with either equation used (not shown).

We conclude that this issue does not strongly impact our study area and that we could use

either equation. For the rest of the study, we use results obtained with Fu’s equation (3.2).

E measurements are not available over large spatial and temporal scales. Therefore,

most studies work from the analysis of Q, which can be calculated from the water balance

equation (3.1) where ∆S has been neglected. With Fu’s equation (3.2) used to express E in

(3.1), it yields (3.4):

Q = P ∗
(

1 +

(
PET

P

)ω) 1
ω

− PET = f(P, PET, ω) (3.4)

3.2.1.3 Discussion of the evaporation efficiency parameter

The evaporation efficiency parameter is empirical; it is obtained by fitting data from a specific

catchment during a period of assumed equilibrium state. It determines the position of the

catchment in the Budyko space.

The specificity of the parameter relates to all factors impacting the evaporation efficiency

of the watershed other than changes in the average aridity index (Zhang et al., 2004; Padrón

et al., 2017; Donohue et al., 2012). The most common hypothesis is that it reflects the various

hydrological characteristics of the watershed, such as topography, vegetation coverage, and

soil properties, which play a part in the annual partitioning of P into E and Q over the

catchment (Gudmundsson et al., 2017a; Reaver et al., 2022). Some are considered time-

invariant (soil type, topography, etc.), while others are possibly affected by long-lasting

changes. These can occur in the hydrological properties of the surface water system, most

likely due to direct anthropogenic activities such as river management, irrigation, and land

cover changes. It leads to the ”catchment trajectory conjecture” (Reaver et al., 2022), which

suggests that the watersheds would follow an average Budyko-curve (Fig. 3.1, red arrow)

if it were not for changes in hydrological properties independent of changes in the average

aridity index.

Several studies attempted to analyze the evolution of watershed behavior between two

equilibrium states, a period of reference and a period of post-changes (Jiang et al., 2015;

Luo et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018) and then fit the

parameter independently over each period. Two distinct curves (Fig. 3.1) were acquired

using distinct evaporation efficiency parameters to characterize the pre- and post-change

equilibrium states. As a first hypothesis, they then considered that deviation from the initial
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curve (period of reference) is only due to changes in the land surface, such as the effect of

anthropogenic activities and land cover variations. Assuming ω to be climate invariant, the

changes due to climate are considered in the framework only through the modifications of

the average P/PET (Fig. 3.1, red arrow). It follows the hypothesis that watersheds follow

their Budyko curve if the catchment’s surface characteristics remain constant.

However, studies have shown that not all catchments under climate change exhibit this

behavior. There is a climate dependence of the deviation to the initial curve. Reaver et al.

(2022) showed that reference catchments with the long-term stability of land use did not

always follow their Budyko-curve. With the previous hypothesis, this deviation could be

misinterpreted as a change in the land-surface characteristics. Padrón et al. (2017) found

that the variability in the parameter is highly correlated to climate features such as snow

fraction precipitation and the storm arrival rate. Over their extensive global database, the

correlation to vegetation indices and direct anthropogenic influence factors is only secondary.

Jaramillo et al. (2022) used CMIP6 multi-models ensemble to fit Budyko curves over several

basins for the period 1901-1950 and to calculate ET/P PET/P for 2051-2100. They compared

the results of the ensemble to those obtained with the hypothesis that catchments should

follow their initial Budyko curve. Most basins will not follow the curve under climate change,

showing a climate dependence of the deviation from the initial curve.

To circumvent the limitation due to the hypothesis of ω being climate invariant, sev-

eral studies have tried to locate an expression of the evaporation efficiency parameter as a

function of pertinent factors. It would allow us to express the evolution of ω over time and

decompose the effects of climate and human activities through the different factors chosen.

If valid, it would also allow transposing the expression to unmonitored catchments where

ω cannot be directly fitted or to future catchment conditions. Different methods, such as

step-wise regressions and neural networks, were used to identify pertinent factors across a

set of catchments. Such methods require enough information on the chosen factors; strong

hypotheses stand behind the expression. Some factors were selected in some studies and

rejected in others and not all studies tested the same factors. It shows a high dependence

of the final expression on the choice of factors tested on the area of study. Another strong

hypothesis is that such a relationship defined over spatial differences is applicable to ex-

plain temporal differences (Luo et al., 2020; Abatzoglou & Ficklin, 2017). Other studies

(Jiang et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2018) looked at time-varying human activities and climate

change factors to construct expressions, using a time-moving window to fit the evolution of

the catchment parameter over a basin. This approach faces another limitation due to the

availability of information on the different factors’ time evolution. Ning et al. (2019) used

a mixed technique, applying their fit across 30 basins at different time scales using moving

time windows and found that the impact of vegetation cover and climate seasonality on

the evaporation efficiency parameter was stronger over longer time steps, showing that the

weight of different factors varies with the time scale. Ultimately, the pertinent factors highly

differ among studies, regions, and climate types (Padrón et al., 2017). More details on these

methods and their limits will be given in chapter 4).

Moreover, recent studies question the hypothesis underlying these studies and “the catch-

ment trajectory conjecture” (Berghuijs et al., 2020; Reaver et al., 2020, 2022). The study

demonstrates that the parameter exhibits a lack of independence from climate but also de-

pends on the biophysical characteristics of the catchment directly due to the dependence of

E, PET , or P on those features (Reaver et al., 2020). The highly non-linear relationships

between all the features involved in the evaporation efficiency of the catchment and the aver-

age P and PET contradict the hypothesis that the parameter ω can be expressed as a simple
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function of independent parameters. It also explains why previous studies were so different

from one another. The catchment parameter is, therefore, a mathematical tool to represent

the evaporation efficiency of a catchment over a given period and has no physical meaning in

itself (Abatzoglou & Ficklin, 2017; Reaver et al., 2022). It is not transferable through time

and space. It only positions the catchment within the Budyko space (Reaver et al., 2022).

It can still be used to study the position of the catchment in the Budyko space and how its

evaporation efficiency changes. Studying the deviation to the curve may provide insight into

how factors besides aridity affect the water balance (Berghuijs et al., 2020).

3.2.2 The Land Surface Model (LSM) ORCHIDEE: a ”natural

reference” simulation

To isolate the climate change effect from other factors that could affect watersheds, we work

with the outputs of a Land Surface Model (LSM). The model constructs watersheds with

constant hydrological properties and represents an idealized watershed without any direct

changes from human activities and other non-climatic disturbances. Therefore, the only

source of long-term change would be due to a difference in response to an evolving climate.

This study uses the LSM Organizing Carbon and Hydrology In Dynamic Ecosystems

(ORCHIDEE) from the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL). It includes biophysical and

biogeochemical processes to simulate the global carbon cycle and quantify terrestrial water

and energy balance. It runs coupled to an atmospheric model or in offline mode. In the latter

case, an independent dataset forces the atmospheric conditions. Here, we use the model in

stand-alone conditions, with the forcing dataset GSWP3 covering 1901 to 2013 (Hyungjun,

2017) with a resolution of 0.5◦for all climate variables.

The hydrological network of the ORCHIDEE LSM is constructed from the hydrological

elevation model HydroSHEDS (Lehner et al., 2008), which covers the area studied with the

resolution of 30 arc seconds (approximately 1 kilometer at the equator). The hydrological

information is then upscaled to the resolution of the atmospheric grid, the hydrological

coherence being preserved by the construction of Hydrological Transfer Units (HTU) at

the sub-grid level (Polcher et al., 2022). From a database of gauging stations, upstream

basins are reconstituted on the hydrological elevation model grid and then projected on the

atmospheric grid during the process. We have access to 2134 stations over the area studied

for which the LSM calculates a discharge and for which we have the reconstituted upstream

basin (Fig. 3.3).

The LSM ORCHIDEE, more specifically the SECHIBA (Schématisation des EChanges

Hydriques à l’Interface Biosphère-Atmosphère) module, uses the USEB (Unstressed Surface

Energy Balance) method to model Potential Evapotranspiration PET (details in (Barella-

Ortiz et al., 2013)). This method relies on the turbulent diffusion equation to calculate the

potential soil evaporation PETsoil, obtained from the air density, the aerodynamic resistance,

and the humidity gradient. The USEB method estimates the virtual surface temperature

from an unstressed surface-energy balance, computing a new energy balance considering a

saturated surface (Barella-Ortiz et al., 2013). Potential transpiration is driven by PETsoil

but limited by vegetation resistance, calculated in LSM ORCHIDEE and based on Plant

Functioning Types (PFTs) maps and LAI calculations (Guimberteau et al., 2012). Then, the

total potential evapotranspiration PET is calculated by summing the potential evaporation

and the potential transpiration. PET is reduced to the actual evapotranspiration E by a

”moisture availability function” (Barella-Ortiz et al., 2013).
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Figure 3.3 – Area studied. The dark grey background shows the area outside the scope
of the study. The purple background shows the area covered by the sum of all catchments
upstream of the available gauging stations. The points position the outlet of 2134 stations
considered in the study, coloured by the size of their upstream catchment area.

Over the course of several years, the model has been tested and validated on many as-

pects of the land surface processes (hydrology, vegetation, and carbon cycle processes). This

attests to its quality to reproduce the water and energy balance and also discharge over differ-

ent areas over the globe (Tafasca et al., 2020; Nguyen-Quang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018;

Guion et al., 2022; Polcher et al., 2022). Comparing the LSM outputs directly to observations

for discharge is challenging, mainly due to the absence of certain processes in the models,

including those resulting from direct human activities and the extensive water and river

management (Wang et al., 2018), as it is the case in our area of interest. Based on previous

literature, we can assume that the model proficiently emulates the mechanisms underlying

actual evaporation, thereby effectively replicating the ”natural” response of watersheds with

persistent physical attributes to the past climate conditions prevalent in Europe. We study

Q variations and not the absolute value of Q since we know that the output of the LSM does

not represent the complete processes over real catchments and there could be systematic bi-

ases in forcing data. We focus here on the impact of the changes in atmospheric parameters

on land surface responses with constant characteristics. The modeled watersheds react to

the climate data input at each time step (30 min time step). Therefore the LSM output

depends on both the evolving annual average and the evolving distribution over the year of

the climate variables.

INFO BOX 2

Details on the basin’s reconstruction

Here are more detail on how to reconstitute the watersheds over which we will then

integrate climate data. This procedure was later on directly implemented in the

construction of the routing system in ORCHIDEE.

We have :

• gauging stations’ location (lat, lon) and reported upstream area (more details in
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chapter 4).

• the HydroSHEDS (Hydrological Data and Maps Based on Shuttle Elevation

Derivatives at Multiple Scales) developed by the Conservation Science Program

of the World Wildlife Fund and based primarily on elevation data obtained during

NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) (Lehner et al. (2008)), with

the 30 arc seconds grid (approximately 1 kilometer at the equator) resolution.

For each grid cell of the HydroSHEDS grid, we have the indication of where the

river flow is directed (1=North, 2=North-East, ..., 7=West, 8=North-West). Placing

the gauging station on the grid, looking from neighbouring cells to neighbouring

cells, we regrouped all the cells constituting the catchment upstream of that point.

Considering an uncertainty margin on the station positioning on the grid, we tested

several grid points as starting point for the reconstitution, in a radius of 10 km around

the station location and kept the best reconstituted catchment when comparing the

observed and modeled upstream areas.

Figure 3.4 – Scheme presenting the reconstruction methodology of the upstream
basin of a station on the HydroSHEDS grid. The reconstituted basin was considered
as correct when there was less than 20% difference between the reconstituted area and
the one provided on the metadata of the gauging station.

Still we were not able to correctly reconstruct catchments for all gauging stations. We

considered the reconstruction was correct if we had less than 20% difference between

the reported and the modeled upstream area.

For each station with a reconstituted watershed on the HydroSHEDS grid, we

re-projected the basin on the lower resolution forcing data grid.
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Figure 3.5 – Reprojection of a basin (Ebro basin, upstream of the gauging station
Tortosa) fom the HydroSHED grid to the lower resolution grid of the GSWP3 dataset.

3.2.3 The forcing dataset GSWP3

GSWP3 stands for : Global Soil Wetness Project Phase 3, Atmospheric Boundary Condi-

tions, Institut of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo (Hyungjun (2017)). This dataset

contains retrospective atmospheric boundary conditions for 9 climate variables for 1901-2010

at a 3-hourly resolution. It draws on observational data such as Global Precipitation Cli-

matology Center (GPCC) (Rudolf et al., 2005) for precipitation, SRB for short/long wave

radiations and Climate Research Unit (CRU) (Harris et al., 2020) for air temperature and

daily temperature range and uses correction algorithms to produce the final dataset. The

final grid has a geographic resolution of 0.5◦x 0.5◦.

We analyze this climate forcings in the following part, focusing on the climatic variables

found to be most impactful for discharge changes: the average precipitation P , the average

PET and the intra-annual distribution of P over the Mediterranean area, especially the

Iberian Peninsula. We compare the results to those from the literature to verify the forcing

as an adequate representation of the evolution of climate variables.

3.2.3.1 Analysis of annual average and trends of climate variables P and PET

Over the past century (1902-2010), the average P is higher in the north of Europe, especially

over Norway and north of England, and over mountainous areas (Alps, Pyrenees) (Fig. 3.6a).

When run with the LSM, the average PET grows lower as we go to the north of Europe

and over mountainous areas (Fig. 3.6b), as expected if it follows the distribution of higher

average temperature. Average evapotranspiration (E) fluxes modeled with the LSM have a

smaller range of magnitude (Fig. 3.6c) than P and PET fluxes. The pattern in the North

of Europe resemble PET patterns while it is closer to P patterns over the Mediterranean

area. It is as expected, with the north being an energy limited area: PET is the limiting

evaporative factor, while the south of Europe and especially the Mediterranean area is water

limited, P being the limiting factor.

Looking now at the trends in the climate variables over the century. There are significant

positive trends in P over Northern Europe, most of France and Germany, and negative trends

over the Mediterranean area and Eastern Europe (Fig. 3.7b). Few basins have significative

trends (Fig. 3.7a, 3.7b), due to the high inter-annual variability of P . Trends in PET are

more significant due to a lesser inter-annual variability and show an increase over most of

Europe, especially northern France and southern England, and a decrease in Eastern Europe,
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(a) Average daily precipitation rate (mm/day)

(b) Average daily potential evapotranspiration rate (mm/day)

(c) Average daily evapotranspiration rate (mm/day)

Figure 3.6 – Average daily flux rate (mm/day) with GSWP3 between 1901 and 2010.
Evapotranspiration flux rate have a smaller rate than the two other fluxes, the scale of the
colormap is shorter.
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(a) Relative trend in daily precipitation rate over
the century (%)

(b) Relative significant trend in daily precipita-
tion rate over the century (%)

(c) Relative trend in daily potential evapotran-
spiration rate over the century (%)

(d) Relative significant trend in daily potential
evapotranspiration rate over the century (%)

(e) Relative trend in daily evapotranspiration
rate over the century (%)

(f) Relative significant trend in daily evapotran-
spiration rate over the century (%)

Figure 3.7 – Relative trends (%) in average water fuxes P , PET and E in ORCHIDEE
run with GSWP3 between 1901 and 2010. Left column represent all trends, right column
only the significant ones. The white areas are where the trends are not significant. All
trends have been calculated at the catchment level and mapped over the entire catchment
(see infobox 5).
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Italy and Eastern Spain (Fig. 3.7d). Therefore P and PET both contribute to a similar

trend in E: increase in the North and decrease in the South and the East of Europe (Fig.

3.6c). The significance of E trends is lower than for PET trends due to the effect of P

variability.

The patterns and trends in average P and PET match rather well the patterns and

trends found in other studies using other climatic datasets (Garćıa-Ruiz et al., 2011; Vicente-

Serrano et al., 2019; Arnell, 1999). GSWP3 is therefore coherent with what is found in the

literature. It appears that the variable P and PET seem to explain most of E pattern

and trends modeled with the LSM but not completely and not linearly. It explains why

parsimonious models mostly relying on these variables to explain E (and therefore Q) such

as the Budyko framework are useful. However they are still missing some effects and partial

variability, such as the effect on annual averages of intra-annual variability.

3.2.3.2 Analysis of intra-annual variations of P over the Iberian Peninsula

For that analysis, we focus on the Mediterranean area and more specifically on the Iberian

Peninsula, where the effect of changes in intra-annual distribution of P appears to play a

more important role on discharge trends.

Indicators

We use the indicators defined by Garćıa-Barrón et al. (2013), in order to evaluate the

evolution of the intra-annual cycle over time. In their study, they analyze the output of a

network of weather stations over the Iberian Peninsula. We want to assess whether GSWP3

produces similar results. These indicators are in days, for a given year n; the first one Cn

represent a centered equilibrium day of the intra-annual distribution of P while the second

Dn measures the dispersion around that centered day. More details in the infobox 3.

We can also calculate CN and DN , the value of the indicators on average over the entire

period. Comparing Cn to CN shows either an advance or a delay in the centralization of P .

Comparing Dn to DN shows either increase or a decrease in the concentration of P events

around Cn.

Average intra-annual distribution of P

Figure 3.8 illustrate these indicators on average over the Iberian Peninsula, with two

chosen stations representative of the North (Ebro river) and the South (Guadalquivir river)

average intra-annual distribution regimes.

For the North-East of the area, there are higher values of CN . It corresponds to more

major P events occurring in late season (spring, summer). There is also a high DN which can

have two meaning: either there is rather a uniform distribution across the year of P events,

either the distribution is bimodal. If we look at the average distribution across the year for

the Ebro river, it corresponds to the second option. It matches the results of Garćıa-Barrón

et al. (2013), who found a bimodal distribution along the Mediterranean coast, with a main

peak in autumn for most of the coastal region but in spring for the Ebro river.

For the South-West, a lower CN correspond to an average peak in winter, and a smaller

DN to a rather unimodal distribution.

It matches the results of Garćıa-Barrón et al. (2018), who found an asymmetric unimodal

profile with maximum values at the beginning of winter (December), predominantly in the
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NORTH

SOUTH

Examples :

Figure 3.8 – Average characteristics of the intra-annual distribution of precipitation over
the Iberian Peninsula (IP) and example of this average distribution for two representative
catchments. The individual graphs show the average distribution of P (mm/month) over a
year. The green dotted line represents the monthly distribution profile and the full green
line the polynomially smoothed distribution of average monthly P . The black vertical line
corresponds to the CN value, and the red horizontal line to DN , centered on CN . The wider
the line, the larger the DN .
Lower values of the centralization parameter (CN) correspond to more concentrated rain
events in autumn and winter. Lower values of the dispersion parameter (DN) correspond to
a higher proportion of precipitation around the centralization date. In the south of the IP
corresponds to a unimodal distribution (low DN) with a peak in winter month (low CN).
Oppositely, in the north, it corresponds to an asymmetric bimodal distribution (high DN)
with a small peak in autumn and the larger peak in spring (higher CN but tempered by the
autumn peak).
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INFO BOX 3

• Centralisation Parameter (Cn)

This first indicator corresponds to a day in the year for which if the whole

annual rainfall had occurred on that date, the first-order moments distributed

throughout the year would be equivalent (Garćıa-Barrón et al., 2013).

Cn =
∑

(xi.pi)/
∑

pi (3.5)

With pi the amount of P for a given month i and xi the order of the day respecting

of the origin chosen (number of days corresponding to the middle of the month

since the origin). Here the origin is September 1st.

Cn represents the equilibrium day of the intra-annual distribution of P for the

year n.

• Dispersion parameter (Dn)

The second indicator measures the dispersion of precipitation around the cen-

tered parameter (Garćıa-Barrón et al., 2013).

Dn =
√∑

(d2i pi)/
∑

pi with di = |xi − Cn| (3.6)

Allows to evaluate the dispersion compared to the central position. Low value:

precipitation concentrated around Cn. High value: precipitation distributed

throughout the year or peaks towards initial (autumn) or final (summer) months.

Atlantic region and the bimodal profile with maximum values in autumn and spring, pre-

dominantly in the Mediterranean region.

Trends in the intra-annual distribution of P

If we analyze the trends in Cn (Fig. 3.9a, 3.10a) and Dn (Fig. 3.9c, 3.10c) anomalies for

the north (Fig. 3.9) and the south (Fig. 3.10), there is no clear signal or significant trend.

Since there is a high inter-annual variability of these parameter, in order to better see if

over the period, there is a tendency toward an advance or a delay over the year, we look at the

cumulated Cn−CN over the years. If the cumulated Cn−CN tends to increase, it means that

the centralisation of P is delayed towards spring season. It seems to be what is happening

in the south (Guadalquivir basin, Fig. 3.10b) from 1940 to 1980. If it decreases, it shows an

increase of rainfall events in autumn. Here it matchs the trend from 1980 to 2010. Along

with an increase in Dn anomalies (Fig. 3.10d), it can correspond to a shift in the climate

distribution of P from an unimodal distribution with a peak in winter to a more bimodal

distribution with a higher Dn, with a peak shifting from spring to autumn. Therefore the

P intra-annual distribution regime of the south and West of the Iberian Peninsula seems to

be changing to look more like the average Mediterranean regime of the north and East (see

Fig. 3.8). These results again match with the ones from Garćıa-Barrón et al. (2013) who

found a qualitative tendency of rainfall displacement towards autumn in the southwest of

the Iberian Peninsula and relate that effect to an accentuation of the Mediterranean climate

and to a decline of Atlantic influence in the area.

Trending periods are less clear for the North of Spain and the Ebro river (Fig. 3.9b), with
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(a) Anomalies of Cn: Cn − CN (days) (b) Cumulated
∑

Cn − CN (days)

(c) Anomalies of Dn: Dn −DN (days) (d) Cumulated
∑

Dn −DN (days)

Figure 3.9 – Catchment Ebro, Tortosa: evolution over the century of the centralisation
(Cn) and dispersion (Dn) parameters. The left column present the yearly anomalies of each
parameter. The right column present the cumulated anomalies over the year.
For Cn, a positive anomaly corresponds to an increase of in the proportion of late pre-
cipitation (spring, summer) while a negative anomaly corresponds to an increase in early
precipitation (autumn and winter). The cumulative graph allows to better look at long term
trends towards negative or positive anomalies.
For Dn, a decreasing trend corresponds to an increased variability and an increasing trend
to a decrease in the variability of precipitation distribution around the year.
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(a) Anomalies of Cn: Cn − CN (days) (b) Cumulated
∑

Cn − CN (days)

(c) Anomalies of Dn: Dn −DN (days) (d) Cumulated
∑

Dn −DN (days)

Figure 3.10 – Catchment Guadalquivir, Cantillana: evolution over the century of
the centralization (Cn) and dispersion (Dn) parameters. The left column present the yearly
anomalies of each parameter. The right column present the cumulated anomalies over the
year.
For Cn, a positive anomaly corresponds to an increase of in the proportion of late pre-
cipitation (spring, summer) while a negative anomaly corresponds to an increase in early
precipitation (autumn and winter). The cumulative graph allows to better look at long term
trends towards negative or positive anomalies.
For Dn, a decreasing trend corresponds to an increased variability and an increasing trend
to a decrease in the variability of precipitation distribution around the year.
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an increase in Dn anomalies (Fig. 3.9d). This could be that the bimodal regime becomes

even more pronounced (increase in Dn), with the highest peak shifting regularly between

autumn and spring (no clear trend in Cn but large anomalies).

More generally, Garćıa-Barrón et al. (2018) found a displacement towards spring starting

around 1970 and a new displacement phase towards autumn for the past last decades. It is

similar to what we found when analyzing the changes in GSWP3 P intra-annual distribution.

The trends are however not statistically significant.

Since we found trends similar to what is reported in the literature for the climate factors

tested, we can conclude on the coherence of the reanalysis used in this study to represent

historical climate. This analysis also highlight that the analysis and the quantification of

trends in intra-annual distribution of P is difficult and rarely significant. Despite this diffi-

culty, the method we present in this chapter is able to identify and quantify their effect on

discharge changes through the use of a LSM outputs and synthetic forcings.

3.2.4 Synthetic forcings to analyze the effect of variation of sea-

sonality

In order to better understand the effect of inter and intra-annual climate variations on the

Budyko framework and on discharge Q, we construct synthetic climate forcings, fixing one

or the other (Fig. 3.11).

The calculation of PET includes many related climate variables and non-linear rela-

tionships, making it very difficult to anticipate how a change in a given climate variable

may influence its behavior. It is, therefore, too complicated to create synthetic forcings for

which we can modify climate variables to fix PET seasonality, for instance. Therefore, we

only modify the precipitation P in the synthetic forcings to see how it impacts our results

compared to the reference forcing.

The reference forcing is the GSWP3 dataset from September 1901 to September 2012

(3h time step). Then we constructed three forcings, which were modified over hydrological

years (Tab. 3.1, Fig. 3.11):

• f2000 : A forcing where all 3h values of P are set to the values of the year 2000

(September 1999 to September 2000) for each year. Therefore, all components of P

(average and intra-annual variations) are set constant.

• cstmean : A forcing for which we keep the relative intra-annual distribution of P

of each year, but where the average P of each year is set constant. The 3h values of

P are scaled so the yearly hydrological year average is set to the one of the year 2000

(September 1999 to September 2000).

• cstintravar : A forcing for which we keep the annual average of P for each year,

but where the relative intra-annual distribution of P is set constant. The 3h values

of P are set to the values of the year 2000 (September 1999 to September 2000) for

each year and then scaled so the hydrological year average is set to the one of the

corresponding year in the reference forcing.
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Intra-annual 
variations

(m³/s)

reference 
forcing

f2000

cstmean

Annual 
averages

(m³/s)
PETPET

cstintravar

Figure 3.11 – Synthetic forcings over a given basin: the first row of graphs shows the
inter-annual variability of annual averages of climate variables P , PET , and E modeled by
the LSM, forced with the different synthetic forcings. E mostly relates to P . The second
row shows the average seasonal distribution of P over the catchment for each forcings over
the entire century. The average monthly distributions of P shown here are computed over
the century. It however varies from one year to another for the reference forcing and the
forcing cstmean which is not illustrated here.
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Table 3.1 – Synthetic forcings

forcing
name

Average P Intra-annual
variation of P

Description∗

1 ref - - Reference forcing: GSWP3 (1901-2012)

2 f2000 fixed fixed P has been entirely fixed for each year, equal
to the precipitation and the seasonality of the
year 2000.

3 cstmean fixed - Only the average value of P has been fixed
for every year to the one of year 2000

4 cstintravar - fixed Only the intra-annual variations of P have
been fixed for every year to the one of year
2000

∗For forcings 2 to 4, P has been modified compared to the reference: the average
value of P over the year and/or the distribution of precipitation over the year have
been fixed for each year to the value of the year 2000.

INFO BOX 4

Details on the creation of the synthetic forcings

• Fixing P or its intra-annual variations to the one of a reference year

We wanted to fix the average P and the intra-annual distribution of P over the years.

To do so we had to pick a year as our standard (an hydrological year, starting in

September of the previous year).

The choice of the year will influence the absolute values of the different climatic outputs

of the model run with the synthetic forcings. However in this study, we are mostly

interested in the changes than in the absolute values. Therefore it didn’t matter much

which year we choose. It could also have a small influence on the trends studied later

but considered negligible (see 3.4).

Choosing a year at the end of the period would allow to contrast more with the

beginning of the period, under the assumption that climate change had a significant

effect, if we were interested in looking at absolute values. Also, GSWP3 is more likely

to be accurate over more recent years, since it relies on observational datasets which

improved over the years.

To fix the intra-annual distribution of all years, once we have our reference year, we

calculate for each time-step (here a 3-hr time-step) of that reference year, the fraction

of P fallen over this time step, out of the total P fallen that year. This fraction is

used then to redistribute P over the year for each year. We choose the year 2000.

For each year time step i of year yi:

Pi = f 2000
i ∗ Pyi

with f 2000
i the fraction of P attributed to that same time-step i over the year 2000 and

Pyi the total P fallen for the year yi.
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n∑
i=1

f 2000
i = 1 so

n∑
i=1

Pi = Pyi

with n the number of time step over the year 2000.

We keep the annual average of the year Pyi but the intra-annual distribution is the

one of the year of reference 2000.

This is only possible if for all time step i in each year, we can find the equivalent

time-step in our reference year. Therefore our reference year has to be a leap

year. In the case where yi is also a leap year, there will always be a matching

time step in the reference year. In the case where yi is not a leap year, we will

also always find a matching step for all time step. However the number of time

step for that year will be lower than the one from our reference year n − l < n.

The final sum
∑n−l

i=1 f
2000
i won’t be exactly equal to 1 since we are missing the steps

of one day, so the final average of P for the year i in the synthetic dataset will

be slightly lower than the initial Pyi. We consider that the effect of one day miss-

ing is however negligible and induces no trend since gap years are regularly distributed.

To fix the annual average of P for all years, we calculate the fraction f yi
i of P over

each time step for each year yi and then we rescale Pi to reach, on average over the

year, the average of our reference year P2000.

Pi = f yi
i ∗ P2000

Similarly, we keep the annual average of the year of reference P2000 but the intra-annual

distribution is the one of the year yi.

Again due to the mismatch of the number of time steps between leap and non-leap

years, in the final synthetic product, only leap years will truly have a final average P

equal to P2000. For all other years, the final average P should be slightly lower but

constant for all non-leap years. Since leap years happen regularly, it doesn’t introduce

any trends.

• Understood limits

In the initial variables of the dataset GSWP3, we don’t have P but we have rainfall

Rainf and snowfall Snowf separately. Therefore we didn’t exactly fix P but rather

each Rainf and Snowf separately. In the end it effectively fixes P but the ratio

Rainf/Snowf may have changed.

Fixing PET is not possible because it is non-linearly dependent on too many different

climate variables. Therefore we only fix Rainf and Snowf to study the effect of P .

Also since we fix these variables independently from all the other climate variables,

there will be inevitable inherent incoherences in synchronization between all variables

over the year.
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3.2.5 Combining the Budyko framework to LSM outputs

3.2.5.1 Aim of our methodology

In this study, we apply the Budyko framework to the output of an LSM to explore the

sensitivity of the empirical parameter ω to climate change and the resulting effect on dis-

charge. Without expressing ω as a function, we can still consider that the changes in the

fitted parameter (i.e., the deviation to the initial curve) relate to changes in the overall

evaporation efficiency of the catchment. We use the changes in ω as a proxy for changes in

the partitioning of P into Q and E other than direct changes in average PET/P . We want

to capture the non-linear effects of climate change on the evaporation efficiency and analyze

the main climatic factors involved. We use the changes in ω as a proxy for changes in the

partitioning of P into Q and E other than direct changes in average PET/P; it focuses on

the deviation from the initial curve and attempts to decompose its dependence on climate.

In this case, any deviation to the curve is only due to climate effects. Since ω has no clear

physical meaning, we don’t analyze directly the changes in ω but rather how they impact

the evolution of discharge.

The watersheds in the LSM have constant biophysical characteristics. The LSM then

reproduces the interaction of the land surface with climate parameters. It is affected by

climate change and no other source of change. Using an LSM, we can also change various

climate parameters to better address how they weigh in the modeled changes. We develop a

varying ωt to capture part of the change in the evaporation efficiency of the watersheds due

to climate. We compare its effects to the magnitude of change in discharge already captured

with the traditional framework, which only considers changes in annual averages of PET/P .

3.2.5.2 Integrated data at the catchment level: P, E, PET

For consistency in the calculation of E and PET , we take both from the output of OR-

CHIDEE forced with GSWP3. The gridded outputs (PET , E) are at the resolution of the

forcing dataset (0.5◦). P is the sum of rainfall and snowfall in GSWP3. Then we consider

the annual mean P , PET , and E over hydrological years, integrated over each catchment.

The catchments’ shape has been reproduced at a finer resolution and then projected on the

0.5◦grid (infobox 2).

3.2.5.3 Fit of the Fu’s equation of the Budyko framework

Fit over the entire period

The evaporation efficiency parameter of the Budyko curve is calculated over each catch-

ment with a fit of the equation curve E/P = f(PET/P ) (equation 3.2), using the minimum

root mean square error (RMSE) for a given set of annual averages of evapotranspiration E,

precipitation P and potential evapotranspiration PET data (Jiang et al., 2015; Yang et al.,

2007). We fit the parameter once with all points over the entire period covered by the climate

dataset to obtain ω representing the average behavior for each catchment (Fig. 3.12, A).

Introducing a varying evaporation efficiency ω: fit with a sliding time window

For a watershed with constant hydrological properties (which is the case when considering

modeled watershed in ORCHIDEE), if we consider the ”catchment trajectory conjecture”,
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INFO BOX 5

Details on mapping of the results

To map the results at the catchment level and have a better visual for the mapped

results, all grid points of a basin are coloured with the metric computed over the

catchment. For sub-basins included into larger ones, the metric is averaged to color

the shared grid points.

Figure 3.13 – Method applied to map the results, example over the Ebro river: we
have one given value for each basin. It is applied to the entire upstream area. When
sub-basins are contained in larger basins, the different values are averaged over the
overlapping area.

ω is independent of climate, and the catchment follows its initial curve. However, ω varies

for a given watershed because of climate.

For instance, a difference in storm depth over a catchment can change the capacity of

the soil to store water, the response of vegetation, and change the dynamic of the water par-

tition into runoff and evaporation even if the annual amount of precipitation stays constant

Donohue et al. (2012). More generally, the intra-annual synchronization of P water avail-

able) and PET (energy demand) (or the annual covariance between PET and P ) impacts

the annual mean of E and Q for the same average climate Abatzoglou & Ficklin (2017);

Li et al. (2022). With its simple framework, the Budyko model does not cover possible

changes at intra-annual time scales. The average effect of this synchronization is included

in the adjustment parameter ω, which is, therefore, not completely independent of climate.

Therefore, long-term changes in seasonality should induce a climatic time dependence which

is not accounted for in the framework with a constant ω. Therefore, considering a varying

parameter should improve the Budyko model to reproduce E/P and its climatic evolution.

To obtain a varying parameter ωt for each catchment, we carry out several fits over

successive 11-year time-sliding sub-periods (Fig. 3.12, B).

We chose 11 years as the smallest time length to apply the Budyko framework relevantly,

considering that each 11-year sub-period is stationary (∆S = 0, see infobox 1). This allows

us to focus on long-term changes and to minimize the impact of year-to-year ”transient”

effects (e.g., soil storage and groundwater changes) (Yang et al., 2018). Tian et al. (2018)

found that below a certain time length, the fit of the ω parameter was too unstable to be

relevant.
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3.2.5.4 Decomposing the impact of climate on discharge trends

The evaporation efficiency ω is a conceptual variable that provides little insight into the

magnitude of discharge changes. Thus, we examine the impact of ωt changes on the river

mean annual discharge Q and compare these changes to the impact of annual averages of

climate variables (P and PET ) changes on Q over time. To simplify the discussion, we

gather the annual averages of P and PET in a ”climate” variable C = (P, PET ) (infobox

7).

Following our previous hypothesis (equation 3.4), Q can be estimated with the Budyko

framework using C and ω: Q = f(C, ωt). Q can be decomposed with first-order partial

derivatives (equation 3.7), with the first term of the right-hand side representing the partial

derivative due to climate variables C and the second term for the partial derivative due to

changes in the evaporation efficiency ωt. We then estimate the partial derivatives due to C

and due to ω independently.

dQ

dt
=
δQ

δC

dC

dt
+
δQ

δω

dω

dt
with C = (P, PET ) (3.7)

To independently estimate the partial derivative due to climate variables C, we must

cancel the second term (equation 3.7, left side). To do so, we calculate the mean annual

discharge Qc = f(C, ω), with a constant value of ω. The trend of that discharge dQc

dt
matches

the term with the partial derivative due to C in equation (3.7). To estimate the partial

annual discharge trend due to ωt, we need to eliminate the trends in annual averages of P

and PET over the century to cancel the first term (equation 3.7, left side). We randomly

draw P and PET pairings for each year. We do so several times and average the results for

each year. It gives us a random climate without trends over the century. We then apply

Fu’s equation 3.2 with the resulting random annual averages of P and PET and the varying

ωt calculated with the forcing before the random drawing. It gives Qω = f(Crand, ωt) for

which the climate trends are only due to variations captured by the time-varying parameter

ωt. The trend dQω

dt
matches the term with the partial derivative due to ω in equation 3.7. In

the end, we get:

dQ

dt
=
dQc

dt
+
dQω

dt
(3.8)

We calculate the trends of each term and their significance using the Mann-Kendall non-

parametric test, associated with the Thiel-Sen slope estimator (infobox 6). It gives us time

series and associated trends for each studied watershed. Fig. 3.14 shows an example of a

watershed in southern Spain.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Performance of Budyko with or without a variant ω param-

eter

We hypothesize that for watersheds with constant hydrological properties, the dispersion

of annual points around the curve is due to intra-annual variations of climate. If these

variations did not exist, catchments would follow their Budyko curve, and we could use it to

model the discharge almost perfectly.

To test this hypothesis, we examine the performance of the Budyko curve with a constant

parameter ω to reproduce the discharge from the LSM for the reference forcing compared
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(a) Evaporation efficiency ω fitted over the entire time period (dashed purple line) and ωt fitted
successively over a sliding 11-year time-window (blue line) for the reference forcing.

(b) Annual mean discharge estimated with Budyko for the reference forcing: Q = f(P, PET, ωt)
(blue line), Qc = f(P, PET, ω) (purple line), Qω = f(Prand, PETrand, ωt) (black line) with their
associated trends. Unsignificant trends are dashed. Here all trends are significant.

Figure 3.14 – Time series obtained through the full application of our methodology for a
given basin in Spain. (a) and (b) are results for the reference forcing. (a) shows the varying
ωt resulting from the time-sliding window calculation (blue curve), compared to ω calculated
with one fit over the entire century (dashed purple line). (b) shows the decomposition of
the discharge, comparing the full discharge to partial discharges and their respective trends.
The full mean annual discharge Q is modeled Fu’s equation with annual averages of P and
PET from the reference forcing and ωt. The first partial annual discharge QC is the one
calculated with the constant parameter ω. It covers most Q variations for the given basins.
The second partial annual discharge Qω covers some of the missing variations of Q and
some of the missing trends due to deviations to the average curve. From that figure, we
can conclude that most variations and trends of the discharge in this basin are explained by
C = (P, PET ).
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INFO BOX 6

Mann-Kendall (MK) non-parametric test and Thiel-Sen slope
estimator

The MK test is a non-parametric test often used to analyze temporal trends in hydro-

meteorological series (Xiong et al. (2020)). For n values identically temporally dis-

tributed of a given variable x, the given statistic test S and its corresponding variance

are given by:

S =
n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

sgn(xj − xi) with sgn(θ) =


1 if θ > 0

0 if θ = 0

−1 if θ < 0

V ar(S) = n(n− 1)(2n+ 5)/18

For the normal distribution, the standardized test Z is calculated by:

Z =
1√

V ar(S)
∗


(S − 1) if S > 0

0 if S = 0

(S + 1) if S < 0

for a two-tail test:

pvalue = 2 ∗ (1− P (X > |Z|)) where X ∼ N (0, 1)

If pvalue < 0.05, then the null hypothesis that there is no trend in the dataset is rejected

for a significance level of 5%.

When the trend is considered significant, the slope β can be estimated with Thiel-Sen

estimator:

β = median

(
xi − xj
i− j

)
, ∀i, j, 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n

to the forcing cstintravar. For that latter forcing, we removed the intra-annual variations

of P from one year to another, which should render the performance of the Budyko curve

model close to perfect if the hypothesis is valid. We use the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC)

as a performance indicator (equation (3.9), Fig. 3.15). We consider a NSC> 0.5 to be

satisfactory (Moriasi et al., 2007).

We obtain NSC values above 0.5 for 89.9% of all 2134 watersheds tested for the Budyko

curve with a constant parameter (Qc, calculated with a constant ω) applied with the reference

forcing (boxplot on the left, Fig. 3.15). Therefore, the average curve model is rather effective

in reproducing the annual discharge over watersheds with constant hydrological properties

reacting to an evolving climate.

For the forcing cstintravar, NSC for Qc increases to above 0.6 for all watersheds (boxplot

on the right, Fig. 3.15). It confirms our hypothesis: the average Budyko curve model is

even more effective if there are no intra-annual variations of P from one year to another.

Therefore, most of the variability that is not captured by the average Budyko curve over the

past century is due to the intra-annual variability of P and the covariance of P and PET .

When looking at NSC for the framework applied to the reference forcing with a varying
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INFO BOX 7

Discussion around notations
1- About the parameter C

We gather the annual averages of P and PET in a ”climate” variable C = (P, PET ).

This allows to simplify the discussion around the variables P and PET . The notation

around P and PET can be confusing, since they stand respectively for the annual

average of precipitation and potential evapotranspiration most of the time, except

when explained otherwise as when we refer to ”the intra-annual variations of P”. In

that case, P stands for all precipitation characteristics.

In the case of the variable C, we use it to simplify the discussion as it always stands

for the annual averages of P and PET , considered together.

INFO BOX 8

Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC)

We used the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC) to attest the quality of streamflow mod-

eled using the Budyko framework to adequately reproduce the LSM outputs.

NSC < 0 indicates that the use of the average value would be more accurate than the

model tested (Ahn and Merwade 2014; Moriasi et al. 2007).

NSC = 1−
∑years

i=0 (Qli −Qbi)2∑years
i=0 (Qli −Ql)2

(3.9)

with Ql = reference discharge, here dicharge from the LSM

and Qb = discharge to test, here result from the fit with Fu’s equation

This indicator is considered as satisfactory for streamflow when NSC > 0 and good

when NSC > 0.5.

parameter Q(ref) = f(C(ref), ωt), we gain up to 0.26 points of NSC for the tested watershed

and reach 94.1% of all watersheds with NSC>0.5 (boxplot on the center, Fig. 3.15). It does

not reach the performance to reproduce Qc with the forcing cstintravar. However, it enables

to catch some of the deviation to the curve due to intra-annual trends of climate variables.

We capture long-term trends following our choice of the 11-year time-moving window. It

validates our hypothesis that introducing a varying evaporation efficiency ωt improves the

framework to better encompass climate variability and the effect of climatic trends on annual

mean discharge, including the effect of climate change on the intra-annual distribution and

covariance of climate variables (P and PET ).

To sum up, for watersheds with constant hydrological properties under historical climate,

most of the deviation to the average curve model (i.e., changes in the evaporation efficiency

of catchments) is due to variations in the intra-annual distribution of climate variables (P

and PET ). Our varying parameter improves the framework by allowing us to capture the

long-term trends of these variations. We will now analyze their effect on the annual mean

discharge and compare them to the direct effect of trends in the annual average of climate

variables.
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INFO BOX 9

Complementary illustration of Q and ω variations at the
catchment level, comparing synthetic forcings

To illustrate the part of variation of Q captured in C and in ω, we graph Q and ω at

the catchment level for each forcing (Fig. 3.16).

Figure 3.16 – Inter-annual variations of the annual mean discharge Q (top graph)
and the associated ω parameter for each synthetic forcing over a catchment over the
Duero river (basin coverage at the top).

We see that inter-annual the variations of Q are similar for the forcings reference

and cstintravar (top graph, Fig. 3.16). The forcings f2000 and cstmean both have

very little inter-annual variations, as they are designed as such, with no inter-annual

variation of the annual average of P . It shows that most of inter-annual variations of

Q are due to C (see section 3.3.2). However for the variations of ωt (bottom graph,

Fig. 3.16), the variation of each forcings are paired differently: reference/cstmean

and f2000/cstintravar. For each pair of forcings, the annual average of C differ but

intra-annual distribution of P are the same, with the same variations for the pair

reference/cstmean (which results in higher variations in ωt) and a fixed distribution

for the pair f2000/cstintravar. Therefore it shows that while the main variability of Q

is due to the inter-annual variability of annual average of P , the varying parameter ωt

captures well the effect of intra-annual distribution of P .
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Figure 3.15 – Boxplot of Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC) for all watersheds: for the forcing
of reference with the constant parameter ω, with the varying parameter ωt and for the
forcing cstintravar (where the seasonal distributions of P have been fixed over the entire
time period) with a constant ω. It represents how well the Budyko model reproduces the
discharge output from ORCHIDEE. A value above 0.5 is considered satisfactory. Very similar
results are found when looking at R2 from a linear regression.

3.3.2 Comparing the effects of intra-annual variations of P on dis-

charge Q to the effects of variations in annual averages of P

in Europe

We consider our area of study, Western Europe (2134 watersheds modeled) (Fig. 3.17). To

better illustrate our results, we also take two contrasted basins: one in Italy (Fig. 3.18) and

another in England (Fig. 3.19).

Figure 3.17a, 3.17b, 3.17c show the relative trends over each basin, respectively of Q, Qc

and Qω, for the reference forcing. There are significant decreases in the total discharge Q

(Fig. 3.17a) (-0.3% to -0.4% per year over the past century) over scattered basins in Spain,

the Pyrenees, Italy, Slovenia, Greece, and Eastern Europe. There are significant increases

(Fig. 3.17a) (+0.2% to +0.4% per year over the past century) over sparse basins in France,

Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Northern UK, and Serbia. These trends are primarily due to

changes in the annual averages C = (P, PET ) since the average Budyko curve model Qc

captures most of the signal (Fig. 3.17b). The inter-annual variability of C is high, making

the trends less than 95% significant over most basins for Q and Qc. Both selected catchments

better illustrate it (Fig. 3.19b and 3.18b), with the reference forcing (top left), the dominant

effect in the variations of annual mean discharge Q (blue line) is due to the annual mean of

climate variables C (purple line). Clearly, the blue and the purple curves have very similar

high inter-annual variations and trends.

Changes in the mean annual climate, designated C here, are the dominant factors ex-

plaining the climatic trends in Q over the past century in Europe. The results obtained with

the forcing cstintravar (bottom right for Fig. 3.19b and 3.18b and maps Fig. 3.17j to 3.17l)

confirm it. It shows that without inter-annual changes in P distribution (in other words,

with a maximum reduction of the inter-annual changes in the annual covariance of P and

PET ), the annual mean discharge Q obtained and the associated relative trends are very

similar to the results obtained with the reference forcing. Therefore, the effects of changes
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(a) Relative trends dQ/Q
dt :

ref
(b) Relative trends dQc/Q

dt :
ref

(c) Relative trends dQω/Q
dt :

ref

(d) Relative trends dQ/Q
dt :

f2000
(e) Relative trends dQc/Q

dt :
f2000

(f) Relative trends dQω/Q
dt :

f2000

(g) Relative trends dQ/Q
dt :

cstmean
(h) Relative trends dQc/Q

dt :
cstmean

(i) Relative trends dQω/Q
dt :

cstmean

(j) Relative trends dQ/Q
dt :

cstintravar
(k) Relative trends dQc/Q

dt :
cstintravar

(l) Relative trends dQω/Q
dt :

cstintravar

(m) Colorbar: significant relative trends (% of change per year over
the century)

Figure 3.17 – Decomposition of significant relative annual mean discharge Q trends (% of
change per year over the century) for all the tested forcings: the first line is the reference
forcing. The first column is the total change in Q, the second is the partial change due to
trends in the annual average of P and PET , and the last column is the partial change due to
changes in the evaporation efficiency, mostly due to trends in the intra-annual distribution
of P and PET . For the modified forcings: f2000 has the annual average and intra-annual
distribution of P fixed for every year to their value for the year 2000. cstmean has only the
annual average of P fixed. cstintravar has only the intra-annual distribution of P fixed.
White areas don’t have significant trends.
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Tiber River:
Roma

(a) Annual average of climate variables P (light blue line), PET (yellow line) and E (purple line)
modeled with the LSM for each academic forcing. Not shown here, the intra-annual distribution of
P has been fixed for the forcings f2000 and cstintravar.

(b) Annual mean discharge estimated with Budyko and their respective trends: full annual mean
discharge modeled Q = f(P, PET, ωt) (blue line), annual mean discharge Qc = f(C,ω) (purple
line) with only variations in C accounted for, and Qω = f(Prand, PETrand, ωt) (black line) with
only the variations of evaporation efficiency, mostly due to the intra-annual covariance of P and
PET , accounted for. Unsignificant trends are dashed. Here the results for each academic forcing
are shown. We represented the normalized anomaly of discharge ((Q−Qmean)/Qmean) in order to
better compare the plots to each other. The scale of the y-axis changes and is divided by 5 for the
focings f2000 and cstmean.

Figure 3.18 – Example 1: Time series obtained through the full application of our method-
ology for a given basin in Italy.
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Trent River:
Colwick

(a) Annual average of climate variables P (light blue line), PET (yellow line) and E (purple
line) modeled with the LSM for each academic forcing. Not shown here, the intra-annual
distribution of P has been fixed for the forcings f2000 and cstintravar.

(b) Annual mean discharge estimated with Budyko and their respective trends: full annual
mean discharge modeled Q = f(P, PET, ωt) (blue line), annual mean discharge Qc = f(C,ω)
(purple line) with only variations in C accounted for, and Qω = f(Prand, PETrand, ωt) (black
line) with only the variations of evaporation efficiency, mostly due to the intra-annual co-
variance of P and PET , accounted for. Unsignificant trends are dashed. Here the results
for each academic forcing are shown. We represented the normalized anomaly of discharge
((Q − Qmean)/Qmean) in order to better compare the plots to each other. The scale of the
y-axis changes and is divided by 5 for the focings f2000 and cstmean.

Figure 3.19 – Example 2: Time series obtained through the full application of our method-
ology for a given basin in England.
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in the covariance of P and PET are minor compared to the effects of changes in the annual

mean of climate variables C in most of Europe.

However, in some areas, the effects of the intra-annual distribution of P should be ad-

dressed. If we look at the Tiber river in Italy (Fig. 3.18b), the trend in Qc (purple line)

is significant for both the reference forcing and the forcing cstintravar. However, the total

annual discharge Q (blue line) trend is only significant for the forcing cstintravar. For the

reference forcing, the decreasing trend in the discharge due to C (Qc) is counteracted by the

increasing trend due to changes in the evaporation efficiency (Qω), making the final trend in

discharge Q insignificant.

More generally, over Europe, when we erase the inter-annual variability of C, we capture

the effect of trends in the intra-annual distribution of P and PET , through changes in

the evaporation efficiency, in Qω (Fig. 3.17c). It tends to increase discharge, especially in

south-western Spain, Italy, and the west of France (+0.1% per year over the century). It

corresponds to the increasing trend of the black line in Fig. 3.18b, top left graphs for the

Tiber river. It has an opposite trend towards decreasing discharge in eastern Europe and

has a relatively neutral effect in the rest of the continent (Fig. 3.17c and, in the example

of the English basin, Fig. 3.19b, top left graph, black line). It amplifies the trends due to

changes in annual averages of C over certain watersheds such as the Duero basin (north-

western Spain, decrease in discharge), western France, and northern Germany. Indeed, we

note a significant increase in discharge over certain watersheds where the effect of changes in

C alone was insignificant. In other areas, such as the Tiber river in Italy, or in southern UK,

the intra-annual variability of P and PET counteracts the effect of C, making the relative

total Q trends lose their significance due to opposite signals. We note the decreasing trend

is due to the evolution of C while the effect of the change in the intra-annual distribution of

the climate variables tends to increase the discharge.

In order to investigate the impacts of intra-annual variations of P on discharge, we analyse

the results of the synthetic forcing f2000 and cstmean (respectively top right and bottom

left Fig. 3.19b and 3.18b and maps 3.17d to 3.17f and 3.17g to 3.17i).

For the synthetic forcing f2000 (Fig. 3.17d to 3.17f), P have been entirely set for each

year to P of the year 2000. Therefore, this only yields the trends due to changes in PET ,

both for changes due to annual climate variables and changes in the evaporation efficiency

of the catchment. For the synthetic forcing cstmean, only the annual mean of P has been

set. In this case, the trends are due to PET and changes in the intra-annual distribution of

P .

For the forcing f2000, the effect of PET is towards a decrease in discharge over all of

Europe (less than -0.1% to -0.2% per year over the century) (Fig. 3.17d). For both the

chosen examples, the effect of PET (top right graphs) tends to decrease discharge (purple

line, Qc when P has been fixed). It is consistent with the significant increase in PET (Fig.

3.19a and 3.18a, top right). The effect of intra-annual variations of PET on changes in the

evaporation efficiency (Fig. 3.17f and black lines, top right graph Fig. 3.19b and 3.18b)

has the same order of magnitude, if not a little smaller (less than -0.1% per year over the

century), than the effect of inter-annual change of the annual average of PET (Fig. 3.17e

or purple line top right graph Fig. 3.19b and 3.18b). It tends to amplify the latter’s effect,

especially over western France and southern UK. It has a slightly opposite effect towards

increasing trends in Q (less than +0.08% per year over the century) over the east of Europe,

west of Spain, and for the Tiber river. The effect of changes in the annual mean of PET , in

this specific case, is canceled in the total discharge (blue line) by the effect of the changes in

the intra-annual distribution of PET captured in Qω (black line) (Fig. 3.18b).
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For the forcing cstmean, we now add the effect of changes in the covariance of P and

PET due to changes in the intra-annual distribution of P . Depending on the area, there

are two different responses. The two basins chosen in the example each correspond to one

type of response. In the case of the basin in England (Trent river), the results obtained for

the forcing cstmean (Fig. 3.19b, bottom left) are very similar to the results obtained for

f2000 (Fig.3.19b, top right). This means that the effect is due to changes in intra-annual

synchronicity of P and PET has little impact compared to the effect of the annual mean

of PET over that particular basin. It matches the results over northern Europe, especially

over France, Germany, and southern UK, where the trends in Q (Fig. 3.17g) are mainly

driven by changes in the annual mean of PET (Fig. 3.17h). However, over the Tiber river

in Italy, the results obtained for the forcing cstmean (Fig. 3.18b, bottom left) shows that

the changes in the total annual mean discharge Q (blue line) match the changes due to the

evolution of ωt (Qω, black line). In this latter case, the effect of the intra-annual variations

of P is dominant compared to the effect of changes in PET . This matches the results over

southern Europe (Spain, Italy) where for the forcing cstmean, the trends in Q (Fig. 3.17g)

are driven mainly by changes in the evaporation efficiency (Fig. 3.17i). This increase in

discharge diverges from the trends due to changes in C in the area (reference forcing and

forcing f2000, purple lines).

The discharge trends for both forcings, namely f2000 and cstmean, are statistically sig-

nificant across multiple watersheds, independent of the high inter-annual variability observed

in the annual mean of P.

Trends are significant for 1883 basins with the forcing f2000 and 1756 for the forcing

cstmean against only 352 basins with significant trends in Q out of 2134 for the reference

forcing. However, the magnitude of these trends is also quite smaller. Comparing the

discharge obtained with the reference forcing shows that the main factor driving Q is the

annual mean of P since the discharge trends look entirely different when free of its variations.

To sum up, the results obtained with the synthetic forcings, the annual mean of P is the

first driver of change in the annual discharge over all of Europe. However, its high inter-

annual variability tends to hide the trends in most areas. The second most important climatic

driver of discharge change depends on the area. Over southern Europe (Italy, Spain), where

water is the limiting factor to evapotranspiration, the second most important climatic factor

driving discharge changes is the intra-annual distribution of P . Over the rest of Europe,

where water is less limiting, the second most important factor driving discharge changes is

the increasing PET .

3.4 Discussion

Similarly to the results of several studies (Abatzoglou & Ficklin, 2017; Li et al., 2022; Xing

et al., 2018; Jaramillo et al., 2022; Reaver et al., 2022; Padrón et al., 2017), we find that

the average Budyko curve model with a constant evaporation efficiency ω does not capture

climate-related changes in the watershed behavior impacting its evaporation efficiency. Even

with constant hydrological land surface characteristics, most catchments do not follow their

average curve over the past century. The deviation to the curve can significantly affect Q’s

long-term trends over the past century if we free our analysis from the high inter-annual

variability of P. It is in accordance with the results of Reaver et al. (2022) criticizing the

”catchment trajectory conjecture”.

Parameter ω has no direct physical meaning but is a proxy to represent the evaporation

efficiency of catchments (Berghuijs et al., 2020; Reaver et al., 2022). However, since it cannot
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be expressed as a function of clearly defined factors, it is difficult to attribute the changes in

the evaporation efficiency to specific climatic features (Berghuijs et al., 2020). Yang et al.

(2018) assume that further reductions in Q declining trends due to changes in catchment

properties are likely associated with elevated atmospheric CO2 concentration or increased

rainfall intensity. Other studies find correlations between changes in the evaporation effi-

ciency of catchments and storm depth, the portion of precipitation such as snow (Donohue

et al., 2012; Padrón et al., 2017; Xing et al., 2018). Using the outputs of an LSM, our studies

allow to test a selection of hypotheses by adjusting climate parameters. We find that the

climatic deviation to the average Budyko curve over the historical records is mainly due to

variations in the intra-annual distribution of P.

We introduce a time-varying window to fit the parameter of Fu’s equation in order to

capture trends in the deviation to the average curve in the Budyko space. The choice of

window size determines the size of accounted for trends. This functions as a frequency filter

and only captures the effect of variations over periods the temporal scale of the window or

larger. We must balance the length of our dataset and the appropriate length of the trends

we choose to analyze. Since our aim is to investigate the effects of climate change, we do

not need to capture the high inter-annual variability and can focus on decadal trends or

longer (Yang et al., 2018). Furthermore, a shorter time window would not be adapted to

the hypothesis of the Budyko framework which needs a long enough period to be fitted.

So the window cannot be shorter (Tian et al., 2018). An exploration of an extended time

window could be conducted to investigate the limited duration of time that captures the

most significant impact on discharge. However, the longer the time window, the fewer points

we will have to evaluate the trends.

In our methodology, we decompose the trends due to climatic changes in evaporation effi-

ciency and the trends due to changes in average climate variables P and PET. One limitation

in our decomposition method is that the variations in the evaporation efficiency captured

in the deviation to the average curve are not entirely independent from the variations of

average P and PET. Here, the relationship between P, PET, and evaporation efficiency is

complex and relies on many interrelated factors (Reaver et al., 2020). We find in our study

that the changes captured in the varying ωt are mostly due to changes in the covariance of

the intra-annual distribution of P and PET . However, the effect of the intra-annual dis-

tribution of climate variables on discharge is not completely independent from the annual

mean of P and PET because of the difference in sensitivity of the system to a change in

water availability. It can impact the magnitude of the identified trends. It is shown by the

slight differences observed in Qω between respectively the reference forcing and the forcing

cstmean (Fig. 3.17c and 3.17i) and between the forcing f2000 and the forcing cstintravar

(Fig. 3.17f and 3.17l). For each pair of forcings, the intra-annual distribution of P is the

same, but the inter-annual mean of P differs. The difference in Qω for each pairing is due

to a link between the annual mean and the intra-annual distribution of P . Therefore, the

amplitude of the effect of the intra-annual distribution of P and PET quantified here may

depend on the choice of the fixed average P (again, P from the year 2000 in this study). The

observed differences were found to be comparatively insignificant in light of the identified

trends, indicating that the fundamental findings regarding Europe would remain unchanged;

therefore, we opted to disregard them. When studying specific basins, it could be interesting

to choose specific pairings of intra-annual distributions/annual averages of P to construct

synthetic forcings, to compare how specific associations combine.

Furthermore, we can’t simply fix PET or its intra-annual variations in our synthetic

forcings due to its non-linearity dependence on a number of climate variables. Therefore, we
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are unable to decompose the effects of PET as easily as for the effects of P , which would be

interesting to do, especially in the areas where P is less limiting, such as in western France

or northern Europe.

Our methodology allows for the separation of the effect of primary and secondary cli-

matic drivers on discharge trends. We look at the trends in P , and PET for the forcing

GSWP3. Our results concur with those in the literature, validating that this forcing reason-

ably reproduces the climatic trends of the past century over Europe. The trends in PET

are significantly (95% level) increasing over Europe. However, the trends in P are most

often non-significant because of its high inter-annual variability, with a significant trend in

the annual average of P for 413 catchments out of 2134 selected. The present study finds

that the main driver of annual mean discharge Q (trends and inter-annual variability) is

the annual mean of P . As expected with the increase in P over western Europe and the

decrease in P observed in the Mediterranean area (Douville et al., 2021; Knutson & Zeng,

2018; Christidis & Stott, 2022), the trends in Q have followed the same direction. It concurs

with the findings of Vicente-Serrano et al. (2019); Stahl et al. (2010) who find strong spatial

consistency between streamflow changes and global rainfall changes.

Yang et al. (2008) show that Q is universally more sensitive to changes in P than to

changes in PET , for a fixed land surface condition. Similarly, we find that over most of Eu-

rope, the second most important climatic factor on discharge changes is PET , which leads

to a decrease in discharge due to the increasing evaporative demand by the atmosphere.

Over the Iberian peninsula and the Mediterranean area, however, PET trends have a lesser

impact. There, the water limit is the prevailing factor, having been attained by the end of

spring and persisting throughout the entirety of summer. Therefore, a warmer summer does

not have a strong impact. The evolution of intra-annual variations of P is the second most

important factor impacting the changes in the annual discharge, with a higher effect on dis-

charge than the increase of PET over the past century. The intra-annual covariance of P and

PET impacts the annual behavior of the catchment and the annual balance between evapo-

transpiration and discharge since it changes the timing between water and energy available

throughout the year. The evolution of the intra-annual cycle of P tends towards decreasing

discharge in the Mediterranean area. It partially counteracts the effect of decreasing P and

increasing PET on discharge. Therefore, the intra-annual distribution of P deserves more

attention when studying the evolution of annual discharge. In most studies, it is only consid-

ered to look at changes in discharge peaks, floods, or droughts (Douville et al., 2021; Rottler

et al., 2020; Milly et al., 2002; Douville et al., 2021; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014; Tuel et al.,

2022). We calculate the indices defined by Garćıa-Barrón et al. (2013) to evaluate the trends

in the intra-annual cycle of P for the forcing GSWP3 (see 3.2.3). Similarly to the authors’

findings, in Spain, we identify a shift over the end of the century towards a more bimodal

distribution of precipitation throughout the year. However, the trends in the intra-annual

cycle are mostly qualitative. The tendencies of the annual cycle to have an increasingly

marked seasonality, concentrating rain events in fewer, but more extreme, events over the

year, can explain the increasing runoff and relative discharge. Our methodology allows iden-

tifying these effects despite the only qualitative trends observed in the indices that measure

the intra-annual distribution of P .

We apply our parametric model to LSM outputs to isolate the discharge variations due

to changes in climate factors. This methodology relies on the capacity of the chosen LSM to

reproduce the ”natural” response of a catchment to climate, such as its behavior and response

to changes in the intra-annual distribution of P . The amplitude of our results could depend

on the choice of the LSM or the forcing data. We tested the use of other forcing datasets:
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WFDEI (Weedon et al., 2014), which covers the period from 1979 to 2010, with the same

resolution as GSWP3, and E2OFD (Beck et al., 2017), while also covering 1979 to 2010

but at a lower resolution. We also tested another model, SURFEX Quintana-Segúı et al.

(2020), forced with SAFRAN (Quintana-Segúı et al., 2017), over the Ebro river (see chapter

4). This yielded similar results over the overlapping period with little differences in the

trends’ significance and amplitude. This indicates that the resolution of the forcing exerts

a greater influence on the results compared to a specific forcing or model employed. This

confirms the suitability of utilizing an LSM as a climatic reference in accordance with our

methodology. In the future, when looking at specific basins, it would be interesting to use

higher resolution forcings to obtain a more accurate picture of the effects of climate change

on discharge. In this case, the diversity of behaviors exhibited among sub-basins within a

given catchment could be elaborated upon by distinguishing the behavior of upstream sub-

basins within mountainous regions from that of the downstream portion, which may display

differential responses to climate change.

3.5 Conclusion

Our methodology combines a physical-based model to a parsimonious model. The first

allows to identify the climatic changes in the empirical parameter of the second. The second

allows for a simple decomposition of the relative changes in discharge. In this case, the

Budyko framework and a one-parameter equation. The deviation from the average curve

corresponds to a change in the evaporation efficiency of the catchment. A state-of-the-art

LSM was used to simulate changes in the evaporation efficiency under the climate of the past

century, independent from any other disruptive process. The successive fit of the parametric

equation allows us to find the climatic dependence of the deviation to the average curve

in the Budyko space over time. For a given catchment, we quantify its effect on annual

mean discharge Q. Over the past century, the primary climatic source of deviation to the

average curve is the change in the intra-annual distribution of P. We compare the impact of

that deviation on changes in the average annual discharge compared to the change due to

average climate variables P and PET. Over Europe for the past century, the main climatic

driver of change in the average Q is the change in the average P. The second main driver of

discharge change is PET over most of Europe except the Mediterranean area, where a change

in the intra-annual distribution of P weighs more on Q changes than PET. Therefore, the

effect of the intra-annual distribution of P should be addressed when studying the evolution

of the average discharge and water availability under climate change, especially over the

Mediterranean.

If we were to work from observations instead of model outputs, there would be other non-

climate-related sources of variability, such as direct human activities or vegetation changes

which would modify watershed behavior. Our next step is to apply the methodology to

quantify these human-induced changes and compare their magnitude to those attributed to

climate change in the present study’s responses.
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KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER

• Combining an LSM to a parsimonious model allows to assess the climate variability

included in the calibrated parameter(s) of the latter.

• In the case of the one parameter Fu equation: the climate variability of the parameter

is mainly due to the variability in the intra-annual distribution of P .

• The main climate driver of annual mean discharge over Europe is the annual average

of P .

• The second most important climatic driver is dependent on the area: it is the annual

average of PET over most of Europe; the intra-annual distribution of P over the

Mediterranean area.
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CHAPTER4
Separate the effect of climate from

the effect of non climatic drivers

This chapter is the subject of an article in progress. It is mainly composed of what will

be part of the article, with some added details in the method part and complementary hy-

potheses and results. The methodology is the same as the one presented in chapter 3. This

methodology was actually first conceived for the case presented in this chapter. We then

thought that it should be applied to further study the effects of different climatic drivers and

to test which part of climatic fluctuations were effectively covered, as it was explained in the

chapter 3. It shows that we cover most of climatic fluctuations at intra- and inter-annual

time scale. Here it will focus on comparing the effects of climate drivers to non-climatic

drivers.
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4.1 Introduction

As we described in introduction and in the chapter 2, changes in climate and catchment

hydrology are concurrent. They both impact the partitioning of water between the different

components of the water cycle, and therefore, discharge (Troch et al., 2015; Rottler et al.,

2020; Ficklin et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2019).

To understand and interpret discharge trends, we need to be able to separate the effect of

the different types of drivers. As previously described (chapter 2), some studies try to do so

from discharge observation, by isolating catchments considered as ”natural” and relatively

untouched by anthropogenic water management (Stahl et al., 2010; Ficklin et al., 2018;

Coch & Mediero, 2016; Begueŕıa et al., 2003). However these studies are limited, especially

in spatial extend due to the limited catchments corresponding to such a definition (Vicente-

Serrano et al., 2019; Stahl et al., 2010). Therefore there is a need to use models to better

understand and attribute the role of climate fluctuations and human activities, land surface

and land use changes on discharge.

Physical-based models are very useful to attribute patterns of change and trends to

specific processes (Douville et al., 2021; Zanardo et al., 2012; Alkama et al., 2010; Do et al.,

2020). However, to this day, they fail to effectively include most of anthropogenic land

surface changes and water management, even if progress are made in that direction (Wang

et al., 2018; Nazemi & Wheater, 2015a). Parsimonious models on the other hands, are

more suitable tools to represent and detect accurate trends in discharge (Perrin et al., 2003).

However the physical interpretation of their output is more difficult, which limits their use

for extrapolations and projections. Different methods exists relying on such models, to

separate the effect of climate variable from the effect of anthropogenic activities. These

methods mostly rely on two hypotheses. One common hypothesis is to identify a reference

period or area where the effect of anthropogenic activities is considered negligible (Ahn

& Merwade, 2014; Jiang et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2020; Fang et al., 2008). Similarly as

for observation-based methods, this is limited by the choice of reference. Another current

hypothesis is to calculate a sensitivity of discharge to specific factors, assuming that these

sensitivities are independent from each other and can be extrapolated over time and space

(Andréassian et al., 2016a; Roderick & Farquhar, 2011; Zhang et al., 2023). In each case,

the effect of human activities is studied through the residuals changes, not attributable

to climate factors (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2015). Both hypotheses are

disputable, mostly because of the empiricism of the calibrated parameter(s), with no well-

defined physical meaning (Andréassian et al., 2016a; Milliman et al., 2008; Coron et al.,

2014; Reaver et al., 2022), which can encompass effects of many interrelated factors not well

understood and still include a sensitivity to climate variability.

With the method developed in chapter 3, we use the output of a physical-based land

surface model as a ”climatic” reference. It allows to get a reference free from anthropogenic

activities and which covers the full area and period studied. Then using that reference,

we attribute the climate effects encapsulated in the empirical parameter of a calibrated

parsimonious model, in our case Fu’s equation from the Budyko framework. Based on such

a framework, we can then use the method to separate the effect of climate variability from

the effects of non-climatic factors, without the limits of the previously presented methods.

In this chapter, we use a comparison with the parsimonious model fitted on observations, to

identify and quantify the changes in discharge not covered with the reference system, due to

missing processes in the LSM.

The chapter is structured as follows: first it details more the existing methods based on
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the Budyko framework and more generally parsimonious models, to separate the effects of

climate factors from anthropogenic factors, with their associated limits. Then it explains

how we apply our method to quantify the relative effects of climate change and other non-

climatic factors, with the method, the data used and the validation tests. It is followed by

the main results, comparing the changes in discharge in the ”climatic” reference and the

”actual” system. In secondary results, hypotheses are detailed on which non-climatic drivers

are dominant over the different European regions, at different period of the past century. In

the final section, we discuss the results and hypotheses raised with our methodology.

4.2 Existing method to separate the effect of climate

change from the effect of anthropic drivers

In our method developed in chapter 3, we use a parsimonious model from the Budyko

framework, the parametric equation of Fu. Here we focus on the existing methods using

that same framework to separate the relative effect on discharge of climate change and

anthropogenic factors, to illustrate the strengths and inherent limits of such methods.

4.2.1 Existing methodologies based on the Budyko framework

This framework was introduced with more details in the previous chapter 3. It relies on

balancing the water and energy fluxes through only a few variables (precipitations P and

potential evapotranspiration PET ) to express the partitioning of water between evapotran-

spiration E and runoff. It needs to be applied to a closed system where the boundaries can

be defined, such as a watersheds at an equilibrium/stationary state (the variation of water

storage within the catchment is supposed to be very small) and the water balance equation

can be simplified (Zhang et al., 2008) as such:

P − E = Q (4.1)

Due to that stationarity hypothesis, we estimate an apparent E, which can differ from

the effective E if that hypothesis is not justified.

Here we focus on parametric equations developed to describe that framework, reducing

for each catchment its evaporation efficiency to a single specific parameter ω (equation 3.2).

For the same climatic conditions P , PET , a catchment with a higher ω (Fig. 4.1 red

curve) will evaporate more than another one with a smaller ω (Fig. 4.1 blue curve). In the

original framework, this parameter is constant since the watershed is considered to be at an

equilibrium state with constant characteristics.

Several studies have used the Budyko framework to try and separate the effects of climate

change and the effect of human activities on the evolution of the discharge at the outlet of

catchments. An added difficulty is that most often both types of changes happen over a

similar time period and interact.

∆Q = ∆Qclimat + ∆Qhuman (4.2)

The two main methods used are the decomposition method (Jiang et al., 2015; Tian et al.,

2018; Xiong et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2018) and the elasticity method

(Jiang et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2020; Roderick et al., 2014; Roderick & Farquhar, 2011; Wang

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018). Most study divide the
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Figure 4.1 – Budyko framework: relationship between evapotranspirative ratio (E/P )
and aridity index (PET/P ) (Fu’s equation). ν associated to the red curve is larger than
ν associated to the blue curve and translate in a higher evaporation efficiency above the
watershed. Points A, B, C and C’ represents the steps used in the decomposition method
for a changing path toward a drier climate and a more optimized evapotranspiration ratio.

period study in a pre- and post-change period, with the assumption that during each sub-

period, the climatic conditions and the human activities are relatively stable (Jiang et al.,

2015; Luo et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018). Other use

as a reference period, an area with close characteristics but considered as less impacted by

human influences, such as Wang et al. (2020) who consider the source region of the studied

catchment as a ”natural” reference compared to downstream of the river.

4.2.1.1 The decomposition method

This method relies on the comparison between a pre-change (point A whereQ = f(P1, PET1, ω1))

and a post-change time period (point B where Q = f(P2, PET2, ω2)) (Fig. 4.1). The equa-

tion is fitted twice, once over each period, giving two values of the watershed evaporation

eficiency ω, pre- and post-changes.

In the original method, the change can be decomposed into two parts. The first part

is a change due to a shift in climate variables, which is a change following the curve for a

constant ω. On Fig. 4.1 it is either the part of the path 1 from point A to point C (where Q =

f(P2, PET2, ω1)) or the equivalent on path 2, from point C’ (where Q = f(P1, PET1, ω2))

to point B. The second part of the change is the part due to a change in the evaporation

efficiency ω (vertical shift, either from point A to point C’ or from point C to point B) (Tian

et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018).

The hypothesis of this methodology is that the first part of the change is attributed to

climate change while all changes in the catchment characteristics reflected by ω are attributed

to human interference. This relies on the evaporation efficiency being climate invariant and

it does not account for the modification of ω due to climate variability.

Different paths can be followed from point A to point B. Path 1 and path 2 (Fig. 4.1)

are only two examples, C and C’ being fictional steps. Some studies (Xiong et al., 2020;

Zheng et al., 2018) used the complementary budyko model (Zhou et al., 2015) to introduce

a weighting factor to account for the probabilities of all different paths (all included between

path 1 and path 2, Fig. 4.1). Depending on the value of this weighting factor, it introduces

uncertainty bounds framing the climate change term and the human induced change term,

the maximum of one corresponding to the minimum of the other and vice versa.
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4.2.1.2 The elasticity method

This method relies on the first order partial derivatives of Q (4.3). Inspired from the ”elas-

ticity” concept, an analytical expression is derived from it with sensitivity coefficients of the

relative changes of Q to those of P , PET and ω (4.4) (Luo et al., 2020; Roderick & Farquhar,

2011).

dQ =
∂Q

∂P
dP +

∂Q

∂PET
dPET +

∂Q

∂ω
dω (4.3)

dQ

Q
= εp

dP

P
+ εPET

dPET

PET
+ εω

dω

ω
(4.4)

The hypothesis is that the climate change contribution can be estimated from the sensi-

tivity coefficient to P and PET .

Therefore the hypothesis here is that:

dQclimat =
∂Q

∂P
dP +

∂Q

∂PET
dPET

With the original framework, the sensitivity to ω can’t be directly assessed. It is associ-

ated to the human induced changes:

dQhuman =
∂Q

∂ω
dω

and is deduced from observations by the residual term in equation (4.2) once ∆Qclimat

has been calculated. For this method too, all changes in the catchment evaporation efficiency

are attributed to human activities only.

4.2.1.3 Decomposing the variation of ω

Both methods in their standard definition assume that the changes in evaporation efficiency

ω of the catchment are independent from climate (Zhao et al., 2018; Roderick & Farquhar,

2011). However as discussed in the previous chapter 3, this hypothesis is questionable.

Longterm changes in climate should have an impact on evaporation efficiency ω. For instance

changes in the seasonality of precipitation changes the synchronization between energy de-

mand and water availability and can also alter soil and vegetation characteristics, therefore

changing the evaporative dynamic of catchments (Xing et al., 2018; Ning et al., 2019; Li

et al., 2022). In the previous chapter, we show that the parameter ω is influenced by the

intra-annual distribution of precipitation.

Some studies (Jiang et al., 2015; Tian et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019)

adapted the methodologies described above by using the expression of the evaporation effi-

ciency ω as a function of different time varying factors: ω = f(factorsclimate, factorshuman).

Most studies construct their expression of ω by testing the relationship between ω and differ-

ent factors for different watersheds. They use different methods, mostly step-wise regressions

(Jiang et al., 2015; Tian et al., 2018; Li et al., 2022; Abatzoglou & Ficklin, 2017) but also

neural networks (Simons et al., 2020), spatial multivariate adaptive regression splines (Xing

et al., 2018) to identify the pertinent factors through a range of factors tested, available over

the selected watersheds.

All these methods are however contested (see chapter 3). The evaporation efficiency

parameter can’t be so simplistically related to independent factors. It can not clearly relate

to physical processes, and it is therefore not possible to construct a function that can be

extrapolated in time (for predictions) or space (for unmonitored catchments) (Reaver et al.,
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2022). These studies can only describe the particular cases where they were developed and

show correlations which are highly depend on the area, the size of the catchments (Li et al.,

2022), and the time scale studied (Ning et al., 2019).

In the end, across all studies, a wide variety of factors where tested and found to be

correlated to ω accross catchments. Some factors are characteristic of the watersheds such as

infiltration capacity (Tian et al., 2018; Li et al., 2022), relief (Ning et al., 2019). Other factors

can change with the climate such as temperature (Jiang et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019),

aridity index, drought index (Li et al., 2022; Xing et al., 2018), precipitation seasonality

(Xing et al., 2018; Li et al., 2022; Ning et al., 2019). Finally factors representing the impact

of human activities vary across studies from GDP per capita (Zhang et al., 2019) to ratio of

irrigated area (Xing et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2015).

Changes in the land use and vegetation cover (Xing et al., 2018; Xiong et al., 2020; Luo

et al., 2020), vegetation fraction and routing depth (Gentine et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013;

Ning et al., 2019), are shown to also impact ω and depending on the area and the study,

are either attributed to climate change or to human activity (Tian et al., 2018; Xiong et al.,

2020) or to both effects.

Over all, the correlations between changes in the evaporation efficiency and the different

factors highly varies with time and space and doesn’t allow to identify and relate to each other

the different physical processes involved in a change of evaporation efficiency of catchments.

4.2.2 Generalization to all parsimonious models

The methodologies presented here can be apply with similar hypotheses to all kind of par-

simonious models with few empirical parameters, as already introduced in chapter 2.

As long as the models are simple enough, their is possibility to express the elasticity or

sensitivity of streamflow to the climate variables included in the model (Andréassian et al.,

2016a; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019; Gardner, 2009). The effect of human influences is con-

sidered in the residual variability of streamflow, dependent on the calibrated parameter(s).

Most often, elasticities are considered to be constant over time, to quantify the effect of

climate change as a function of the climate variables. This hypothesis is contestable, since

the elasticity to different variables may not be independent from each other, and therefore

not constant in time (Andréassian et al., 2016a).

Other studies use a period or area of reference to define the effect of climate variables

on streamflow and compare the way the models fits over the human impacted system. The

reference can be either the same area but in the pre-industrial era (Fenta et al., 2017; Ahn &

Merwade, 2014), the ”untouched” upstream of a catchment (Wang et al., 2020) or catchments

in an area considered as similar as the studied catchment but with no strong human activities

(Ficklin et al., 2018). In the end, the effect of human activities is associated to the difference

in the fit of the models between both systems. Again the residuals associated to human

interference are dependent on the calibrated parameter(s). These methods also allow to test

how elasticity to climate variables reacts in time and space, associated to human influences.

All these methods rely on the assumption that the parameter(s) are independent of

climate variability and change. If so, then the fit of the model over the natural reference or the

climate elasticity defined with the model can be extrapolated to other time or area. However,

they all have the same common limit: since the parameter(s) are empirical, they have no well-

defined physical meaning associated to understood processes and that hypothesis may not be

valid (Coron et al., 2014; Nicolle et al., 2021). Studies show that time-varying parameters are

better at reproducing changes and can correlate these changes to specific factors, with other
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parsimonious models such as GR4J (Zeng et al., 2019), but these are not an attribution, just

a correlation of concurring changes.

4.3 Comparing an ”actual” system to a ”climatic” ref-

erence

In chapter 3, we use a different approach to study the climate-dependence of the empirical

parameter ω in the Budyko framework. We use a time-sliding window to successively fit

ω, defining a time series for each catchment. We apply it to a physical-based Land surface

model (LSM) outputs to quantify the impact of climate change on the variations of ω without

having to express ω in a closed form. It allows to relate changes in the evaporation efficiency

ω to the physical processes represented in the LSM. As the LSM does not include human

water management or land use changes, the resulting evolution in ω can be assumed to be

only depend on climate.

In this chapter, we propose to use this technique to go further and identify the rela-

tive impact of non climatic factors compared to the overall effect of climate change on the

catchment evaporation efficiency and on the associated discharge.

4.3.1 Method

The methodology introduced in chapter 3 allows to separate, for a given system: the part of

discharge changes due to direct changes in mean annual variables P and PET (later on we

group this variables in our notation under the variable C = (P, PET ), infobox 7); and the

part due to changes in the evaporation efficiency ω of each catchments.

We compare two systems (Fig. 4.2):

• A ”climatic” system: the LSM stands as our ”climatic” reference. It allows to

identify the climatic part of evaporation efficiency changes ωc. It gives us for this

system:

– ∆Qclimat(C, ωc): overall trend in Q in the ”climatic” system.

– ∆Qc(C, ωc): partial trend due to C changes

– ∆Qc(Crand, ωc): partial trend due to climatic changes in evaporation efficiency ωc

• An ”actual” system: we fit the framework to historical records of discharge. We

successively fit the framework to discharge observations, getting another time series of

the evaporation efficiency parameter ωa.

– ∆Qactual(C, ωa): overall trend in Q in the ”actual” system.

– ∆Qa(C, ωa): partial trend due to C changes

– ∆Qa(Crand, ωa): partial trend due to changes in evaporation efficiency ωa. In that

case, these changes are due to all changes in the watershed characteristics and

climatic responses.

We illustrate the differences in both systems over a given catchment, with an illustration

of Qclimat, Qactual, ωc and ωa in section 4.5.1, Fig. 4.11.

For both systems, the effect of C changes on discharge changes should be the same. We

consider that the LSM accurately reproduces dynamic changes but may be off to reproduce
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Figure 4.2 – Method to decompose the effect of climate drivers and non-climatic factors
on the river discharge. The full methodology is applied twice: once to discharge output
of a land surface model (QLSM) and once to discharge observations (Qobs) over the same
watersheds. The climate variables P and PET come from the same forcing dataset for both
applications. The LSM reproduces the ”climatic” behaviour of the watersheds and their
response to changes in climate processes while the observations represent the behaviour with
the effect of all factors impacting the watersheds’ apparent evaporation efficiency. Fu’s equa-
tion is fitted over both QLSM and Qobs, once over the full period and once successively with
an 11-year sliding window to get the evaporation efficiency. In the end we get the discharge
modeled with the Budyko framework over the ”climatic” reference watershed (Qclimat) and
over the actual watershed (Qactual). For each we then decompose the effect of annual mean
of climate variables and the effect of changes in the evaporation efficiency by estimating
the partial derivatives corresponding to both. The partial the response to changes in the
evaporation efficiency only is estimated by randomly drawing annual mean of the climate
variables (a) and the partial derivative due to changes in annual mean of climate variables
is estimated by fixing the evaporation efficiency parameter over the full period (b).
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INFO BOX 10

Discussion around notations
2- About the ”climatic” and ”actual” system

Our ”climatic” system stands for the modeled reference system, which represents

the natural functioning of catchments where the only source of change is due to

the inputed near surface atmospheric variables. We hesitated with calling it the

”natural” system but we wanted to avoid a possible confusion with the terminology

used in observation-based methodologies, which refers to monitored real catchments,

classified as not or very little impacted by anthropogenic activities.

We call ”actual” system the one represented by our method based on observations.

We did not call it the ”observed” system since it is not a direct study of observed

discharge (Qobs) but it goes through a parametrization to get Qactual and its associated

partial trends.

absolute values of ”climatic” discharge. Therefore we only compare trends in both systems.

All trends are computed using the Mann-Kendall non-parametric test, associated to Thiel-

Sen slope estimator (infobox 6). We consider significant trend in a 95% interval.

Table 4.1 – Description of the variables used

Variable Description Origin Scale
P Precipitations (annual

averages)
From the climate dataset Grid point/ Averaged

over watershed
PET Potential Evapotran-

spiration (annual av-
erages)

From the Model OR-
CHIDEE, forced with the
climate dataset

Grid point/ Averaged
over watershed

QLSM River discharge mod-
eled (annual averages)

From the Model OR-
CHIDEE, forced with the
climate dataset

One value per water-
shed

Qobs River discharge obser-
vations (annual aver-
ages)

From the river discharge ob-
servation database

One value per water-
shed

ωc Evaporation efficiency
fitted over QLSM : ”cli-
matic” parameter

Calculated from equation
(3.2) fitted over P , PET
and QLSM

One value per water-
shed

ωa Evaporation efficiency
fitted over Qobs: ”ac-
tual” parameter

Calculated from equation
(3.2) fitted over P , PET
and Qobs

One value per water-
shed

Qclimat River discharge mod-
eled with the budyko
framework fitted on
QLSM (annual mean)

Calculated from equations
(3.4) with P , PET and ωc

One value per water-
shed

Qactual River discharge mod-
eled with the budyko
framework fitted on
Qobs (annual mean)

Calculated from equations
(3.4) with P , PET and ωa

One value per water-
shed
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4.3.2 Data

4.3.2.1 Land Surface Model

The model used is still ORCHIDEE, described in the previous chapter 3.2.2.

4.3.2.2 Forcing datasets

We use three different datasets for climate reanalysis:

• GSWP3 (Hyungjun, 2017), which covers 1901 to 2010 at 0.5◦x 0.5◦resolution (more

details in chapter 3).

• WFDEI-GPCC (Weedon et al., 2014). This dataset is another reanalysis covering

1979 to 2012 with a similar 0.5◦x 0.5◦grid, with either a daily or 3-hourly resolution.

It was created using the same methodology as the WATCH Forcing Data (Weedon

et al., 2011) but using ERA-Interim reanalysis data to replace ERA-40. It uses more

surface observation and satellite data which improves the estimation of meteorological

variables. With higher resolution, the initial ERA-Interim grid is also “closer” to the

final 0.5◦x 0.5◦grid targeted, therefore limiting interpolation errors. Then a sequential

elevation and a monthly bias correction are applied to the dataset, based on monthly

gridded observations from CRU and GPCC for precipitations totals (Weedon et al.,

2014).

• E2OFD (Beck et al., 2017) This dataset is another reanalysis covering 1979 to 2014. It

is coupled with a global precipitation dataset: MSWEP, a 3-hourly 0.25◦global gridded

precipitation (1979–2015) (Beck et al., 2017). The final products covers from 1979 to

2014 with 0.25◦spatial resolution, with either a daily or 3-hourly resolution.

These datasets are used as input in the LSM and to get tha variables needed in Fu’s

equation 3.2. P is taken directly while PET is calculate through the LSM based on these

climatic data at the sub-annual scale (Barella-Ortiz et al., 2013). Testing the methodology

with different independent climate datasets allows to verify the robustness of our results

comparing the two systems and their sensitivity to the choice of climate forcing used.

We mainly focus on the GSWP3 dataset which runs over more than a hundred years to

study the entire twentieth century. The other forcing datasets allow us to compare the results

to those obtained with independent climate forcing data for the last part of the century. It

tests the sensitivity of our results to the climate data used in input. E2OFD had a finer

resolution which increased the variability of the results obtained using that forcing compared

to the other two coarser climate datasets.

4.3.2.3 Watersheds and discharge observation datasets

The river discharge observations data used for the present study were the one collected by

the Global Runoff Data Center (GRDC) from gauging stations all over Europe (GRDC,

2020). It was completed over Spain with data obtained from the Geoportal of Spain Minis-

terio (Ministerio para la Transición Ecológica y el Reto Demográfico, 2020) and over France

with data from the database HYDRO (Ministere de l’ecologie, du developpement durable et

de l’energie, 2021). The dataset therefore gathers data from 4475 stations in 25 countries

over Europe (Austria, Bulgaria, Belgium, Switzerland, Czech Republic, Germany, Denmark,
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Figure 4.3 – Map of the dataset of observation stations over Europe. Each station has at
least 50 years of river discharge observations over the time period 1900-2010 and a recon-
structed basin. They are represented proportionally to the size of their upstream catchment
area.

Spain, France, Great-Britain, Greece, Croatia, Hungary, Ireland, Italia, Netherlands, Nor-

way, Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Romania, Sweden, Slovenia, Slovakia, Ukraine) with 1152

stations with at least 50 years of observations over the time period 1900-2010.

In the final analysis, we only keep the stations for which we were able to satisfyingly

reproduce the upstream catchment in the hydrological routing of the LSM (Polcher et al.,

2022; Nguyen-Quang et al., 2018), based on the dataset HydroSHEDS (Hydrological Data

and Maps Based on Shuttle Elevation Derivatives at Multiple Scales) (Lehner et al., 2008)

(infobox 2). In the final dataset, 3373 stations out of 4475 were placed on the grid, 849 out

of 1152 stations with at least 50 years of observation data between 1900 and 2010.

We summed up P , PET over the watershed to get one average value per basin each year.

To map the results and have a better visual for the results presented later on, all grid points

of a basin are colored with the metric computed over the catchment. For sub-basins included

into larger ones, the metric is averaged to color the shared grid points (see infobox 5).

ORCHIDEE outputs used in this and the previous chapter at the annual time step for

each catchment are gathered in a file freely available on Zenodo.org (Collignan et al., 2023b),

along with the list of the stations used and their main related metadata: their location and

the size of the upstream area used to position the station on the grid.
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4.3.3 Validation of the method

4.3.3.1 Validation of the Budyko framework to correctly reproduce river dis-

charge

In this chapter, we want to compare the effect on annual mean discharge of climatic variations

to the partial trends due to other sources, which are all playing a role in the observed trends

(Qobs). To better decompose the trends due to climate, we compare QLSM and Qobs through

the Budyko framework and Fu’s equation. In chapter 3, we have shown that Fu’s equation

with a varying parameter can encapsulate the climatic tendencies in discharge, for modeled

natural catchments with constant characteristics. In this case, QLSM from the LSM. We

also need to validate that this framework is adequate to encapsulate most of the trends in

Qobs, which represent all conditions at once, the ”actual” conditions. We therefore need to

attest the quality of the budyko framework to reproduce both QLSM and Qobs through their

parametric representation Qclimat and Qactual.

INFO BOX 11

Complements on performance indices

The Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC) is presented in infobox 8.

Percent Bias (PBIAS)

This index tests whether the model overestimates or underestimates the reference.

PBIAS =

∑years
i=0 (Qli −Qbi)∑years

i=0 Qli
∗ 100 (4.5)


with Ql = reference discharge,

here dicharge from the LSM QLSM or from observation Qobs

and Qb = discharge to test, here result from the fit with Fu’s equation

A positive value indicates that the model tested (here the Budyko framework)

underestimates the discharge compared to the reference (either QLSM or Qobs in

our case), and a negative values indicates that the model tends to overestimate the

discharge.

Performance ratings for discharge estimation

We need to compare the validity of the Budyko framework in river discharge estimation.

Table 4.2 – Significance of the test used (Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC) and Percent
bias (PBIAS)) to estimate discharge for monthly time-step (Moriasi et al., 2007). For
an annual time-step, the rating can be stricter.

Performance Rating NSC PBIAS

Very Good 0.75 < NSC ≤ 1 PBIAS < ±10

Good 0.65 < NSC ≤ 0.75 ±10 ≤ PBIAS < ±15

Satisfactory 0.50 < NSC ≤ 0.65 ±15 ≤ PBIAS < ±25

Unsatisfactory NSC ≤ 0.50 PBIAS ≥ ±25

We use the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC) and the Percent bias (PBIAS) (Moriasi et al.,
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(a) NSC: Qclimat vs QLSM (b) PBIAS: Qclimat vs QLSM

(c) NSC: Qactual vs Qobs (d) PBIAS: Qactual vs Qobs

Figure 4.4 – Using Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC) and absolute Percent bias (PBIAS) to
compare river discharge modeled QLSM or observed Qobs to river discharge Qclimat and Qactual

calculated with Fu’s equation, to attest the quality of the Budyko framework. Colors from
yellow to pink are considered as satisfactory (Tab. 4.2). The construction of the colormaps
are detailed in infobox 5

2007) (Tab. 4.2) (Fig. 4.4) to test how good the Budyko fraemwork is at reproducing either

the LSM or the observations. It is able to reproduce correctly the annual mean observed

discharge over all European basins with a very good PBIAS (<10 % for all river basins) (Fig.

4.4d) and a good NSC > 0.5 for 569 stations out of 849, except for north-eastern Europe (Fig.

4.4c). This second test is more demanding and attests to the quality of Budyko framework

to reproduce the inter-annual variations of the discharge. It is also efficient to reproduce

the ”climatic” river discharge from the model (Fig. 4.4a and 4.4b) with NSC > 0.5 and

PBIAS ≤ 15% apart for a few basins and still an under-performance for NSC over Eastern

Europe. Therefore the Budyko framework is an adequate parametric representation of annual

mean discharge.

Since the Budyko framework correctly reproduces the annual mean river discharge sim-

ulated with the model (Fig. 4.4a, 4.4b) and the annual mean river discharge from the

observations (Fig. 4.4c, 4.4d), we can use Qclimat and Qactual derived from this framework to

compare the ”climatic” behavior of the watershed and its ”actual” behavior.

For the rest of the results, we filter the stations for which NSC < 0.5. We only keep the

569 stations for which the Budyko framework is efficient for both reproducing QLSM and

Qobs. Therefore the analysis when comparing Qclimat and Qtotal will not be tinted by the

ability of Budyko framework to effectively reproduce QLSM and Qobs respectively.
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4.3.3.2 Robustness of the method

• Sensitivity to the climate forcing

Table 4.3 – Comparison of the evaporation efficiencies time-series calculated with the dif-
ferent forcings for each system: ωc for the ”climatic” system and ωa for the ”actual” system.

Average variance over all catchments
ωc ωa

GSWP3 0.0023 0.039
WFDEI 0.0033 0.036
E2OFD 0.0110 0.031

Correlations:
% of stations with average correlation > 0.6 and median correlation between all catchments

ωc ωa

E2OFD/GSWP3 38% 0.50 53% 0.65
WFDEI/GSWP3 73% 0.75 77% 0.99
E2OFD/WFDEI 64% 0.70 59% 0.73

Over the 1979-2010 period, when three different independent atmospheric datasets are

available, we verified the sensitivity of the results to the input data. We applied the method-

ology using the different forcing datasets. We want to attest if the ”climatic” trends captured

with our method are similar for all forcings used.

Over such a short period, trends are mostly non significant and can’t be appropriately

statistically compared. However looking at their pattern, they are very similar for all forcings

considered. Here we focus on the efficiency parameters ωc and ωa correlation and variance

for each forcing, to analyze the impact of the forcing choice on how our method attributes

variations of ω to ”climatic” behaviors with our LSM of reference.

Comparing ωc and ωa obtained for the three forcings over the common period and for

each system, we obtain very similar results when looking at the average variance over all

basins for each evapotranspiration efficiencies time-series and the two-by-two correlations

(Tab. 4.3).

The variances have a similar order of magnitude no matter the forcing used to calculate

ωc and ωa with a larger ωa by a factor of ten with all forcings. E2OFD had a finer resolution

which increases the variability of the results relative to the other two coarser climate datasets.

Given the limited number of observations, the forcing datasets are not fully independent.

For instance GSWP3 and WFDEI use the same precipitation product to bias correct the

re-analyses on which they are based. E2OFD and WFDEI use the same re-analysis but in-

terpolated to different resolutions and corrected with two distinct observational precipitation

estimates. Given that the results are closer for GSWP3 and WFDEI, we can hypothesize

that the method is more sensitive to the precipitation data used than the other variables.

These results show globally that the method is robust since it is not very sensitive to the

forcing used. The differences in variance between forcings are smaller than the differences

between the variance of ωa and ωc for all forcings tested. The poorest correlation is between

E2OFD and GSWP3 (the most different forcings from one another) and mostly for ωc which

has the smallest average variance. Therefore it will impact our results less when comparing

trends. However the absolute values of ω are significantly different depending on the forcing

used, comforting the idea that this method can only be used to assess and compare trends.

• Sensitivity to the Land Surface Model
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Variable ORCHIDEE
GSWP3

ORCHIDEE
WFDEI-GPCC

ORCHIDEE
E2OFD

SURFEX
SAFRAN

Average
P

(mm/
day)

Average
PET
(mm/
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Figure 4.5 – Comparison of climate variables P and PET for the different forcings over the
Ebro area, 1979-2013. The scale are different for all forcings. WFDEI-GPCC and E2OFD
have similar order of magnitude. GSWP3 and SAFRAN tend to larger fluxes on average.

(a) Precipitation (mm/day) (b) Potential evapotranspiration (mm/day)

Figure 4.6 – Average annual climate variable (P and PET ), integrated over the Ebro
area, for the different Model/Forcing: ORCH/GSWP3, ORCH/WFDEI, ORCH/E2OFD,
SURF/SAFRAN.

We tested different forcings, therefore the sensitivity of our method to the reference choice

of climate variables. Here we go one step further to add a comparison when a different LSM

is used. Different forcings imply differences in P and PET through the climate variables

needed to calculate it. However in the case of a different LSM, it implies a difference in

how the catchment behaviors are modeled and in PET due to how it was calculated in the

different models. We had access to a different the LSM, SURFEX Quintana-Segúı et al.

(2020), forced with SAFRAN (Quintana-Segúı et al., 2017) from 1979 to 2013, over the Ebro

river.

Figure 4.5 shows the average climatic fluxes over the area and time period for all forcings

and both models tested. Figure 4.6 shows the same variables but this time their inter-annual

variation, integrated over the full area. For P , the average is closer for E2OFD and WFDEI

than for GSWP3 and SAFRAN, slightly more humid, and with a higher variability with

SAFRAN (Fig. 4.6a). All show similar patterns (Fig. 4.5), with slightly lower contrast

over the Pyrenees for ORCHIDEE forced with E2OFD. PET is the result of a calculation

and therefore is highly sensitive to the method used to calculate it. It explains the major

difference between ORCHIDEE and SURFEX in the average PET over the area, with an

average PET 2.5 lower with SURFEX/SAFRAN (Fig. 4.5 and 4.6b). This shows that the

main difference in PET is due to how the models calculate it. However, when looking at the
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spatial trends for that variable, the pattern (not shown) and magnitudes (average slopes in

Fig. 4.6b) of these trends are similar.

Variable ORCHIDEE
GSWP3

ORCHIDEE
WFDEI-GPCC

ORCHIDEE
E2OFD

SURFEX
SAFRAN

∆Qclimat

∆Qc(C, ωc)

∆Qc

(Crand, ωc)

Figure 4.7 – Comparison of discharge relative trends (1979-2013) for the different forcings
over the Ebro area for the ”climatic” system.

This comparison only covers 30 years so most relative trends in discharge are not sig-

nificant, due to the high climate variability (Fig. 4.7 and 4.8, first two rows). However, if

we look at the isolated partial effect of change in evaporation efficiency ω for both systems

(”climatic” and ”actual”), we get similar order of magnitude and similar pattern for all forc-

ings and both models tested (Fig. 4.7 and 4.8, third rows). This shows that our methods

captures a similar effect of catchments behaviors for both LSM tested. Again here, the run

with E2OFD is the one showing less similarities with the other forcings tested, probably be-

cause of its lowest precipitation average in the Pyrennees (Fig. 4.5). SURFEX forced with

SAFRAN runs at higher resolution so we better separate the effects over small catchments,

otherwise covered at broader resolution.

We conclude that the results of our method is not really sensitive to either the forcing or

the LSM used since we get similar trends. This analysis could be further improved if we had

access to other forcings covering longer periods and if we could run other LSM over broader

areas.

Results presented in the following sections are obtained with the forcing dataset GSWP3

which covers the longest time period 1901-2012 and is thus most relevant for evaluating the

long-term driver of river discharge trends.
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Variable ORCHIDEE
GSWP3

ORCHIDEE
WFDEI-GPCC

ORCHIDEE
E2OFD

SURFEX
SAFRAN

∆Qactual

∆Qa(C, ωa)

∆Qa

(Crand, ωa)

Figure 4.8 – Comparison of discharge relative trends (1979-2013) for the different forcings
over the Ebro area for the ”actual” system.

4.4 Decomposing the evolution of Q over the past cen-

tury

We now look at the decomposition of Q trends, in each system, the ”climatic” system and

the ”actual” system. In each system, our methodology allows to separate the trend due to

a change in the annual mean of P and PET from the changes due to an evolution of the

evaporation efficiency. In the ”climatic” system, the latter is mainly due to changes at the

sub-annual time-scale in the distribution of climate variables (changes in the synchronization

between the energy demand and the water availability), as seen in chapter 3. In the actual

system, the changes in evaporation efficiency also include all the effects of land surface

changes and human water management.

4.4.1 General changes in Q and in its components for the ”cli-

matic” and the ”actual” system

The relative trend in Q can be separated into a part explained by the evolution of climate

(annual mean of P and PET ) and another to changes in the catchment which also affect

evaporation efficiency (see Fig. 4.2). Figure 4.9 summarizes and compare for each system,

for all the catchments studied, the relative trends in Q and in these two components.

It is presented in the form of a graph, one graph for each system. The colored points

represent the catchments for which the overall trend in Q is significant. The quadrant of the

graphs represent different pattern of behavior in the different components of Q changes:

• The top-right and the bottom-left quadrants include the catchments for which both

components of Q changes have a concurrent/complementary effect.

– In the top-right quadrant, both of them tend to an increase in discharge.
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(a) Interpretation scheme: comparing significant trends due to climate variables or due to ω. The
graphs have four quadrants: the top right and the bottom left ones correspond to area of the graph
where the climatic trend and the area due to ω are complementary/ going into the same direction.
The top left one contains the basins for which the trends due to ω are positive and the trends due
to climate variables are negative and the bottom right quadrant the opposite.

(b) ”Climatic” system Qclimat: relative trends (% per year over the century) due to changes in ωc

versus relative trends due to changes in climate variables C

(c) ”Actual” system Qactual: relative trends (% per year over the century) due to changes in ωa

versus relative trends due to changes in climate variables C

Figure 4.9 – Comparing the relative trends (dQ
dt
/Q) due to a change in climate variables

or due to a change in evaporation efficiency ω in the evolution of discharge, for both system
Qclimat and Qactual (detailed equations in Fig. 4.2). One point corresponds to a basin with
at least 50 years of river discharge observations over Europe. The scale of trends due to ωa

in the ”actual” system is ten times larger than the one for trends due to ωc in the ”natural”
system. The green line is the line y = x. The color scale represents the significance of the
trend in Q when all factors are considered. The markers stand for whether the partial trends,
due to changes in C (x-axis), due to changes in ω (y-axis), or both, are significant.
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– In the bottom-left, both tend to a decrease in discharge.

• the two other quadrants contain catchment for wich the two components have opposite

effects.

– In the top-left, it contains catchments where the effect of the evolution of the

annual mean of P and PET tend to a decrease of Q but where the decrease in

the evaporation efficiency tend to counteract that effect.

– In the bottom-right, both components counteract in the other direction, with the

evolution of annual mean of climate variables tending to an increase in Q while

the increase in the evaporation efficiency tends to a decrease in runoff and Q.

In the case of the ”climatic” system (Fig. 4.9b), almost all catchments where Q has

significantly changed have concurrent trends in both components. More generally, the partial

trends due to changes in annual mean P and PET are larger than the one due to a change

in evaporation efficiency.

There is a dominance of the effect of the annual mean in climate variables P , PET ,

amplified by the responses of catchments and changes in evaporation efficiency. These cases

corresponds to catchments where an increase in P and/or a decrease in PET tends to an

increase in Q, or inversely for a decrease. For instance, if an increase in P is also asymmetrical

over the year, with an even stronger increase in winter precipitation, where the partitioning

towards runoff is usually higher, it translates in a decreased evaporation efficiency and an

even stronger increase of Q. Therefore in that example, the increase the average Q is not only

due to an increase in annual mean P , but is amplified due to a more contrasted seasonality,

captured in the changes of evaporation efficiency.

There are almost no catchments in the fourth quadrant: where an increase in Q due

to changes in the annual mean of P and PET is associated to an increase in evaporation

efficiency. More generally, there are fewer catchments in the lower half of the graph, meaning

that the changes in the evaporation efficiency mostly tend to increase Q in the ”climatic”

system, except when they concur with a high decrease in Q due to a decrease in P and/or

an increase in PET (bottom-left quadrant).

There are also catchments with no significant trends in the overall Q because of oppo-

site trends in the two components (top-left quadrant). All these points are in the top-left

quadrant, corresponding to a decrease in discharge due to changes in the annual mean of P

and PET and evolution of the evaporation efficiency tending toward higher runoff and Q.

It corresponds for instance to catchments where P decreases and/or PET increases, tending

to lower Q, while increasing extreme precipitation events and/or winter precipitation ratio

would decrease the evaporation efficiency and therefore tend to increase Q.

In the case of the ”actual” system (Fig. 4.9c), the repartition of the catchments looks very

different. Most catchments are this time in the lower half: contrary to the effects of climate

alone, land surface changes and human water management tend to increase the evaporation

efficiency of catchments and therefore decrease Q. This is coherent with activities such as

irrigation which aims at optimizing the evapotranspiration over catchments.

Moreover, the partial trends due to changes in evaporation efficiency are larger than the

partial trends due to annual mean in P and PET by a factor of 3. More generally, the

overall trends (colored points) follow the partial trends due to changes in the catchments’

evaporation efficiency. Therefore in the ”actual” system, the trends in Q are mainly due to

changes in catchments behavior due to non climatic factors.
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4.4.2 Map of the general trends and of its components

Figure 4.10 shows the same results with their spatial distribution, for the catchments where

the trends are significant. These trends are spatially coherent, which also attests of the

robustness of the method.

These results for the ”climatic” system corresponds to the left side maps. The significant

relative trends in Qclimat are shown in the top left map 4.10a. Some basins are getting dryer

such as in Spain (-0.2% to >-0.4% per year over the past century) and in eastern Europe while

other in center and northern Europe see an increase in their ”climatic” discharge (+0.2% to

<0.4% per year over the past century). Maps 4.10c and 4.10e show the two components of

Qclimat changes: respectively the partial relative trends due to changes in average climate

variables C and partial relative trends due to changes in evaporation efficiency ωc. In that

system, the trends in discharge Qclimat (Fig. 4.10a) mostly relates to the partial trend due

to changes in average climate variables C (Fig. 4.10c).

We also get significant partial trends due to changes in the evaporation efficiency in the

”climatic” system (Fig. 4.10e). However these partial trends are small (-0.1% to +0.1%

per year over the past century) and their effect is mostly hidden and non significant when

looking at the total trends in discharge. It can however amplify the partial trend due to

changes in C. It corresponds to the top-right and bottom-left quadrant in Fig. 4.9b, and

to catchments such as for the Duero basin in north-western Spain where both partial trends

concur to a decrease in Q. It can also cancel them out as for the Tiber river in Italy where

the decrease in Q due to changes in C is not significant in the overall changes in Qclimat.

This corresponds to the top-left quadrant Fig. 4.9b.

The results for the ”actual” system corresponds to the right side maps in Fig. 4.10. In

that system, we see that the discharge trends (Fig. 4.10b) mostly relates to the effect of

changes in the evaporation efficiencies (Fig. 4.10f). Here the changes in the evaporation

efficiency ωa encompass all changes in catchment’s evaporative behaviours. Similarly to the

results of Vicente-Serrano et al. (2019) over western Europe, we find the highest negative

trends over Southern Spain. The scales of the Fig. 4.10 are fixed for comparison purposes

so for Fig. 4.10d and Fig. 4.10f the scales are saturated, not showing that the trends are

a lot higher in Spain, with the highest absolute trends, below < -0.5 % change per year

over the past century in Fig. 4.9c. The south of Spain corresponds to an area where both

climate changes and changes related to human activities led to a significant decrease in river

discharge over the past century. Over Spain, the Guadiana river stands out in our maps.

It seems that over that catchment, the overall effect of human water management and land

surface changes tend to increase Q, contrary as in the rest of Spain. However, mainly, the

changes in evaporation efficiency result in decreasing trends in Q (Fig. 4.10f). Over the

rest of Europe, trends are lower and less significant, with positive trends rather in northern

Europe, Great Britain and Sweden and negative trends over the center of Europe. However

not all basins where partial trends due to changes in evaporation efficiency are significant

also have an overall significant trend in Qactual. This goes for instance for western France,

northern Germany, Serbia. For these areas, the trends induced by changes in the evaporation

efficiency loose their significance when the climate variability is taken into account in the

reconstructed discharge.

Interestingly when we draw similar maps for sub-periods of 10 years, the respective weight

of the two components of discharge changes is inverted for the ”actual” system. At decadal
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(a) Relative changes in Qclimat (b) Relative changes in Qactual

(c) Relative trend in Qc(C,ωc):
trends in relative Qclimat changes due
to climate variables C.

(d) Relative trend in Qa(C,ωa):
trends in relative Qactual changes due
to climate variables C.

(e) Relative trends in
Qc(Crand, ωc(t)): trends in rela-
tive Qclimat changes due to changes
in the evaporation efficiency ωc

(f) Relative trends in
Qa(Crand, ωa(t)): trends in rela-
tive Qactual changes due to changes
in the evaporation efficiency ωa.

Figure 4.10 – Significant trends in the relative annual mean river discharge Q/Q over the
time period 1901-2012 (% per year over the century). A positive trends corresponds to a
significant increase of the river discharge over the century while a negative trends corresponds
to a significant decrease of the streamflow. The left side presents the relative trends in Qclimat

with the associated partial trends due to changes in climate variables C or in evaporation
efficiency ωc. The right side presents the relative changes in Qactual with the associated
partial trends due to changes in climate variables C or in evaporation efficiency ωa. The
scales have been forced to be the same for all maps for comparison purposes but the extrema
can go higher or lower. The construction of the colormaps are detailed in infobox 5.
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scale, the climatic variability is high. This climatic noise covers the effect of changes in

the catchment’s evaporation efficiency in discharge trends. At the scale of the century, the

signal-to-noise ratio is higher, allowing to bring to light the long-term effect of changes in

catchment’s evaporation efficiency and catchment’s behavior on discharge.

4.5 Evolution of the evaporation efficiency related to

anthropic drivers and land surface changes

Due to a high climatic noise, the decadal trends in discharge are not significant over most

catchments. However, we can extract trends in evaporation efficiency changes. This al-

lows to look at shorter term changes in catchments characteristics and try to find possible

correlations with specific potential drivers of change.

We therefore focus on the analysis of the evaporation efficiency ω. We here compare ωc

to ωa. Similarly to fingerprint methodologies (Hegerl & Zwiers, 2011; Douville et al., 2021),

we identify trends in evaporation efficiency ω that can’t be explained by climate variability

and trend only. In order to determine if the observed changes of evaporation efficiency (ωa)

are beyond what would be possible within a natural system, we use the statistics of all the

climatic trends observed (ωc). This comparison is done over all the 11-year trends which are

computed in our method. Thus if the 11-year trend of ωa is below or above or the 5-95%

quantile of the distribution of all ωc trends in this catchment, we can consider that it is not

caused by climate change at 90% probability. We can also correlate ωa with possible drivers

such as development of human activities as a first step towards attributing changes.

4.5.1 Illustration of the analysis at the catchment level

We focus here on two examples to illustrate the results available at the station level. We

chose the station of Castejon, upstream of the Ebro river in Spain (Fig. 4.11a) and the

station Pontelagoscuro for the Po river in Italy (Fig. 4.12a). The discharge (Fig. 4.11b) at

the station level has continuous observations from the 1950’s (Qobs) for Castejon and from

1930 to 1990 for Pontelagoscuro. In the case of Castejon (Fig. 4.11b), we see that if the

variability of Qobs and Qmod are very similar, we see that over the observation period covered

by the observation, at the beginning of the period (1950-1970), Qobs > Qmod while at the

end of the period (1990-2010), Qobs < Qmod. Both tend to decrease but Qobs has a steeper

decrease. Looking at the variations of ω in both systems help to explain that difference. ωc is

not constant over time but its variability is smaller than the variability of ωa. This remains

true for all forcing datasets tested. There are other non climatic factors inducing higher

trends. For the particular case of Castejon, there are two time periods at the end of the

1960’s end in the 1985-1995 period where there are trends in ωa with a slope which is higher

than 90% of all of ωc slopes over the entire century (Fig. 4.11d). Therefore there is a very

high probability that these slopes can not be explained by climatic phenomena only. They

are positive trends: non-climatic factors tend to increase evaporation efficiency (associated

with a decrease in discharge, not significant however at the decadal scale). Similarly for the

period 1930-1950 for Pontelagoscuro (Fig. 4.12d). More details on the interpretation of the

results over the Po river are detailed later on.
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(a) Watershed of the gauging station Castejon on the Ebro river

(b) Annual mean discharge at the station outlet: Observed discharge Qobs (orange), modeled
discharge from the LSM ORCHIDEE Qmod (blue) and from the Budyko framework fitted on the
model Qclimat (dotted blue) and on the observations Qactual (dashed orange)

(c) ω fitted on the model outputs (ωc (blue) corresponding to the ”climatic” ω, compared to ωa

(orange) fitted on the observations).

(d) Slopes of ω calculated with an 11-year time moving window (slope calculated over 11 years,
5 years prior and after the referenced year), for ωc (blue) and for ωa (orange). The red points
corresponds to years for which the absolute slope of ωa is different from 90% of all ωc slopes (grey
area).

Figure 4.11 – Example of the results at the station level for the gauging station Castejon
on the Ebro river in Spain
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(a) Watershed of the gauging station Pontelagoscuro on the Po river

(b) Annual mean discharge at the station outlet: Observed discharge Qobs (orange), modeled
discharge from the LSM ORCHIDEE Qmod (blue) and from the Budyko framework fitted on the
model Qclimat (dotted blue) and on the observations Qactual (dashed orange)

(c) ω fitted on the model outputs (ωc (blue) corresponding to the ”climatic” ω, compared to ωa

(orange) fitted on the observations).

(d) Slopes of ω calculated with an 11-year time moving window (slope calculated over 11 years,
5 years prior and after the referenced year), for ωc (blue) and for ωa (orange). The red points
corresponds to years for which the absolute slope of ωa is different from 90% of all ωc slopes (grey
area).

Figure 4.12 – Example of the results at the station level for the gauging station Ponte-
lagoscuro on the Po river in Italy
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4.5.2 Hypotheses behind a change in evaporation efficiency

We come back to the water-balance equation 3.1: P = E+Q+ ∆S. The Budyko framework

assumes no variation in the water storage ∆S = 0 and a closed system, at the catchment

level. These hypotheses are verified in the modeled ”climatic” system (see infobox 1), while

in the observed catchments this hypothesis could be violated. In the latter, actual changes

in ∆S and/or transfers of water from or toward other catchments would result in a change

of the apparent evaporation efficiency due to sources or sinks of water unaccounted for.

A negative trends corresponds to a decrease of the apparent E (Fig. 4.1) or to an in-

crease in the apparent river discharge. It can match an decrease in vegetation cover (which

decreases transpiration and therefore E), an increase in relative runoff due to factors such

as soil sealing. It can also corresponds to rising water input, not accounted for by a change

in average P and PET only. It could be the expected effect of glaciers melting or ground-

water uptakes. These factors correspond to additional sources of water not accounted for.

Therefore the assumption ∆S = 0 is wrong due to such factors, and it results in a change of

the apparent evaporation efficiency. Similarly water transfer from another catchment would

be a source of water unaccounted for.

A positive trend in the evaporation efficiency corresponds to an increase of the apparent

E (Fig. 4.1) or to a decrease in the apparent Q. It corresponds to rising water uptakes

(including rising evapotranspiration). It would be the expected effect of non climatic factors

such as the development of irrigation and infrastructures such as dams which artificially en-

hance evapotranspiration. It can also match an increase in vegetation cover (which increases

transpiration) or to a transfer removing water from the catchment.

4.5.3 Decadal changes in catchments’ evaporation efficiency

We expand the analysis over all basins to have an overview of these results over all Europe.

We map, for 10-year successive time-periods from 1920 to 2010, the average trend in the

actual evaporation efficiency ωa (Fig. 4.13 with red for positive trends, blue for negative

trends). Blue areas correspond to rising water intake not explained by climate phenomena

included in the model only. Red areas match rising water uptakes (including rising evap-

otranspiration). We also map where the trends in ωa are larger than 90% of all ωc slopes

over the century. For each sub-decade, Fig. 4.13 (second column) show the proportion of

ωa trends larger than 90% of all ωc slopes. It corresponds to the fraction of points outside

of the grey zone at the catchment level in Fig. 4.11d. The larger that fraction (the closer

to 1), the more likely it is that the these trends can’t be explained by climate variability

only, represented by ωc. It therefore corresponds to the significance of non-climate-induced

trends in evaporation efficiencies. Values close to 1 logically corresponds to areas where the

starkest trends in ωa are.

Since the beginning of the century (1920-1940), the trends in actual evaporation efficiency

ωa are significantly different from ωc especially in the South of Europe. These trends are for

the most part increasing trends in evaporation efficiency, which can correspond to an increase

in the relative evapotranspiration due to the development of irrigation. These increasing

trends are especially strong for the period 1920-1940 (Spain (especially the Ebro river),

Italy (especially the Po river), south of France), 1960-1980 where they extended towards the

Netherlands and Germany and 1980-2000 towards central France and southern Spain. It

matches areas where irrigation infrastructures were developed over the century (Fig. 4.14,
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Decade Average ∆ωa (unit per year) Fraction of ∆ωa 90% different from ∆ωc

(0-1)

1920-
1940

1940-
1960

1960-
1980

1980-
2000

Figure 4.13 – Average decadal trends in evaporation efficiency over 20 years periods in
Europe from 1920 to 2000. The first column shows the average trends over each decade
in evaporation efficiency ωa, blue for negative trends corresponding to an increase in water
relative intake and red to positive trends corresponding to an increase in relative water
uptake. The second column is the comparison between ωc and ωa. For each sub-decade, we
map the proportion of ωa trends larger than 90% of all ωc slopes. A value close to 1 means
that over that decade most changes in the evaporation efficiency ωa can’t be explained by
climate variability only.
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from the dataset (Siebert et al., 2015)).

There are also decreasing trends, significantly different from climate variability. We

were able to make fewer hypotheses to explain these trends. The significant decrease in

the Center/South of Spain (source of the Guadiana river/Jucar basin, Fig. 4.16a) in the

decade 1960-2000 coincides with intensive groundwater mining in that area (Holtz & Pahl-

Wostl, 2012; Llamas et al., 2015; Esteban & Albiac, 2012). This could lead to a decreasing

evaporation efficiency due to an additional sources of water in the system, unaccounted for.

However groundwater mining is associated to the development of irrigation which would have

an opposite effect by increasing the relative evapotranspiration. Therefore it is difficult to

know which effect would dominate, and the sign of the trend in evaporation efficiency over

that area varies from one decade to another.

In a different area, we can raise a different hypothesis. Looking at the Po river in Italy

(Fig. 4.12, which is a major irrigated area in Europe (Fig. 4.14), we would expected

strong positive trends due to the development of irrigation. It is indeed what we get for

the period 1920-1940 and to a lesser extend up to 1950-1960 (Fig. 4.13). However, even

though irrigation has continued to develop in the area (Fig. 4.14b), the positive trends in ωa

are getting less significant for the period 1960-1980 and turn to significantly negative trends

for the last period (1980-2000) (Fig. 4.12, 4.13). To explain that change, along with the

slight negative trends north of the Alps for the period 1980-2000, one hypothesis would be

glacier melting. It would also be an additional source of water because of an unaccounted

for unbalance to the system. In that area, glaciers can contribute up to 50% to streamflow

(Schaner et al., 2012) and suffers from a regionally consistent acceleration of mass lover over

recent decades (Vincent et al., 2017). It lead to increasing trends over the past decades over

the Po river. With glaciers depletion, that increasing trend is however projected to stop by

the end of the century, once glaciers depletion is so that melting runoff will decrease again

(Huss & Hock, 2018).

An additional difficulty at comparing periods to each other is the stations with available

discharge observation and the area covered by the upstream catchment of these stations

can vary from on decade to another. This analysis is therefore only conjectures with high

limitations. Furthermore here we analyze changes in the evaporation efficiency parameter ω,

but since it does not have a truly defined physical meaning, it would be more interesting to

look at discharge trends (which here have very few significant trends at the decade level).

4.5.4 Correlation with land surface and anthropic drivers

To better associate trends in evaporation efficiency to specific drivers, we can look at cor-

relation between these changes and the evolution of given drivers. This however is not an

attribution method.

4.5.4.1 Proxy to irrigation development

We hypothesize that the changes in evaporation efficiency should relate to the development

of irrigation, and especially over Spain. We do not know a database of the amount of water

use for irrigation, so we used proxy variables:

• Surfaces equipped for irrigation, from the database (Fig. 4.14) (Siebert et al.,

2015). We can integrate over each catchment to get the change over time at the

catchment level of percentage of area equipped for irrigation.

• Evolution of water stored in dams: over Spain, we had access to a database,
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(a) Area equipped for irrigation (%) in 1920

(b) Area equipped for irrigation (%) in 2000

Figure 4.14 – Area equipped for irrigation (%): comparison between the equipment level
in Europe in 1920 and in 2000, data from (Siebert et al., 2015).
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(a) Watershed of the gauging station Tortosa on the Ebro river. The points represent the dams
reported on the catchment, coloured according to their date of implementation. The font represents
the catchment limits, with the proportion of each points within the catchment (yellow for points
fully in the catchment).

(b) ω fitted on the model outputs (ωc (blue) corresponding to the ”climatic” ω, compared
to ωa (orange) fitted on the observations (see Fig. 4.11c).

(c) Evolution of the volume stored in dams per year (purple line). Green bars repre-
sent the evolution of storage capacities when a new dam is implemented. The red line
corresponds to the smoothed volume considering an 11-year sliding period.

(d) Result of the linear regression between ωa and the smoothed volumed stored in dams
over the catchment.

Figure 4.15 – Example of the results linking changes in evaporation efficiency and dams’
water storage for the gauging station Tortosa on the Ebro river in Spain
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(a) Main Spain rivers
(Garćıa-Barrón et al., 2013)

Figure 4.16 – Performance of the linear regression between ωa and the smoothed volumed
stored in dams over Spain’s catchments. R2 is considered low (R2 < 0.5), medium (R2 0.5-
0.7) and good (R2 > 0.7). Then the sign corresponds to wether the correlation is positive or
negative.

associated with the position of dams. Associating reservoirs to catchments, it gives us

over Spain the evolution of water stored in dams over the century for each catchment.

For each catchment and each variable, we tested the correlation with the evaporation

efficiency ωa. To test correlation, we use the adjusted R2 of a linear regression. We find

weak correlations with the evolution of area equipped for irrigation. This could be that

confounding effects take place over most catchments and/or that the factor chosen is not a

good proxy to represent the main drivers of efficiency changes. Indeed, areas equipped for

irrigation may not be used and not match the effectively irrigated areas. It could also be

because we have very few points over time, with only values every ten years from 1910 to

1980 and every five years up to 2005.

Over some catchments in Spain however, we find a good correlation between the water

stored in dams and the evolution of evaporation efficiency for 20% of the basins (example for

Tortosa station Fig. 4.15d and summary of the results over Spain Fig. 4.16). The correlation

is considered good for R2 > 0.7. Over the entire Ebro basin (gauging station of Tortosa, Fig.

4.15), the linear regression between the evaporation efficiency ωa trends and the volume of

water stored in dams over the entire basin has a significant coefficient and an adjusted R2

of 0.84 (Fig. 4.15). It is not an isolated result and in northern Spain (Ebro, dowstream of

the Duero and Tagus river, Fig. 4.16), the increase of ωa in the ”actual” system is strongly

positively correlated with the development of water storage in dams. In these areas, the

development of dams seems to be a good indicator of the impact of human management

on water resources impacting the evaporation efficiency of watersheds. It could be due to

the direct effects of water storage in dams leading to an increase of evaporation and/or to

indirect effects, dams development being an indicator of expansion of water use for irrigation.

The results are less clear in the South and East of the Peninsula. It corresponds to

areas with large and highly exploited groundwater aquifers (La Mancha aquifer, over the

catchment of the Jucar and upstream of the Guadiana river (Esteban & Albiac, 2012; Holtz
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& Pahl-Wostl, 2012), aquifers over the Segura catchment (Custodio et al., 2016)). It could

be that in such areas, the dominant effect on evaporation efficiency changes is the effect of

groundwater uptake (increasing apparent runoff) and not the increase of relative evapotran-

spiration due to increasing irrigation. Both dams development and increase in groundwater

uptake are both associated to a development of irrigated crops (Holtz & Pahl-Wostl, 2012).

It would explain the negative correlation in that area: dams development is also correlated

to the increasing groundwater uptakes which tend to reduce the evaporation efficiency by

increasing the water supply. It would also explain the variability of the result over the area,

dependent on which effect dominates.

This complementary study only analyses correlations and allows to raise assumptions.

It however doesn’t allows to definitely attribute the meaningful drivers behind the trends

in evaporation efficiency, since these hypotheses are not tested with a model including the

potential drivers.

4.5.4.2 Vegetation cover changes

We also hypothesize that changes in vegetation cover changes vegetation dynamics and

therefore may impact evaporation efficiency of catchments. We use the HILDA dataset from

Wageningen University (Fuchs et al., 2015) to represent changes in different vegetation

covers (forest, grasslands, croplands). We integrate each cover at the catchment level.

Here also, most factors tested (changes in forest/grassland/cropland areas) have weak cor-

relation to ωa.

As a first step towards attribution, we tested the land cover changes effects by adding

changing Plant Functional Type (PFT) maps into the LSM ORCHIDEE (Lawrence et al.,

2016). The changes on evaporation efficiency time series where negligible with less than 3%

of change. The current implantation of land cover changes in the LSM ORCHIDEE has a non

significant effect on the hydrological behavior of the watersheds at the time scale of this study.

To continue testing attribution and the hypotheses introduced in this section, we would

need to test the other factors (irrigation, dams development, groundwater uptake, glacier

melting) and therefore introduce these possible drivers in the LSM.

4.6 Discussion and conclusion

Discharge is the result of integrated flows over a catchment. The functioning of the catch-

ments and its evaporative behavior respond to climate (Troch et al., 2015; Garćıa-Ruiz et al.,

2011). It is also sensitive to all human activities and other surface changes such as glacier

melting, impacting the balance between evapotranspiration and runoff. In general, all of

these phenomena have confounding effects which makes it difficult to attribute trends over

basins where there is not a clear dominating factor.

In order to understand and reproduce discharge models are used. Physical-based models

such as LSM are constructed to reproduce known physical processes and study their effect.

They reproduce well the effect of climate processes but are incomplete and therefore fail to

reproduce the full complexity of reality. Empirical calibrated models are better at repro-

ducing the actual discharge but there is no clear understanding of what phenomena stand

behind the calibrated parameters and their climate dependency (Coron et al., 2014; Nicolle

et al., 2021), which needs to be accounted for to fully comprehend the role of climate change

on discharge trends. This is true for any parsimonious hydrological model including the
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parametric equations of the Budyko framework and there is a need to quantify this climate

dependency before evaluating the role of non-climatic changes on the modeled discharge.

The usage of a state-of-the-art LSM to obtain a ”climatic” reference is key in the method-

ology as it provides an estimate of the evolution of the empirical Budyko parameter, and

thus river discharge, without anthropogenic pressure on the catchment. Then when com-

paring to our ”actual” system with Budyko model fitted on observation, we quantify the

effect of modifications of the evaporation efficiency due to non-climatic factors. In principle

other parsimonious hydrological models could be used. Their empirical parameter could be

adjusted over the LSM outputs and then over observations to decompose the contribution

of climatic and non-climatic factors.

Similarly to Milly et al. (2005); Zhang et al. (2023); Gudmundsson et al. (2017b), we

found when we use a LSM externally forced to represent the ”climatic” behavior of the

system that climate has a significant impact on discharge trends. The changes in annual

mean discharge due to climate processes are mainly driven by annual mean climate variables

P and PET but climate induced changes in the evaporation efficiency of the catchment can

also play a role in discharge trends (chapter 3).

Over the ”actual” system, we find that over the last century, annual mean discharge of

European rivers has significantly changed (Fig. 4.10b). We find the largest decreasing trends

in Spain, south of France and center Europe and the largest increasing trends in northern

countries and northern England, similarly to the results of Vicente-Serrano et al. (2019);

Yang et al. (2018). At decadal level, the high climatic variability tends to hide discharge

trends. However at the scale of the century, the signal-to-noise ratio is higher and the ef-

fects of non climatic factors influencing catchments’ evaporation efficiency emerges from the

climatic noise. It dominates the trends over most of Europe, especially in Spain (Fig. 4.10d

and 4.10f). The south of Spain corresponds to an area where both climate changes and

changes related to human activities led concurrently to a significant decrease of the river

discharge over the past century.

With this methodology, we can only estimate the non-climatic trends but not attribute

them to specific factors. In some areas where we can hypothesize that some factors, such as

irrigation, are dominant, we can correlate these trends to some specific factors to look for

probable causes. For instance, over Spain, we correlate the strong increase in evaporation

efficiency and dry up of rivers to the development of dams. Dams water storage is an

indicator of human management on water resources impacting the evaporation efficiency of

watersheds. More generally, we see that the changes in the evaporation efficiency intensify

over the second part of the century where areas equipped for irrigation have been developing

(Angelakιs et al., 2020; Siebert et al., 2015). However the correlation with that latter factor is

less clear probably due to confounding effects and/or because that indicator doesn’t account

well for the effective amount of water use for irrigation.

Glaciers melting, groundwater pumping, can explain positive trend (or confounding ef-

fects) in discharge due to additional sources of water not accounted for in the ”climatic”

system. Other phenomena such as soil sealing and river management would be expected to

have similar effects, due to a decrease of E or to an artificial enhancement of runoff. Changes

in vegetation cover is shown to have little effect over the studied period and area but could

have a more significant effect at local scale over small catchments.

Attributing discharge changes to specific factors remains challenging because most fac-
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tors have concurring and competing effects. Detection and attribution method have been

developed in climate studies to assess anthropogenic climate change. They have allowed to

determine the role of various factors by reproducing them first in GCMs (Hegerl & Zwiers,

2011; Douville et al., 2021). Similarly, we would need to simulate water management and

other missing phenomena in the LSMs so that their impact on the evaporation efficiency

can be identified and their contribution to the non-climatic trend quantified. Matching the

results of Gudmundsson et al. (2017b), our results highlight the fact that not accounting for

them leads to high under-estimation of discharge changes in the LSM used and therefore to

high uncertainties in projections for future trends.

This would allow to better understand how to balance the different factors and how their

respective effects may change in the future. Changes in climatic variables are expected to

increase (Gudmundsson et al., 2017b; Alkama et al., 2013). Concurrently in Europe, human

water management is expected to evolve to adapt to climate change and other constraints

such as changes in water and energy demand and regulation schemes (Arheimer et al., 2017).

For instance, the extend of irrigated land in Europe has peaked at the end of the 20th century

and the future irrigation evolution are expected to follow new goals and mostly rely on

improved efficiency (Adeyeri et al., 2020). Therefore the balance between the different terms

influencing catchments’ evaporation efficiency and discharge may change. If non climatic

factors dominated over the past century to explain discharge trends it may not be the same

in the future.
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KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER

• Our method uses Fu’s equation to separate the effect of average annual climate change

from the effect of changes in catchments’ evaoprative behavior.

• The state-of-the-art LSM allows for a ”climatic” reference, to extract the changes in

evaporative behavior linked with climate (see chapter 3).

• When comparing that ”climatic” system to the ”actual” system, we can compare the

changes in evaporative behavior due to non-climatic factors, not taken into account in

the system modeled with the LSM.

• Over the past century in Europe, our method highlights that the changes in discharge

are mainly due to non-climatic changes, especially the negative trends in the Iberian

Peninsula. In the North Europe, streamflow is rather increasing, with a higher role of

climate variables (P ) at play.

• We can hypothesized that the non-climatic negative trends in streamflow are due to

the development of irrigation and dams which increases evaporation efficiency of catch-

ments, especially over the Mediterranean are. However, this hypothesis does not apply

everywhere, with detected increasing non-climatic trends in highly irrigated areas. We

can raise other hypotheses to explain these confusing trends, such as groundwater

pumping for the South of Spain and glaciers increased malting rates for the Po river

in Italy. These are however just correlation and hypothesis, no true attribution of

discharge non-climatic drivers.

• For true attribution of streamflow changes to specific human activities and better

understanding of their feedback on the atmosphere, these activities need to be included

into LSMs, at a higher resolution than the current one.



CHAPTER5
Towards better regional scale

modeling: create a km-scale

resolution forcing

This chapter introduces the first steps, constructed during the last month of the thesis, of a

project to run different land surface models at kilometric scale with a common high resolution

atmospheric forcing. This project is part of the LIAISE project and aims at testing model

performances to reproduce the hydrological dynamics and other land surface processes at

kilometric scale, over a specific contrasted area, known for the impact of climate change, hu-

man water use, contrasted topography and where highly qualitative data have been gathered.
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5.1 Introduction

As shown in the previous chapters, human activities and related processes are missing from

most of LSMs, while the effect of these missing processes is non negligible and even predom-

inant in discharge changes in Europe over the past century. There is therefore a need to

include regional processes such as irrigation, dams and human water management in LSMs,

to get discharge and more generally the components of the water cycle correct for the right

reasons. Running models at kilometric scale will improve finer scale processes representation

more relevant to include human water use, associated to the correct water bodies (Wang

et al., 2018; Stephens et al., 2023).

Human water managements is highly related to the river networks and to river flows.

Dams are constructed over the river, usually in mountainous catchment, and store water to

release it strategically. Irrigation subtract water to the available reservoirs (groundwater or

near-by river), sometimes associated to artificial reservoirs and canals to take water from

reservoirs further away, where it is available. It therefore relies on and changes the full re-

gional dynamic of water fluxes. Before including the human disturbances into the models,

it is necessary to test the models’ ability to reproduce that regional dynamic at high reso-

lution and improve the processes represented if needed. Several studies and projects aim at

running models at higher resolution, and more recently at the kilometric scale (Lucas-Picher

et al., 2021; Stephens et al., 2023). Due to the higher resolution, the atmospheric moisture

transport and, in the case of the km-scale, deep convection are better simulated with finer

processes reproduced (Lucas-Picher et al., 2021; Douville et al., 2021). More specifically,

higher resolution allows to reproduce topography more accurately and therefore to better

model the contrasts linked to altitude and slopes (Müller et al., 2021; Lucas-Picher et al.,

2021; Ban et al., 2021; Zhao & Li, 2015; Stephens et al., 2023; Fan et al., 2019). Mountain-

ous hydrology is important as water fallen over high elevation areas can sustain downstream

ecosystem through surface and sub-surface flows converging towards valleys (Riedel & We-

ber, 2020; Fan et al., 2019), and remains a challenge to model and understand (Stephens

et al., 2023). Müller et al. (2021) estimate that orographic precipitation accounts for 40% of

global land precipitation but produces 50% of the global runoff. Underestimating it should

therefore lead to overly dry systems (Fan et al., 2019). Improving the topography precision

and the atmospheric processes represented at high resolution allows to better represent oro-

graphic precipitation (Müller et al., 2021; Ban et al., 2021; Lucas-Picher et al., 2021), more

intense and more localized. It also improves the timing in snow-melt and evapotranspiration

due to a better representation of terrain slope and orientation, impacting the exposition

to radiation and local surface energy fluxes (Zhao & Li, 2015; Fan et al., 2019; Decharme

et al., 2019). Overall, higher resolution models should perform better at reproducing small

catchments with a strong influence of orographic precipitation (Müller et al., 2021).

However, if higher resolution runs are better at reproducing streamflow in small moun-

tainous catchments, the observations in general are still in better agreement with low reso-

lution models (Müller et al., 2021). This could be due to several reasons. First, despite their

importance for downstream ecosystem dynamics and water availability, observations covering

mountainous areas and complex terrain are limited. Weather stations are less dense in such

areas (Poschlod et al., 2020; Lucas-Picher et al., 2021; Ban et al., 2021; Quintana-Segúı et al.,

2020; Zhao & Li, 2015) and the altitude, slope and heterogeneity in the terrain complicates

other types of measurements, such as radar measurements (Ban et al., 2021; Lucas-Picher

et al., 2021). The majority of observations cover more accessible and lower areas and, in the

case of streamflow, larger catchments where the share of orographic precipitation in the final
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runoff is reduced. The good agreement of lower resolution models would be mainly due to a

compensation at large scale of positive and negative biases (Müller et al., 2021). At higher

resolution, the biases are not compensated and limitations appear due to missing important

regional scale processes. Indeed LSMs were initially designed for coarser resolution, with the

parametrization and the included processes validated accordingly (Kour et al., 2016; Zhao

& Li, 2015). Processes currently at the sub-grid level and included in the parametrization

would require an implementation of additional physics at finer scales (Wood et al., 2011).

For instance, some interaction between vegetation rooting depth, slope and groundwater

dynamics are still missing from models (Decharme et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019). Depending

on the depth of the water table and the infiltration capacity, both impacted by the altitude

and the average slope of the terrain, vegetation can more or less access water, depending on

its rooting system. It plays a role in vegetation growth and evapotranspiration dynamics,

especially when the slopes contrasts are stronger, with a better representation of steeper

slopes at higher resolution. Similarly, as shown in previous chapters, the impact of human

water management is also still missing from models. The finer resolution improves the simu-

lation of some processes, especially over mountainous areas, but highlights the limitations of

models performances due to these missing processes. High resolution modeling needs to be

improved to better account for local spatial heterogeneities and missing regional processes,

to model more accurately streamflow and for the right reasons.

The current limitations to run and develop LSMs at high resolution (and km-scale) are

the computational considerations (Wood et al., 2011; Kour et al., 2016; Lucas-Picher et al.,

2021; Ban et al., 2021), especially in coupled mode, and the lack in high resolution data

input. Since the end of the past century, remote sensing has been developed, allowing for

time series of observation for land surface parameters (vegetation cover, leaf area index,

albedo...) of increasing length and resolution (Zhao & Li, 2015). Spatial and temporal

reanalysis of atmospheric variables based on observation data assimilation are constructed

at coarser resolution. Different techniques are used to disaggregate these datasets and reach

gridded products are km-scale. The first common technique is statistical downscaling. It

relies on a network of observation stations and the data are disaggregated by spatial and

temporal interpolation methods (Zhao & Li, 2015; Kour et al., 2016). Examples of such

methodologies are multiple linear regression method, weather patterns generators, artificial

neural networks (Khan et al., 2006; Zorita & von Storch, 1999; Hewitson et al., 2014). They

all rely on using the observed relationship and pattern between large-scale and local scale

climate to construct their disaggregation model (Zorita & von Storch, 1999). Most of these

techniques use station measurements, their location and topographic information to adjust an

interpolation function for each atmospheric variable and construct a high-resolution gridded

product of these atmospheric variables (Zhao & Li, 2015; Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020; Kour

et al., 2016). However statistical downscaling has limitations. The spatial and temporal

disaggregation may not be physically coherent, depending on the interpolation function.

Furthermore, such a technique necessitates a dense network in order to characterize the

spatial contrasts at high resolution, which is an issue in the case of insufficient or low quality

observation network, such as in mountainous areas. These downscaling techniques usually

tend to smooth out extreme values and exaggerate the spatial extend of small scarce events,

depending on which events are captured or not by the station network (Lucas-Picher et al.,

2021; Ban et al., 2021; Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020). The second common technique is

dynamical downscaling (Kour et al., 2016; Zhao & Li, 2015; Lucas-Picher et al., 2021). A

regional climate model (RCM), consisting of a coupled atmospheric model and land surface

model, is run nested in a coarser resolution dataset. The coarser dataset, which can be an
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atmospheric reanalysis at coarser scale, is used to provide initial and boundary conditions

to the RCM. Then the RCM runs at high resolution in these boundaries and spatially and

temporally simulates a high resolution distribution of atmospheric variables. The distribution

is physically consistent, reproducing coherent spatial and altitudinal contrasts and localized

extremes. However these methods are highly demanding in data storage and computational

power (Kour et al., 2016; Stephens et al., 2023). Furthermore, they are sensitive to the

RCM biases and internal variability (Kour et al., 2016; Zhao & Li, 2015), which can lead

to uncertainties and divergences over time in the nested area, drifting away from the real

system it aims at reproducing.

This chapter introduces the method we implemented to construct a high resolution atmo-

spheric forcing at km-scale. It relies on an observation-based atmospheric dataset (Système

d’analyse fournissant des renseignements atmosphériques à la neige (SAFRAN), non grid-

ded product covering geographical zones of about 1000 km2) but combines it to the outputs

of RCMs to disaggregate it at the sub-diurnal and km-scale. The latter have biases but

present a physically consistent, high resolution distribution of atmospheric variables. We

first introduce the prerequisites to the method, data and area of interest. Then we detail

the method and the different choices and hypotheses that we made to construct a km-scale

forcing. Finally, we present the first tests we had time to do. As it is a project started at

the end of this PhD thesis, we did not have time to construct and test all the hypotheses we

made when constructing such a forcing, nor to run LSMs using the final forcings produced.

We therefore only present the current state of advancement and the future perspective and

tests to be lead to continue the project.

5.2 Construction of a km-scale forcing: prerequisites

5.2.1 Problematic and objective

As introduced, there is a need to test and run LSMs at kilometric resolution as they were

initially designed for coarser resolutions. Running LSMs at kilometric scales would allow

to better assess water availability in mountainous areas and connect it better to lowlands

hydrology. It would also allow to integrate local processes such as human water usage in

LSMs. One limitation to running LSMs at higher resolution is the lack of data. Observation-

based and reanalysis atmospheric forcing datasets are usually at broader scales, and can be

limited at higher resolution especially in high altitude, due to sparser observation networks.

Therefore in this section, we present our methodology to construct a kilometric scale

atmospheric forcing, using the output of on-line runs of regional climate models (RCMs)

to spatially and temporally disaggregate an observation-based atmospheric dataset, keeping

the sub-diurnal and spatial coherence of the processes involved in the conversion-permitting

modeling. The final dataset needs to gather all the atmospheric variables needed to run a

LSM, over a kilometric scale grid, and ideally cover a period long enough to cover natural

long-term climate variability.

5.2.2 Area of interest

In order to construct a kilometric-scale forcing to run LSMs, we need to focus on a region,

for computational purposes. We also need a data rich area, both for the construction of a

forcing and later on to test the LSMs performances. Since there is also a need to include

human water management in high resolution runs, we should choose an area interesting in

this regard.
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Figure 5.1 – Area of interest: South of France and North of Spain (Ebro basin), includ-
ing the Pyrenees, from Project PIRAGUA https://www.opcc-ctp.org/fr/piragua (Accessed
02/09/2023).

We choose to work on the area defined North and South of the Pyrenees (Fig. 5.1) for the

cross-boarder project PIRAGUA (Begueŕıa et al., 2019). This project aims at characterizing

the water cycle over the Pyrenees, over a territory vulnerable to climate change and gathers

data related to the water cycle over the area (Palazón & Begueŕıa, 2022).

Furthermore, this area also covers the area of interest in the Land surface Interactions

with the Atmosphere over the Iberian Semi-arid Environment (LIAISE) project (Boone,

2019). This project focuses on the Ebro basin, to better understand the human impact

on the water and energy cycle in a semi-arid environment and the limitations of models

to represent all aspects of the terrestrial water cycle in such environment. This area is

known as being largely impacted by human water management and irrigation and as having

already suffered consequences of climate change with a decrease of snow-related runoff and

increased irrigation needs. An intensive field campaign was conducted in summer 2021 to

gather surface and atmospheric data over irrigated and non-irrigated lands, from multiple

sources, from airborne to on-site measurements. This rich observational dataset can be used

to test models run at high resolution over the area. Our work described in this chapter is

part of that latter component of the LIAISE project. Ideally, the forcing constructed would

cover 2021, so the outputs of the models can be compared to a rich qualitative set of field

data.

In the end, this is a data rich region, ideal both to construct the forcing and to validate the

later model runs. It is also of particular interest due to its semi-arid climate, contrasted with

the mountainous sub-area covered by the Pyrenees where most of the water flow originates,

and to its large impact of human water usage.

5.2.3 Data

5.2.3.1 SAFRAN observation-based dataset

Système d’analyse fournissant des renseignements atmosphériques à la neige (SAFRAN) was

initially designed to provide meteorological information for snow models over the Alps (Du-

rand et al., 1993). It was then extended and validated over France (Quintana-Segúı et al.,

2008) and Spain (Quintana-Segúı et al., 2017). It uses an optimal interpolation method to
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analyze most of the parameters, over defined climatically homogeneous zones (polygons, Fig.

5.2). These zones are based on ”expert opinions” and are of irregular shape, of a surface

usually smaller than 1000 km2, where the spatial horizontal gradient (especially for precipi-

tation) is supposed to be weak. Within each zone, the parameters are dependent on elevation

(Quintana-Segúı et al., 2008). By an interpolation of the quality-controled observational data

within the zone (and sometimes from neighboring zones), SAFRAN estimates one value for

each parameter for each zone, at several altitude levels (every 300 meters) (Quintana-Segúı

et al., 2020) (Fig. 5.3). As it is based on the observational network (Fig. 5.2), the number of

meteorological stations used changes with time, and the quality of the dataset is better over

more recent years. For many atmospheric variables with few observations such as radiative

variables, a first guess is used, based on ERA-Interim outputs (infobox 12) (Quintana-Segúı

et al., 2020).

Figure 5.2 – Meteorological station network used in SAFRAN (year 1979) and SAFRAN
climatically homogeneous zones (black polygons) over our area of interest. The color cor-
responds to the altitude of the station. We can see that the stations at high altitudes are
scarce.

One downside of the climatically homogeneous zones is that they create artificial dis-

continuities at the borders of the zones (Quintana-Segúı et al., 2017) (Fig. 5.3). The main

sources of error in the current downscaled gridded versions of SAFRAN originates with the

interpolation to sub-diurnal values and spatial disaggregation within the geographical zones

(Quintana-Segúı et al., 2008). It improperly captures spatial heterogeneities, with an under-

estimation of intense events (smoothing effect) and an low precipitation events either missed

or overestimated, depending on whether they are locally captured and locally extended, es-

pecially in the areas with scarce observations such as in mountainous areas (Ban et al., 2021;

Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020).

In this study, we use SAFRAN covering the period 1979-2014, at a daily time scale at the

scale of the about 1000 km2 geographical zones, later on referred as polygons. It is currently

being extended to cover more recent years. We here present a method to disaggregate this

dataset at the sub-daily time scale and within each polygon.
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INFO BOX 12

Atmospheric reanalyses

Atmospheric reanalyses are multivariate datasets which provides a physically coher-

ent, spatially and temporally complete reconstruction of past weather (Dee et al., 2011;

Cucchi et al., 2020; Hersbach et al., 201904). They combine the use of models and

assimilated observations (Hersbach, 2016), with increasing performances today with

the development and growing availability of satellite data. The model allows to ex-

trapolate the locally observed information to unobserved parameters and forward in

time. Reanalyses are therefore impacted by biases of the model. Still, reanalyses are

considered as a reference in the climate community, as the best possible reconstruction

of the state of the atmosphere following observations (Cucchi et al., 2020).

• ERA-Interim climate reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011)

ERA-Interim is a global atmospheric reanalysis produced by the European Centre

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). It is based on a forecast model

and the assimilation of available observations. It is produced with a sequential data

assimilation scheme, advancing forward in time using 12-hourly analysis cycles. Over

each cycle, observations are combined with the forecast model for physical coherence

and initialize the next cycle. It covers the period from 1979 onwards at a spatial

resolution of about ∼ 79 km (T255) and 3-hourly temporal resolution.

• ERA5 climate reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 201904)

With the development of observations methods and forecast models, reanalyses tech-

niques and data assimilation are continuously improved. ERA5 is the fifth generation

of ECMWF atmospheric reanalyses, following ERA-Interim. ERA5 is developed since

2016 (Hersbach, 2016), with an increased assimilation of satellite and ground-based

radar observations and beneficing from development in model physics and data as-

similation. It tends to replace ERA-Interim which is not updated since 2019. ERA5

is available from 1979 onwards at higher temporal and horizontal resolution: 1 hour

time step and about 31 km resolution. ERA5 product also includes information over

uncertainties.

• WFDE5 climate forcing (Cucchi et al., 2020)

WFDEI (introduced in chapter 4) is a forcing constructed with the WATCH Forcing

Data (WFD) methodology to bias-adjust ERA-Interim climate reanalysis. A sequen-

tial elevation and a monthly bias correction are applied to the dataset, based on

monthly gridded observations from CRU and GPCC for precipitations totals (Weedon

et al., 2014). WFDE5 is the result of the updated version of this methodology, with

WFD applied to ERA5 (Cucchi et al., 2020). The final dataset has a higher temporal

resolution (hourly) than WFDEI (3-hourly) and the same spatial resolution of 0.5◦.
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Figure 5.3 – Example of SAFRAN Precipitation data (15/02/2005) over the polygons
and over different altitude classes (0m; 300m; 1200m; 2400m). Not all altitude classes are
represented in each polygon, only the pertinent classes.

5.2.3.2 High resolution convection-permitting regional climate model (CPRCM)

outputs

In the past decade, a new tool has emerged to produce fine-resolution (km-scale) decadal-long

climate simulation: convection-permitting regional climate models (CPRCMs) (Lucas-Picher

et al., 2021). They are designed similarly to regional climate model simulations (RCMs),

with a dynamical downscaling, which consist in running a climate model at high spatial res-

olution over a limited area, using a coarser-resolution climate information to provide initial

and lateral boundary conditions (Lucas-Picher et al., 2021). They can be run and evaluated

in a ”perfect framework”, forced at their boundaries by reanalysis, which represent as best as

possible the past atmospheric states at larger scale due to observation assimilations (Lucas-

Picher et al., 2021). Compared to RCMs, CPRCMs are run at a scale finer than 4-km to be

able to reproduce meso-scale atmospheric structures and explicitly resolve deep convection

processes which are parameterized in RCMs. The explicit simulation of deep convection asso-

ciated to the finer and more accurate topography improves the ability to model precipitation

characteristics (diurnal cycle and hourly distribution, intensity, frequency, duration of pre-

cipitation events along with short localized extreme events) (Lucas-Picher et al., 2021; Ban

et al., 2021) and temperature diurnal cycle and altitudinal gradients (Lucas-Picher et al.,

2021).

CPRCMs and RCMs are run over limited domains due to limitations in computational

power and storage capabilities. In the context of the European Climate Prediction system

(EUCP) H2020 project (https://www.eucp-project.eu/) (Hewitt & Lowe, 2018) and COor-

dinated Regional climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX), different European research
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teams have performed CPRCMs simulations over different domains in Europe at km-scale

(smaller than 4km). More specifically, an ensemble of 4 simulations covering the southern

western Europe and forced by ERA-interim reanalysis (infobox 12) was performed for the

period 2000-2009.

One instance of such simulations is the regional climate simulations with the coupled

atmosphere (WRF)-land surface (ORCHIDEE) RegIPSL model 3 km (SWE3; convection-

permitting/resolving) (Shahi et al., 2021). We will mainly use the outputs of this simulation

in the following, but we have access to other simulations at similar km-scale, from other

models run within the same framework for the same projects. The methodology developed

later on can be applied using another one of them, to construct different products, whose

quality can be compared. It would allow to test the sensitivity of the method to the model

used (see section 5.5).

The CPRCMs performances are measured against high resolution gridded observation-

based datasets, such as gridded products derived from SAFRAN or radar-based datasets.

However, as we have seen for SAFRAN and it can be generalized to all gridded products de-

rived from observation assimilation, high uncertainties remain around such gridded products.

Indeed, especially in polar and mountainous regions where weather stations are sparsely dis-

tributed, the data gathered may not be sufficient to be representative of the area. For

the same reason, precipitation extremes are undercatched due to their localized nature

(Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020; Lucas-Picher et al., 2021; Ban et al., 2021). In the case of

radar-based products, their quality is dependent on the distribution of radar in space since

their efficiency is limited by distance and diminished over mountain ranges (Westrick et al.,

1999; Trapero et al., 2009; Panziera et al., 2018). These limits question the quality of the spa-

tial and temporal disaggregation at finer resolution of observation-based datasets, when most

of the observation data are not available at the sub-diurnal time step and the observation

network may not be dense enough (Quintana-Segúı et al., 2020; Lucas-Picher et al., 2021;

Ban et al., 2021). At least in mountains, the skill of the CPRCMs in simulating rain and

snow could exceed the skill of observation networks in measuring precipitation (Lundquist

et al., 2019). The methodology presented in this chapter proposes a new method to get a

spatial and sub-diurnal disaggregation of the observation-based product SAFRAN, favoring

the spatial and sub-diurnal distribution of the CPRCM. We also construct different forcings,

testing the sensitivity of our final outputs to whether we favor the altitudinal distribution of

SAFRAN or of the CPRCMs outputs (see section 5.3.2.1).

INFO BOX 13

Compatibility between SAFRAN/CPRCM variables and as-
sociated conversions

SAFRAN available data do not match exactly the atmospheric output of the RCMs

(Tab. 5.1). Therefore there is a step of conversion necessary before comparing the

two datasets and launch the disaggregation methodology.

Table 5.1 – Available atmospheric variables for each dataset
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SAFRAN CPRCM ouputs

Temperature T (◦C) tas (K)

Wind speed Wind (m.s−1) uas: Eastward Near-Surface Wind
vas: Northward Near-Surface Wind

Relative humidity Hum (%) hurs (%)

Surface Downwelling IR: Infra-red incident rlds (W.m−2)
Longwave Radiation (LWdown) radiation (W.m−2)

Surface Downwelling Soldr: Solar direct radiations rsds (W.m−2)
Shortwave Radiation (SWdown) Soldf: Solar diffuse radiations

(W.m−2)

Precipitation RRtot (mm) pr (kg.m−2.s−1)

Pressure - psl: Sea level pressure (Pa)

Altitude - Orography (m)

Pre-conversions necessary for comparison purposes:

• From ◦C to K for SAFRAN temperature data

• From uas and tas to wind speed in the CPRCM outputs: Wind =
√
uas2 + vas2

• Surface Downwelling Shortwave Radiation: SWdown = Soldr + Soldf = rsds

• Pressure is not corrected with the methodology since the variable is not in
SAFRAN. We keep the initial outputs from the CPRCM.

The final version of the kilometric-scale dataset should include all variables necessary

to run the LSM with the forcing. Therefore new conversions are needed.

The final variables needed are presented in Tab. 5.2.

Table 5.2 – Needed final atmospheric variables to run ORCHIDEE
Variable Unit Full name Conversion

Tair K Near-Surface Air Temperature -

ASurf m Surface Altitude -

PSurf Pa Surface Air Pressure 1- Fom sea level pressure (psl),
temperature (Tair) and altitude (ASurf)

Qair kg.kg−1 Near-Surface Specific Humidity 2- From relative humidity (hurs), temperature
(Tair) and surface air pressure (PSurf)

Wind Near-Surface Wind Speed -

Rainf kg.m−2.s−1 Rainfall Flux 3- From precipitation variable
Snowf kg.m−2.s−1 Snowfall Flux and temperature

LWdown W.m−2 Surface Downwelling -
Longwave Radiation

SWdown W.m−2 Surface Downwelling -
Shortwave Radiation

Final conversions necessary:

1. Surface atmospheric pressure (PSurf) from the sea level pressure (psl), temper-
ature (Tair) and altitude (ASurf):

PSurf = psl ∗ exp(−g∗ASurf∗Ma
Tair∗R )

with g =9.81 m.s−1 the gravitational constant; Ma = 0.02897 kg.mol−1 the molar
mass of dry air; R = 8.314 J.mol−1.K−1 the universal gas constant.

2. Surface specific humidity (Qair) from relative humidity, temperature and surface
atmospheric pressure:

• Partial pressure of water vapour at saturation (Ps) calculated from Tair
(Huang, 2018)

• Qair = hurs
100
∗ eps ∗ Ps

with eps = 0.622, ratio between the gas constant for dry air and water
vapour.

3. Divide precipitation into rainfall and snowfall according to temperature:

Precip = Snowf if Tair < 0, Rainf otherwise
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5.2.3.3 Choice of target grid

We want a km-scale final atmospheric forcing which can be used to run different LSMs at

high resolution and test their performance. We therefore needed the final forcing to have a

km-scale grid, easy to use for all the LSMs which would want to. The outputs of the different

CPRCMs we had available are gridded at the km-scale but they all have different types of

grids and resolution. In order to have a defined final grid, which would be common to all the

final products for comparison purposes and which would be easy to use for different types

of LSMs, we constructed a new grid.

This grid is a regular lat/lon grid of ∼ 3 km resolution (infobox 14). All the outputs of

the CPRCM used to construct the final forcing are first projected on this new grid.

INFO BOX 14

Regular latitude/longitude grid description

• Size of the final grid lat x lon : 263 x 286

• Region covered: latmin, latmax = 39.3◦, 46.4◦; lonmin, lonmax = -5.5◦, 5◦

• Regular lat/lon steps (∼ 3 km over the selected region): lat: 0.0270◦; lon: 0.0368◦

  

Altitude (m)
Spatial subdivision 

of the polygons 
with the final grid 
(here colored by 

altitude)

Zoom 
in

Figure 5.4 – Spatial subdivision of the polygons with the final grid (here colored by
altitude)

5.3 Construction of a km-scale forcing: methodology

We have:

• an observation-based dataset SAFRAN at the scale of polygons, with daily values of

atmospheric data for 1979 to 2014, with information over different altitude classes.
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• the outputs of a CPRCM (here RegIPSL but other models can be used), at high

resolution and hourly time step, for 2000 to 2009.

We want:

A full atmospheric forcing covering the longest period as possible, favoring the data

of SAFRAN at the daily scale and polygon level but favoring the spatial and sub-diurnal

coherence of the CPRCMs outputs.

5.3.1 Calculation of a Bias

As a first step, we focus on the time period common to the two datasets: 2000-2009. There is

an initial step to convert the data from SAFRAN and the CPRCM so they can be compared

(infobox 13).

5.3.1.1 Daily bias over each polygon

We want to keep the daily average of SAFRAN data in the final dataset. Therefore we

calculate a bias to correct the CPRCM data to match SAFRAN daily average. To do so,

we start by averaging the CPRCM data at a daily step and over each polygon (step 1, Fig.

5.5). At this stage, there is a choice to make, in how to consider the altitude classes. More

details will be given in section 5.3.2.1.

To average at the polygon level (step 1, Fig. 5.5), first we calculate for each grid point

p, its portion in each polygon:

Portionp =
Areap ∩ Polygon

Areap
,∀p (5.1)

Then we can calculate the spatial average of the daily averages for each atmospheric variable

at the polygon level (complement in section 5.3.2.1):

∀ day and polygon, V aluemodelpoly =
∑

p in poly

Portionp ∗ V aluep (5.2)

Then we calculate a linear bias, ratio of the daily average of each dataset (Teutschbein &

Seibert, 2012), for each polygon (step 2, Fig. 5.5):

∀ day and polygon, Bias =
V alueSAFRAN

V alueModel

(5.3)

5.3.1.2 Spatial disaggregation of the bias

Once we have a bias at the polygon level, we can extend that bias at all the points within

that polygon (step 3, Fig. 5.5), proportionally to their portion within the polygon (Equ. 5.1).

Some issues remain at that stage (step 4, Fig. 5.5):

• Some points of the km-scale grid have an altitude not covered by SAFRAN altitude

classes (depending on the choice made concerning altitude classes to calculate the

average bias, detailed later in section 5.3.2.1, point 1). Therefore there is no bias

extended to these points. For them, we apply the average bias of the neighboring

points.

• For some atmospheric variables which can have a null value such as precipitation,

the bias may not be defined if V alueModel = 0 for a given day and polygon. In
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Figure 5.5 – Method to construct a high resolution forcing, favoring the daily values of
SAFRAN and the spatial and sub-diurnal disaggregation of the outputs of the CPRCM model
projected on a regular lat/lon grid. Example over a subset of polygons for precipitation over
a given day (31/03/2023).
1- Aggregation of daily average of the output of the CPRCM for comparison with SAFRAN
2- Calculation of a bias between SAFRAN and the CPRCM
3- Spatial disaggreagtion of the daily bias over the high resolution grid
4- Correction of remaining issues : missing values and undefined bias
5- Application of the bias to correct the hourly values of the CPRCM
6- correction of the temporal and spatial variance to smooth out extreme values due to the
disaggregation
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the case of precipitation, we consider that a daily average below 0.01 mm/day (or

1.10−7 kg.m−2.s−1) is null, to get rid of drizzling in the model outputs. If we also

have V alueSAFRAN = 0 then there is no point in calculating a bias. However, if

V alueSAFRAN 6= 0, then the points within that polygon have to be treated differently

later on (see infobox 15).

5.3.1.3 Temporal disaggregation: bias correction

Once we have a disaggregated bias, we apply it to correct the hourly values of the CPRCM

outputs (step 5, Fig. 5.5):

∀ hour and point p, NewV aluep = V aluep ∗Biasp (5.4)

Therefore, we keep the relative spatial and sub-diurnal distribution from the CPRCM

within each polygon but scaled so the daily average of each polygon matches SAFRAN data.

5.3.1.4 Last intrinsic issue: variance correction

At that stage, the produced dataset matches our objectives of respecting the daily average

of SAFRAN and the relative spatial and temporal distribution of the CPRCM. However

one strong remaining issues is inherent to the methodology and to the calculation of a

proportional bias. A positive proportional bias applied to all the points within a polygon

increases the spatial contrasts over the polygon. Indeed, since the bias is applied to all the

points in the polygon, the average at the polygon level is proportionally increased, but also

the standard deviation (Teutschbein & Seibert, 2012) of the ensemble of all points within

the polygon. Same goes for the daily average and standard deviation for an hourly series

of a given point. It is partially what we wanted, favoring the contrasts of the CPRCM

outputs to distribute variables and keep a representation of extreme events. However it

can lead to overly contrasted values and highly exaggerated extreme values, especially for

precipitation and wind which are highly contrasted spatially and radiations variables which

are highly contrasted temporally. Therefore we need a final step to correct the final spatial

and temporal variance and set a maximum acceptable variance to avoid overly contrasted

spatial and sub-diurnal distributions.

First we define that maximum spatial and temporal variance acceptable over each month

by taking the maximum variance for that month modeled with the CPRCM, both spatially

(over each polygon) and temporally (over hourly series for each given grid point).

Then, for each polygon at each time step, we check if the spatial variance is higher than

the corresponding maximum and if so, we correct it in three steps (Teutschbein & Seibert,

2012):

• First we shift the average of the polygon to center the values around the null value for

that time step:

∀p within the polygon, ShiftV aluep = V aluep − Averagepolygon (5.5)

• Then we correct the standard deviation around that shifted average:

∀p within the polygon, NewShiftV aluep = ShiftV aluep ∗
σmax

σshift
(5.6)

At this stage, the standard deviation of the shifted series is corrected.
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INFO BOX 15

Handeling the issue of undefined bias

There is an issue when a bias can’t be defined, when V alueModel = 0. It needs to be

addressed.

Along with the spatial disaggregation of the bias over the km-scale grid, we construct

in parallel a mask to identify the points with undefined bias (0 if V alueModel = 0

and V alueSAFRAN = 0, -1 if V alueModel = 0 and V alueSAFRAN 6= 0, 1 if the bias is

defined).

In the case of the mask = 0, then the value is set to 0, since the daily average over the

polygon is also null for SAFRAN. There is no adjustment and bias correction needed.

In the case of the mask < 0, we have to make a choice. Indeed in that case, there is

a non-zero value for SAFRAN at the daily scale but none for the corresponding day

in the CPRCM outputs. Therefore we cannot distribute SAFRAN value using the

relative distribution in the model since it does not exist. To solve this issue, for each

month, we calculate an average spatial and temporal distribution of each variable

in the CPRCM outputs (Fig. 5.6). When we are in that case of mask = −1, we

disaggregate SAFRAN data spatially and temporally using that average distribution

of the corresponding month (Fig. 5.6d). This is not ideal since it smooths out most

of the contrasts. This is an important limitation of the method for precipitation

disaggregation since it is a highly localized and contrasted phenomenon, sensitive to

the internal variability of the model.

  

a- Average daily repartition of 
precipitation in the model

b- Average daily repartition of 
precipitation in SAFRAN

d- Disaggregation of SAFRAN data over the average 
distribution from RegIPSL for the month of January

c- Disaggregation of SAFRAN data over the km-grid 
using the statial disaggregation of RegIPSL for that day 

No value in 
the model

Bias corrected spatially 
disaggregated values

01/01/2000

Figure 5.6 – Example of undefined bias at the daily scale for precipitation
(kg.m−2.s−1) of 01/01/2000. In the outputs of RegIPSL for that day (a- red cir-
cle), there is an area with no precipitation, while SAFRAN reports precipitation there
that day (b). Therefore, we construct an average disaggregation for the corresponding
month (January) and spatially distribute SAFRAN data (d). Over the area with no
values in the model, we fill the gap with that average spatial distribution of SAFRAN
(c- red circle). For the rest of the area, we apply a bias correction normally (c-green
circle).
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Figure 5.7 – Example of daily distribution before and after variance correction for rela-
tive humidity (hurs, %) over a given grid point (lat=42,73◦, lon=-0.7896◦) for a given day
(01/0/2000). The shape of the daily variation is preserved but the scale after the variance
correction (red axis) is dampened, with extremes reduced, which avoids an excessive contrast
over the day. The shape of the daily distribution is not exactly the same, since a spatial
variance correction was also applied to some peaks may also have been smoothed out and
spatially redistributed over neighboring points because of it.

• Last, we shift the average back:

∀p within the polygon, NewV aluep = NewShiftV aluep + Averagepolygon (5.7)

In the end, the spatial series over the polygon keep the same average value but the

standard deviation has been corrected and the exaggerated extremes smoothed out and

redistributed over neighboring points (step 6, Fig. 5.5). Similarly, we correct the temporal

standard deviation for hourly series over each grid points so the daily average is conserved

but the hourly peaks are smoothed out when necessary (Fig. 5.7).

5.3.2 Construction of different forcings: towards sensitivity tests

We have described a general methodology, but we have left out some details which open

different options and choices. Depending on these choices, we can construct different forcings

to compare to each other. First, there are different choices and options possible to calculate

the average of a variable at the polygon level before calculating a bias (Fig. 5.8, options 1,

2 and 3), see section 5.3.2.1. Then for the moment we have presented a methodology which

works to construct a forcing over the period common to both initial datasets (SAFRAN and

RegIPSL run). However, we introduce another method in section 5.3.2.2 (Fig. 5.8, option

B), which would allow to extend the methodology to the full period covered by SAFRAN

(1979-2014). This latter method would also attenuate the issues of undefined bias.

5.3.2.1 Choice of integration and bias calculation at the polygon level

SAFRAN variables are given by polygon and by altitude classes (corresponding to every

300m). For the model km-scale outputs, we have access to the orography and to the altitude

associated to each points. We can make different choices, favoring either the altitudinal dis-
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Figure 5.8 – Different options to construct a km-scale forcing with our methodology:
A-B: Choose the pattern of spatial disaggregation (section 5.3.2.2).
1-2-3: Choose how to calculate the bias at the polygon level, favoring the altitudinal distri-
bution from SAFRAN or from the model (section 5.3.2.1).
With the different combinations of choices, we can create different high-resolution forcings
and test the sensitivity of the final dataset to each of these choices.

tribution of SAFRAN or the one from the model outputs. This choice only impacts the part

of the methodology associated to the bias calculation and its spatial disaggregation (steps

1, 2 and 3, Fig. 5.5). The rest of the methodology is not impacted.

Table 5.3 – Altitude classes in SAFRAN and in the model: each grid points of the model
is attributed to a given class

Classes class 0 class 1 class 2 class 3 ...
SAFRAN 0m 300m 600m 900m ...

Model [0-150m[ [150-450m[ [450-750m[ [750:1050m[ ...

1. Bias by altitude class

In this case, we calculate one bias by polygon and by altitude class. We first attribute

each grid points of the model to a given altitude class (Tab. 5.3). Then the model

values are integrated at the polygon level with the average calculated for the point

within the altitude class (Fig. 5.9). The bias between SAFRAN and the model (step

2, Fig. 5.5) is calculated for each classes and for each polygons.

Finally when we spatially disaggregate the bias (section 5.3.1.2) for each polygon and

altitude class, applying a given bias to all the points within the polygon and the altitude

class. With a correction by altitude class, this choice favors the altitudinal distribution

in SAFRAN and accentuate a contrast between altitude classes (Fig. 5.10a).

Since the model orography may not be exactly similar to the one used to construct

SAFRAN altitude classes, some points in the model grid are associated to an altitude

not covered by the altitude classes of SAFRAN. Therefore these points don’t have a

calculated bias and are handled as described in section 5.3.1.2 for missing values.

2. Average bias over the polygon

In this case we calculate one bias per polygon, covering all altitude classes. The

model values are integrated at the polygon level and averaged over all altitude classes,

weighted by the relative ratio of each class within the polygon (Fig. 5.9). The bias

between SAFRAN and the model (step 2, Fig. 5.5) is calculated once on this average

for each polygons.
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Figure 5.9 – Example over a given polygon of 1 - the integrated average by altitude class,
2 - the weighted average over the entire polygon, prior to the bias calculation. Illustrated in
the case of precipitation for a given day.

Finally when we spatially disaggregate the bias (section 5.3.1.2), we apply the bias to

all the points within the polygon, regardless of their altitude class. With an average

correction per polygon, this choice favors the altitudinal distribution of the model

within each polygon. It however increases the artificial discontinuities at the boarder of

the polygons in the final product, especially visible over topographically homogeneous

areas such in the southern part of the domain (Fig. 5.10b).

3. Average over selected altitude classes

As explained earlier in the data description, due to the scarcity of weather stations,

SAFRAN may be less accurate and reliable at high altitudes. Therefore to calculate

the bias, we may want to put more emphasis on SAFRAN data in lower altitudes. We

can for instance apply the previous method (Average bias) but by calculating the

average bias only over lower altitude classes and then applying it to all the points.

For each year, we also have access to the number and location and altitude of all

weather stations used to construct SAFRAN. We can therefore filter the altitude classes

with and without any weather station for each polygon, and again apply the previous
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(a) Relative humidity after the bias calculation for the option 1, bias
by altitude class.

(b) Relative humidity after the bias calculation for the option 2,
average bias by polygon.

Figure 5.10 – Corrected relative humidity (%) on the km-scale grid, after the full applica-
tion of the method, for the day 03-31-2000, 16:30. The biases used to correct RegIPSL and
disaggregate SAFRAN’s data have been calculated with two different options:
1- with a bias by altitude class. This method favors the altitudinal disaggregation of
SAFRAN and contrasted transition from one class to the next. It smoothes out the limits
between the different polygons, especially when they contain contrasted altitudes classes;
2- with an average bias at the polygon level. This method favors the altitudinal distribution
of RegIPSL within polygons, which smoothes the altitudinal transitions in each polygon, but
highligths the transitional boarders between polygons.
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method (Average bias) but by calculating the average bias only over the altitude

classes including weather stations.

Comparing those three different way of proceeding will allow to test the sensitivity of the

final result to the favored altitudinal distribution (either from SAFRAN or from the model)

and to SAFRAN’s extrapolation over higher altitudes where weather stations are scarcer.

5.3.2.2 Analogue Days

So far we have been calculating a bias day by day, taking one day in SAFRAN and using it

to rescale the same day in RegIPSL outputs. However this method only allows to cover the

common period for the two datasets (2000-2009). If we want to construct a forcing to run

and test LSM performances, we need it to cover at least a period of 20 years, to cover a period

significant enough to include long-term climate variability and slower hydrological processes.

We therefore introduce here a method that, if validated, would allow to extrapolate the

methodology out of the common period between SAFRAN and the models’ runs.

After having integrated the models values at the polygon level for each altitude class

(bias by altitude, section 5.3.2.1), we calculate, for each SAFRAN’s day, each altitude class

and for each variable a spatial correlation between SAFRAN’s day and all the model’s days

(correlation matrix, example of a subset Fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.11 – Illustration of a subset of the correlation matrix (from 01/01/2000 to
12/31/2000), for temperature. Spatial correlation day by day for the altitude class 0. The
visible diagonal shows that the correlation between one SAFRAN day and its matching
day in the model is good. The full correlation matrix extend to 1979-2014 (SAFRAN) x
2000-2009 (Model).

Once we have the correlation matrix, instead of using the day in the model matching

SAFRAN’s day temporally, we can instead look for the day in the model best matching

SAFRAN spatially. For each SAFRAN day, through the correlation matrix, we identify

the model day, across all years covered by the model run, in the same month (to be sure

to match the season), with the best spatial correlation. We select the model day with the

best average spatial correlation, considering the spatial correlation for precipitation and

temperature over the first four altitude classes, which cover most of the area of interest

and where SAFRAN’s data are probably most accurate. We call that selected model day
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the ”analogue day” corresponding to SAFRAN’s day. Then, to temporally and spatially

disaggregated SAFRAN’s variables of a given day, instead of using the same day in the

model, we instead use the ”analogue” day. The methodology is developed the same way

except the bias and all the rest are calculated comparing SAFRAN’s day to the ”analogue”

day in the model. The ”analogue” day is only selected once for each SAFRAN’s day and is

the same for all variables, to keep the coherence between all atmospheric variables.

This ”analogue” day method allows to extend the forcing construction outside of the

common period. For each SAFRAN’s day before or after the period covered by the model run,

there is a possibility to look for its best ”analogue” day in the period covered by the model,

and therefore use that day to disaggregate at high-resolution for each of SAFRAN’s days. The

”analogue” day method should also reduce the issue of undefined bias (infobox 15). Indeed,

since we choose the best spatially correlated day at the polygons level between SAFRAN

and the model, it should highly limit the occurrences of polygons where V alueModel = 0 and

V alueSAFRAN 6= 0.

Applying that ”analogue” day method over the common period and comparing it to the

”day by day” method should allow to test and validate the method prior to extending it to

outside of the common period.

This ”analogue” day technique relates more generally to the commonly used statistical

downscaling analogue method (Zorita & von Storch, 1999), where the large scale atmospheric

patterns are compared to historical observations to look for the most similar distributions.

The main limitation is often that the period over which the analogue is defined needs to

be long enough so that a reasonable analogue can be found for each type of possible atmo-

spheric pattern. In our case, if we had access to CPRCM simulations longer than 10 years,

it would be interesting to test whether looking for ”analogue” days over a longer period

significantly changes the results compared to over a ten-year period. More generally, all sta-

tistical downscaling methods aim at finding a relationship between the compared datasets

over a common period of test, to extrapolate this relationship outside of the studied period

where only the coarser scale dataset is available. For instance, to extend CPRCMs outputs

without having to run a computationally demanding simulation, Doury et al. (2023) devel-

oped an hybrid downscaling approach, combining CPRCMs runs to a neural network. They

construct a regional climate emulator using deep learning, relating the spatial disaggregation

from the CPRCM to the dataset used for boundary conditions such as ERA-Interim. Then

that emulator is used to reconstruct the CPRCMs outputs for the full period covered by

ERA-Interim. It would be interesting to compare or eventually combine our ”analog day”

method introduced here to other products, such as gridded SAFRAN products created with

other statistical dowscalling methods or such as the product from Doury et al. (2023), to see

how it changes or impacts our disaggregation of SAFRAN outside of the common period.

5.4 First tests

At this stage, we constructed forcings with the different options with the full methodology

for (see options in Fig. 5.8):

• option A1: day by day, bias by altitude (Bias Alt IPSL)

• option A2: day by day, average bias (Avg Alt IPSL)

• option B2: analogue day over the common period, average bias (Analogue Avg Alt
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Figure 5.12 – Altitudinal distribution of P and PET for all the constructed forcings (Avg
Alt IPSL, Bias ALt IPSL, Analogue Avg Alt IPSL), the initial model outputs (RegIPSL) and
a coarser resolution reanalysis (WFDE5). Annual average over the entire area. The bottom
graph shows the distribution of the grid points with altitude. The constructed forcings have
the same grid point altitudinal distribution than RegIPSL.

IPSL). For this option, we only have the spatial disaggregation and a correction at the

daily scale. The sub-daily disaggregation is still left to do.

As a first test, we look at the altitudinal distribution of P and PET , on average over the

full area (Fig. 5.12), comparing the different forcing constructed (Avg Alt IPSL, Bias ALt

IPSL, Analogue Avg Alt IPSL), the distribution of the model before correction (RegIPSL)

and another coarser scale reanalysis, WFDE5 (see infobox 12). Here PET is calculated with

the Penman-Monteith equation recommended by the Food and Agriculture Organization

(FAO) (Allen et al., 1998).

First we compare the different forcings we created. We can verify that the altitudinal

distribution for the methodology applied day by day (option A) of by analogue day (option

B) is similar on average (Avg Alt IPSL and Analogue Avg IPSL, Fig. 5.12). The choice of

one of these methodology changes the daily spatial distribution used for disaggregation, but

it should not and does not impact its yearly average and differences are not detected with

this type of graph. The altitudinal distribution is rather dependent on the choice of bias

correction (option 1, 2 or 3). Indeed, when we compare the forcing Bias Alt IPSL (option

1) and Avg Alt IPSL (option 2) (Fig. 5.12), we can see a difference at higher altitude in the

average P between the two forcings. The contrast between low and high altitude is more

marked for Avg Alt IPSL than for Bias Alt IPSL. Bias Alt IPSL favors the relative altitudinal

distribution of SAFRAN while Avg Alt IPSL favors the relative altitudinal distribution of

RegIPSL. Therefore, this result is in agreement with the hypothesis that the CPRCM model

represent a more contrasted distribution of P and high P events at higher altitudes, while

SAFRAN data tend to maybe underestimate P at high altitudes. That effect is less marked

for the other atmospheric variables involved in the calculation of PET . Over lower altitudes
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(<∼1400m), all constructed forcings agree on the altitudinal repartition of P and PET .

When comparing the constructed forcings to the initial RegIPSL outputs, it shows that

the bias correction with SAFRAN data overall increased the yearly average of P at every

altitude and decreased the yearly average of PET over lowlands. So RegIPSL seems to,

on average, underestimate P and overestimate PET over low lands compared to SAFRAN

(and therefore the constructed forcings). Looking at that same altitudinal distribution but

on monthly average (not shown), we can better assess that this underestimation of P in the

initial RegIPSL outputs is mostly over the drier months (May to September) and over lower

altitudes, while in wetter months at high altitudes, the constructed forcings tend to have

lower P than RegIPSL. Our bias correction method based on SAFRAN allows to correct

the dry bias over low lands and summer months in RegIPSL. Looking at the shape of the

distribution, as expected, the slope of RegIPSL is closer from the slope of Avg Alt IPSL than

from the slope of Bias Alt IPSL, since the first one favors the relative altitudinal distribution

of RegIPSL and the other the one from SAFRAN. Overall, Bias Alt IPSL (and to a lesser

extend Avg Alt IPSL) tends to have a lower slope, with a less contrasted relative altitudinal

distribution. Over wetter month especially, the altitudinal contrast in RegIPSL is a lot higher

than in the constructed forcings. Our bias correction method based on SAFRAN tends to

reduce the altitudinal contrasts in P compared to RegIPSL, especially for the forcing Bias

Alt IPSL.

It would have been interesting to compare our final forcings to the original SAFRAN

distribution. However, since it is not a gridded product but is based on geographical zones

of very different shapes and altitude classes, it is more difficult to use and we had no time

to construct such a calculation. We are currently looking into gridded product of SAFRAN

from statistical downscaling methods, used at least over the french portion of our area of

interest, to test how it compares to our results but it is still on going work.

Now we compare the constructed forcings to the coarser atmospheric reanalysis WFDE5.

This is a reference atmospheric reanalysis dataset at coarser scale (infobox 12). We can

first see that at coarser resolution, high altitudes are smoothed out and are missing from

the forcing. Here, there is no points in WFDE5 above 1600m (bottom graph Fig. 5.12).

Therefore we can only make a comparison for lower altitudes. The distribution is also more

noisy due to the fewer grid points covering the area of interest. The constructed forcings

are in better agreement with WFDE5 for P over lower altitudes than the initial RegIPSL

outputs. Therefore, our bias correction methodology using SAFRAN data effectively im-

proves the average P distribution from RegIPSL outputs over low lands compared to the

observation-based datasets. PET however is still very different, comparing WFDE5 to the

other forcings. This variable is more difficult to assess since it relies on non-linear relation-

ships between a number of atmospheric variables. A closer look to the different variables

involved would be needed here.

These first results are in agreement with the hypothesis we make in 5.3.2, for the different

options of forcings construction (Fig. 5.8) and the objectives we had for constructing these

forcings.

5.5 Next steps and conclusion

The forcings constructed still need to be further tested, to better look at the contrasts,

extreme values, spatial distribution and diurnal cycle. It would also be interesting to finish
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INFO BOX 16

Remaining issues

• Issue of extremes

The disaggregation method we present aims at contrasting the values over the polygon.

Sometimes that contrast is exaggerated and we correct it by rescaling the standard

deviation. However that correction is not always sufficient, and some extreme values

remain. It is one limit of this methodology.

One way to avoid it would be to impose a maximum limit to the variables to avoid

unphysical values. It is what we do for the relative humidity (hurs) which can’t be

above 100%. This choice however tends to slightly reduce the average at the polygon

level.

• Issue of transition from one day to the next

The bias is calculated at the daily scale and then applied over all the sub-time steps

of the associated day. Therefore the transition is quite abrupt from one day to the

next. It could be interesting in the future to smooth the transition from one day to

the next, using for instance a sliding window covering neighboring time steps. Since

it is in the middle of the night, in this region, such a forcing should not highly impact

the outputs of the LSM.

to construct the forcings with the other combinations and options not tested yet, such as the

option to filter SAFRAN data depending on the altitudes with higher or low concentration

in weather stations (option 3, 5.3.2.1). Also, we only tested the disaggregation method using

RegIPSL while we had other CPRCM outputs available. It would be interesting to see how

sensitive our final results are to the chosen CPRCM. We also want to run a LSM with the

constructed forcings to see how sensitive the LSM outputs are to each of our hypothesis,

choices and options.

We also need to run a LSM with these forcings to see how the LSM performances changes

using a km-scale resolution dataset compared to results with coarser reanalysis such as

WFDE5. First tests to run ORCHIDEE with these constructed forcings have been started

but are not completed yet. It would be particularly interesting to test the LSM run at high

resolution to reproduce streamflow over small mountainous catchments, if possible little im-

pacted by human activities, since we assume that due to the increased topographic contrast,

its performance should increase. Again for that step, several LSM could be run with these

forcings to test the performance of the ensemble.

Finally, we need to further look at the compared performance of the forcings constructed

using a day by day constructed bias or based on the ”analogue day” methodology over the

common period (2000-2009). If the final LSM performance is similar in both methods (or

even maybe improved by the ”analogue” method), it would validate the ”analogue” method

and we will be able to extend the application of that method to construct a forcing covering

the full extend of SAFRAN data (1979-2014, still being extended towards 2021). This will

enable to run LSMs over a period long enough to cover long-term variability, and to test

their performances against data collected during the LIAISE field experiment.

This disaggregation method seems promising to obtain km-scale atmospheric forcings to
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run LSMs over the area. It should enable to better represent the contrast between high and

steep mountainous areas and the hydrological redistribution of water towards valleys. If the

LSMs are shown to perform well over catchments little impacted by human activities, it will

also enable to test the implementation of anthropic processes such as dams and irrigation in

LSMs and test their performances over highly managed areas.
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KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER

• There is a need for km-scale atmospheric forcings to run and test LSMs at high reso-

lution and improve the representation of regional scale processes, altitudinal contrasts

and include human water use.

• Current reanalysis based on data assimilation have been validated at coarser scale and

their spatial and sub-diurnal disaggregation are limited by the interpolation methods,

which tend to attenuate extreme events and are biased in regions with scarce observa-

tions.

• High resolution convection-permitting regional climate model (CPRCM) allows for a

physically coherent spatial and sub-diurnal distribution at km-scale. However, the

internal variability of the model introduces a divergence between the model outputs

and the real distribution of atmospheric variables during the period covered by the

run.

• We construct a methodology combining the two types of data to construct a km-

scale forcing: a rather coarse observation-based dataset (SAFRAN, 1979-2014) and

the km-scale outputs of a CPRCM (RegIPSL, 2000-2009). We keep the spatial and

sub-diurnal physical coherence of the model outputs but scale it to match the average

of the observation-based dataset.

• We test different options to test the sensitivity of the final results to how the rescaling

is done. For instance, favoring the relative altitudinal distribution from SAFRAN or

from the model, showing a higher altitudinal contrast of precipitation in the latter

case.

• The methodology could be extended to construct a full forcing covering more than 20

years using ”analogue” days.

• Still further tests are needed but the method and the results seem promising.



CHAPTER6
Conclusion and perspectives

During this thesis work, I have explored the knowledge we have about measuring and mod-

eling the water cycle, with a focus on streamflow. I reviewed the observed and predicted

changes in discharge found in the literature, along with the different types of models used

to describe, reproduce, attribute and project these changes. In the following chapters, I

combined different types of models, to highlight their respective strengths and limits, and

identify and quantify the changes in streamflow, related to both climate change and surface

characteristic changes. To better decompose, understand and attribute the drivers included

in the surface characteristic changes related to streamflow dynamics, process-based modeling

needs to be improved to include new and more detailed processes, at higher resolution. This

led us to the next chapter towards land surface modeling at km-scale. In this final chapter,

I summarize the main conclusions about my work, draw up the final picture I have on these

problematics, along with my understanding of the perspectives, next steps and challenges,

as I understand them at the end of this thesis.
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6.1 Conclusion

6.1.1 Main results and messages

• The Earth system is complex and hydrological processes are highly related to both

atmospheric and land surface dynamics. Furthermore, these dynamics are evolving,

both with natural and anthropogenic climate change and with more direct influences

of human intervention, modifying land use, using and redistributing water. This was

our main problematic, how to better understand and detect the role of each climatic

and anthropogenic drivers in discharge evolution.

• Different types of model exist to represent at best this complexity, with different func-

tions and different uses. We used a complex LSM to represent the changes in hydrolog-

ical dynamics in response to climate change, to attribute the effects of different climate

characteristics (changes in averages, in intra-annual distribution dynamics...). We com-

bine it with a parsimonious model. The LSM allows to attribute the effects of climate

variability projected on to the parameter of the parsimonious Budyko framework. In

turn, this framework gives a structure for interpreting the outputs and compare it to

observations, highlighting and quantifying the limitations of the LSM due to missing

or ill-representation of surface processes.

• Over Europe, we diagnose that the main climate-related changes in discharge are

attributed to changes in average precipitation, which tend to increase discharge in

Northern and Western Europe and decrease it in Southern and eastern Europe. Then

secondary climatic drivers identified are potential evapotranspiration and the intra-

annual distribution of precipitation. The first one, with and increase of evaporative

demand all over Europe, tends to decrease streamflow, especially in Northern Europe

where water is abundant. In water-limited areas such as around the Mediterranean

area, changes in evaporative demand are less impactful and changes in precipitation

distribution plays a more important role in discharge generation.

However, these effects of climate change on discharge are small compared to the effects

of non-climatic drivers, about ten times larger, especially over the South of Europe and

over the Iberian Peninsula. Our method is only a diagnostic, quantifying the total effect

of these non-climatic factors but does not allow to attribute specific changes to specific

drivers, since these factors and the related processes are not represented in the LSM.

We can only hypothesize that irrigation, groundwater uptakes, dams management

and glacier melting are some probable drivers of surface dynamics changes impacting

discharge.

• Land surface models tend towards more and more complexity to represent the Earth

system and towards higher resolution (km-scale), to work at a scale more relevant to

decision makers taking into account human activities and better represent hydrological

dynamics. This is still a great challenge, with more tests and developments needed

to use LSM at such resolutions. We contributed here with our work, with first steps

towards a high resolution forcing to test LSM at km-scale over a highly contrasted

area, covering from mountainous catchments to highly managed and irrigated valleys

in a semi-arid climate.
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6.1.2 Reflexion around earth system modeling and hydrology

Models are used to decompose a problem and express it in simpler, more understandable

elements and links. It is a useful tool to address a question otherwise too complex to be fully

apprehended. And if any, the earth system is a complex system, where a myriad of variables

are embedded and connected, at different spatial and temporal scales. With the development

of computer systems, over the past fifty years, more and more complex models have been

constructed to try to reproduce and understand the main drivers of the earth system and its

associated natural cycles. It allows to test the sensitivity of the modeled system to specific

drivers, and comparing the resulting patterns of change to observed trends, to attribute the

main sources of changes.

More and more complex models have been developed in many scientific fields (atmo-

spheric physics, agronomy, hydrology...), starting from more simple parsimonious models

based on few relationships and empirical parameters and going towards complex models

driven by physical processes. These models are getting more and more successful to repro-

duce relatively complex interactions for ”natural” systems, at the scale at which they were

designed. For instance, atmospheric and climate models have shown that over the past cen-

tury, climate has been changing at a rate that natural variability and long-term cycles only

cannot explain, addressing the responsibilities of human activities and carbon emissions in

these changes. In the complex earth system, these detected atmospheric changes impact the

full energetic, carbon and water cycles. Focusing on water, managing the resource has been

a stake for human societies almost at all times, water being essential for domestic use and

many other activities, with irrigation being developed since prehistorical times. Therefore

hydrological models have been developed early on, mostly aiming at reproducing streamflow

at best and predict short term evolution, to best operate water management infrastruc-

ture, estimate flood risks and water available for irrigation and other water demands. With

improvement of modeling tools and in the context of climate change and development of

water management, hydrological models are also getting more and more complex, towards

physical-based models including more and more relationships with atmospheric processes,

vegetation... Generally, all process-based models started from a given scientific field (i.e.

hydrology or climatology) and tend to improve by including more and more processes (rep-

resentation of atmosphere, vegetation, soil processes, surface hydrological schemes...) from

other scientific fields (atmospheric physics, chemistry, agronomy, biology, geology, pedology,

hydrology...), trying to address the complexity of the full system through multi-discipline

integration.

However, it is important not to get lost in this increasing complexity and understand its

limitations. Complex models will always not be complex enough to be a perfect represen-

tation of the Earth system. Adding processes also inserts new sources of uncertainty and

often increases the need in inputs. We need to understand for each model, the temporal

and spatial scales and eventual environment over which they perform best, often depending

on how they were designed. Furthermore, an increased complexity also complicates the in-

terpretation of the outputs. This is where more parsimonious and less computer intensive

models can be very interesting to use, as simpler operational and diagnostic tools. Indeed,

these parsimonious models are efficient at reproducing the integrated dynamics of complex

systems (modeled or observed) but with no or few details on the underlying processes. They

can therefore give a framework to understand and compare observations and the outputs

of complex models as we have shown in our work. We project the complex model outputs

with numerous degree of freedom on to the parsimonious and more restricted framework,
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which facilitates its understanding and the comparison to observations. It helps to show

the shortcomings of complex process-based models. In turn, process-based models are the

only way to understand the causes of detected changes and therefore develop predictions and

adaptation scenarios.

There is a necessity to keep track of the objectives, and too much complexity may not be

the solution if it is associated with too much uncertainties. We need to assess and quantify

these uncertainties and to not forget simpler tools and their respective qualities, which may

be more adapted or good complementary tools in given cases.

6.2 Perspectives

6.2.1 Reflexion around regional scale modeling and high resolu-

tion

Models continue to improve, with better representation of processes, either explicitly by

an increased resolution or through improved parametrization and coupling. The current

dynamics goes toward increased resolution to run process-based models, allowing to repre-

sent more spatial contrasts and decompose smaller scale processes. Regional models and

kilometric-scale simulations also reach a resolution more adapted to address local issues and

be more appealing to decision-makers for operational uses. They enable us to develop the

representation of processes such as human water management at a relevant scale, directly

addressing regional problematics and operational issues. This is one important step to get

a full representation of the water cycle and a more accurate estimation and prediction of

water availability, since these missing processes can highly impact regionally the amplitude

and the variability of streamflow, as we have shown in our work.

Hyper-resolution (km-scale) solves but also raises challenges. It has been addressed over

the past decade, such as in the paper of Wood et al. (2011) and its answer by Beven &

Cloke (2012). Physical-based models have been developed and validated at large scale,

with a parametrization designed accordingly. There is a need to adapt them at a regional

scale. In some cases, the higher resolution allows for a direct improvement of processes

representation. For instance, it improves the representation of convective processes in climate

models, replacing the parametrization needed at coarser scale (Lucas-Picher et al., 2021).

However, in the case of hydrological dynamics, further tests are still needed to assess the

performance of models at higher resolution. Many processes are still missing, or implicitly

covered by the large scale interpretation, such as sub-terrain and lateral flows and root

water uptakes, which effects are likely to be more impactful in the final equilibrium between

evapotranspiration and streamflow at higher resolution with larger spatial and altitudinal

contrasts. This raises the question of whether the current physical representation of processes

and the parametrization related to it are sufficient to address the high heterogeneities at

regional and km-scale. Therefore there is a need to test whether missing processes have

a higher impact on model performances than uncertainties related to parametrization. If

not, then there is first a need to refine the representation of processes already accounted

for to reduce that uncertainty. There is a compromise to be found between constructing

a model flexible enough to cover spatial heterogeneities and local specificities and keeping

a model robust enough to be generalized in space and time. If the processes are rely too

much on specific parametrization to match regional conditions, it will raise similar limits

as for adjusted parsimonious models: such models are accurate to represent a specific area

and period but may not be adapted to be used in a different context where we don’t have
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access to the same level of data, such as for another region or for projection scenarios. It

can be useful for short- and medium-term diagnostics but it is not the main goal when

physical-based models were initially designed to complement climate projection scenarios.

The potentialities and model parametrization and performances at km-scale therefore need to

be tested, with the hope that progress in data acquisition and assimilation, in computational

efficiency and in the understanding and representation of the underlying physical processes

will reduce the uncertainties and limits associated to parametrization. Ideally, the more we

understand the processes and their complexity, the less parametrization will be needed and

the more the models will be efficient and flexible. There will also be more demanding in

computational power, the more we complexify the represented processes and we increase the

resolution.

For other processes, it has already been shown that high resolution can improve our esti-

mation, even compared to observational networks, such as for precipitation in mountainous

areas (Lundquist et al., 2019), where weather stations are scarce and field measurements and

detection more difficult. This raises another challenge linked to higher resolution: the lack of

high resolution quality data, both in input of the model and to validate it. As we have dis-

cussed in chapter 5, reanalysis datasets present global scale gridded data derived from most

of available observations, answering at best the need for a large scale homogeneous dataset.

They are widely used, improving with each generation of data-assimilation models and in-

creasing remote-sensing data from new satellite missions and ground-based radars. And still

these datasets are limited in resolution, with the questions of optimal disaggregation towards

kilometric scale still to be answered. Also data assimilation are not homogeneous in time,

with more and more data assimilated over recent period, which improves the quantitative

estimations for more recent periods but complicates the representation of trends, such as for

snow cover, which is a variable of interest in water management (Monteiro & Morin, 2023).

To validate models, when data are not available, such as measurements of evapotranspiration

over large areas, or when we suspect that the model can be better than the observations,

such as precipitation in mountainous areas, we need to use proxy variables and simpler mod-

els to test the outputs. For instance, to test the modeling of precipitation in mountainous

areas against observations, we can test the effectiveness to reproduce streamflow in small

and steep catchments where evapotranspiration is small, with a simple water balance model

using one or the other precipitation product (Behrangi et al., 2014). Otherwise, in order

to test and validate models, there is a need to improve data acquisition or at least to have

access to rich observational datasets such as the one gathered during LIAISE field campaign,

to test models over a rich set of different data, and ideally over different contrasted areas to

attest of model robustness.

The case of adding a physical representation of human activities and water manage-

ments further expand these two challenges. First, as for many types of observations and

measurements, data are not available equally everywhere, with some data more accessible

than others, with a quality which may also be dependent on the area. In the case of in-

formation related to water consumption and water management, there are added political

and economic considerations and confidentiality issues, increasing the difficulty to get shared

and qualitative data. Therefore, adding human activities faces both the question of how to

represent and parameterize these new processes to be included, and the limitation of uneven

data availability. Both questions are actually related. With new processes to be added, new

data are needed, such a water quantities for irrigation, water demand or dams operations.

Again here not all of these data exist or are easily accessible everywhere. Should we choose
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(and is it possible to create) a representation as generic as possible, relying only on widely

accessible data and a generic parametrization? Or should we construct options to adapt to

local specificities and data availability? The first case would allow to model human water

usage in places where data are scarce and would be more suitable for projections. However,

the second case would be more interesting for regional stake-holders and decision makers

and to test specific scenarios. If for physical processes we can imagine that we can improve

our understanding of the system towards finding the essential and generalizable processes,

there is no certainty that it will be possible to find a rationalized representation of human

behaviors, generalizable in space and time. In the end, I believe there is a need to construct

different options, which can be activated depending on the data availability and scenarios

tested, allowing for more flexibility to account for societal and economical diversities. In

places where data are scarce or not accessible and for projection scenarios, new hypotheses

and modeling sub-processes for water demand, water consumption, installation performances

(irrigation, dams...) are needed to palliate to this lack of information (example in Neverre

& Dumas (2015)). This involves new scientific fields such as agronomy, economy and social

sciences, to reproduce decision-makers water regulation and laws along with water demand

and users behaviors and to predict adaptation pathways.

To be met, all of these challenges necessitate to have different communities working to-

gether, to pool resources for computing power and expertises and construct common frame-

works for consistent validation, sensitivity tests and comparison purposes.

6.2.2 Next steps and challenges

• Test LSMs performances at km-scale

– Define common framework and performance indices to compare models to each

other.

– Make the best use of available data, ideally using rich and diversified field obser-

vations over contrasted areas.

– Test models sensitivities and uncertainties, to see if the internal biases and uncer-

tainties linked to parametrization are higher or lower than the effect of missing

processes on model performances.

– Improve the representation of hydrological processes, accounting for higher spatial

and altitudinal contrasts at km-scale.

• Incorporate human activities in models

– Need for different communities to work together: integrate economic and social

sciences to agronomic, hydrological sciences and atmospheric physics.

– Construct water demand and management models to add to physical models,

along with improving the attribution of water uptakes from the hydrological sys-

tem.

– Associate to these models a social and economic reflexion, to account for the di-

versity of behaviors and management choices, and construct projection scenarios.

Reflect on the balance between generalization and relevant representation.
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1. Introduction
Water is a key resource for the whole of society and both its excess and scarcity can lead to challenging economic, 
environmental, and social issues. Understanding the hydrological cycle and how it evolves due to a changing 
climate is a significant challenge of this century.

Over the past century, several studies have shown the impact of climate change on climate variables in Europe. 
Annual precipitation increased between 1901 and 2005 over most of Europe except the Mediterranean area, 
where they tended to decrease (Christidis & Stott, 2022; Douville et al., 2021; Knutson & Zeng, 2018). Trends 
per decade are less significant due to the high inter-annual variability of precipitation P (Douville et al., 2021). 
Trends in potential evapotranspiration (PET) are linked to an increase in the energy available at the surface, 
which is highly correlated to rising temperatures (Douville et al., 2021; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014). Few studies 
have directly examined European PET trends, except over the Mediterranean area, where studies have shown a 

Abstract In the context of climate change, the stakes surrounding water availability are rapidly intensifying. 
Decomposing and quantifying the effects of climate on discharge allows us to understand their impact on water 
resources better. We propose a methodology to separate the effect of change in the annual mean of climate 
variables from the effect of the intra-annual distribution of precipitation. It combines the Budyko framework 
with land surface model (LSM) outputs. The LSM is used to reproduce the behavior of 2,134 reconstructed 
watersheds across Europe between 1902 and 2010, with climate inputs as the only source of change. We fit a 
one-parameter approximation of the Budyko framework to the LSM outputs. It accounts for the evolution of 
the annual mean in precipitation (P) and potential evapotranspiration (PET). We introduce a varying parameter 
in the equation, representing the effect of long-term variations in the intra-annual distribution of P and PET. 
To better assess the effects of changes in annual means or intra-annual distribution of P, we construct synthetic 
forcings fixing one or the other. European results show that the trends in the annual averages of P dominate the 
trends in discharge due to climate. The second main climate driver is PET, except over the Mediterranean area, 
where changes in intra-annual variations of P have a higher impact on discharge than trends in PET. Therefore, 
the effects of changes in the intra-annual distribution of climate variables are to be addressed when looking at 
changes in annual discharge.

Plain Language Summary Water availability is a challenge for all of society. Various competing 
activities rely on this resource, and its scarcity can lead to social, economic, and environmental conflicts. With 
climate change, river discharge and, more generally, the full water cycle is impacted. Furthermore, multiple 
human actions such as dams and irrigation concurrently change the balance of the water cycle over watersheds. 
To comprehensively understand the dynamics of discharge, it is essential to analyze the potential influence 
of direct human activities alongside the impacts of natural climatic factors. Models are a way to represent 
reality with an understanding of the physical phenomena included. They can be used to represent the behavior 
of watersheds without human intervention. In light of this, we have developed a methodology to highlight 
the climate factors impacting discharge. Annual discharge changes are driven mainly by changes in annual 
precipitation over Europe. The increasing temperature leads to an ever-growing evaporative demand and is 
the second most impacting factor over most of Europe. However, in the Mediterranean area, where water is 
more limited, changes in the seasonality of precipitation have a higher impact than changes in the evaporative 
demand.
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significant increase in PET over the end of the century (Kitsara et al., 2013; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014, 2019). 
The intra-annual variations of climatic variables are more difficult to assess, and only a few indices exist to meas-
ure the inter-annual changes in the distribution of climate variables. For example, García-Barrón et al. (2018) 
defined indices to assess the evolution of the intra-annual cycle of P over time throughout the Iberian Peninsula. 
At the end of the century, they identified a shift of the main rainfall periods toward autumn, especially over the 
Atlantic basins, and an increase in the inter-annual variability of the intra-annual cycle, especially over the Medi-
terranean basins. For precipitation, studies have shown that not only is the annual average of P changing, but there 
are differences between summer and winter, depending on the area (Christidis & Stott, 2022; Zveryaev, 2004). 
Moreover, over the past few decades, extreme precipitation events affecting this area have significantly intensi-
fied (Ribes et al., 2019). Therefore, it is important to investigate the effects of changes in the annual averages of 
climate variables along with the effect of changes in seasonality and intra-annual distribution of these variables. 
The distribution of P within the year and its coupling or decoupling from the atmospheric demand PET will 
influence water partitioning between evapotranspiration and discharge on the annual scale.

Transformations in different climate variables governing the water cycle alter the equilibrium in the water balance 
over the different watersheds, thus impacting the discharge of rivers. Milly et al.  (2005) showed that worldwide 
discharge trends are and will continue to be significantly impacted by changes in climatic factors. Over Europe, statis-
tically significant trends in discharge are observed in historical records (positive in the northern region and negative in 
the south and east). These trends are spatially coherent with precipitation changes (Stahl et al., 2010; Vicente-Serrano 
et al., 2019). Y. Yang et al. (2018) show that discharge is less sensitive to PET changes than to changes in P.

The effects of intra-annual variations of P on discharge are primarily considered in the literature through the 
study of seasonality and annual extremes of P and PET in order to examine their impact on floods (Douville 
et  al.,  2021; Milly et  al.,  2002; Rottler et  al.,  2020), drought events (Douville et  al.,  2021; Vicente-Serrano 
et al., 2014), and more generally, on discharge peaks (Bouwer et al., 2008; Tuel et al., 2022). Stahl et al. (2010) 
found the trends in discharge over the end of the century were disconnected between summer flows and winter 
flows for an ensemble of small near-natural catchments in Europe. Blöschl et al. (2019) showed that increasing 
autumn and winter rainfall led to increased floods in northwestern Europe.

However, rivers are also highly managed, and human activities are an important driver of change in how water-
sheds function (Ficklin et al., 2018; Riedel & Weber, 2020). A significant difficulty in analyzing the effect of 
climate on historic discharge changes is decomposing the effects of the different drivers of change and isolat-
ing them from each other to better understand their relative importance (Stahl et  al.,  2010; Vicente-Serrano 
et al., 2019). Several studies have concentrated on catchments that are regarded as near-natural or unimpaired in 
order to investigate the effects of climatic changes on discharge (Stahl et al., 2010; Y. Yang et al., 2018). However, 
this highly limits the areas studied (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019), especially in Europe, where the high population 
density and long history of water management limit the study to small catchments (Stahl et al., 2010).

Another approach is to use models to separate the factors involved in discharge changes; different types of models 
have been developed. Models relying on a few variables and adjusted parameters are favored for their simplicity of 
use and interpretation. One example is using statistical models fitted over specific areas, such as linear regressions 
(Bouwer et al., 2008; Ficklin et al., 2018; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2019). More complex models integrate nonlinear 
relationships and physical boundaries. However, all these parsimonious models are empirical: they rely on adjusted 
parameters over the area and the time period studied and lack a clear physical meaning. The parameters often 
cannot be generalized and transposed to other areas or future climates (Coron et al., 2014; Reaver et al., 2020).

Other methods are physical-based hydrological and land surface models (LSMs). They require more data and 
computational power. They do not always accurately represent a whole real hydrological system depending 
on which processes are included in them but allow a meaningful assessment of hydrologic aridity (Y. Yang 
et al., 2018). They have grown increasingly complex and are able to reproduce the behavior of watersheds and to 
model “natural flow” regimes (Decharme et al., 2019; Gudmundsson et al., 2017; Schneider et al., 2013; F. Wang 
et al., 2018). However, due to their complexity, it is more difficult to decompose the effects of individual climate 
factors and to interpret their outputs than with other simpler models.

In light of this, we propose a tool that combines the simplicity of the more empirical model with the height-
ened performance and complexity of the physical-based model to better understand the phenomena encapsulated 
behind the adjusted parameters.
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We use here the well-known and widely used empirical Budyko framework (Mianabadi et al., 2020). It is pred-
icated upon utilizing the annual mean of water and energy balances at the watershed scale (Tian et al., 2018), 
taking into account the water and energy limitations of the physical system. It was initially conceived over multi-
ple catchments. Parametric equations were developed to introduce an empirical parameter adjusting the frame-
work to the specific evaporation efficiency of each catchment over an equilibrium period (H. Yang et al., 2008; L. 
Zhang et al., 2004). However, equilibrium disruptions, due to climate change or any other direct human activities 
and vegetation change, highlight limitations to the model. Moreover, most disruptive features are concurrent. The 
parameter introduced has no evident physical meaning and is just a well-adjusted proxy to E/P over a specific 
catchment and period. There is no straightforward method to attribute changes in the adjusted parameters to 
specific climatic or nonclimatic features (Berghuijs et al., 2020; Reaver et al., 2022), as for any parsimonious 
model with calibrated parameters.

To focus on the effects of climate change, the present study applies the Budyko framework to the outputs of a 
state-of-the-art LSM. The latter represents the constant physical behavior of watersheds. The only source of 
change in the dynamics of the modeled watersheds is the evolving climate variables introduced. Using LSM 
outputs also allows for adjusting the near-surface atmospheric variables to more adequately decompose the 
effects of the different elements of climate variability and change.

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 covers the methodology developed. It describes the Budyko frame-
work with its underlying hypothesis and limitations and the state-of-art LSM. Then, we describe how we apply 
the framework to the chosen LSM. Here, we create Synthetic forcings to test if our methodology yields an opti-
mal analysis of the effects of different aspects of climate change. We also explain the use of the time-moving 
window to examine temporal trends in the different climatic effects. In Section 3, we present the results of the 
effect of different elements of climate change across Europe (changes in annual averages against changes in the 
intra-annual distribution of climate variables) on discharge trends over the past century. Section 4 provides a 
comprehensive analysis of the advantages of our findings, while also highlighting the present constraints and 
areas for further investigation. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our conclusions.

2. Methodology
2.1. The Budyko Framework

2.1.1. General Presentation

Over watersheds considered as closed systems, the water balance Equation 1 applies when explaining the equi-
librium between the variables of the hydrological cycle: the river discharge (Q), the evapotranspiration (E), the 
precipitation (P) and the change in the water storage over the watershed between two-time steps (ΔS).

𝑃𝑃 − Δ𝑆𝑆 = 𝑄𝑄 + 𝐸𝐸 (1)

Long-term, ΔS can be negligible. Ideally, this hypothesis should be applied over a long enough period that the 
system's equilibrium is reached (L. Zhang et al., 2008). It also supposes no external disturbances impact the water 
budget, such as groundwater mining or water transfers to or from other basins.

The Budyko framework, which is frequently used in hydrological research to study the partitioning of P into E 
and Q, draws from this long-term equilibrium of water balance over a catchment coupled with the energy balance. 
It postulates that the partition of the annual water budget between runoff and evapotranspiration over catchments, 
represented by the evapotranspiration E, is a function of the relative water supply (rainfall P) and the atmospheric 
water demand (PET) (Tian et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2018; D. Yang et al., 2007). The latter depends on both 
available energy and aerodynamic resistance (Barella-Ortiz et al., 2013). Therefore, this framework considers 
the system's water and energy limitations, which cannot evaporate more than the atmospheric demand allows 
and more water than the catchment receives from the water source (P). In short, it defines the “Budyko space” 
(Berghuijs et al., 2020; Reaver et al., 2022).

This framework relies on a closed water budget in time and space, neglecting ΔS. Therefore, it must be applied 
over a closed watershed and fitted on a long-term equilibrium. To be freed from seasonal water storage variations, 
we use a time series of a yearly resolution (hydrological year) in this study. For the region considered, the hydro-
logical year starts in September, at the end of the dry season, when the reservoirs are supposedly at their lowest. It 
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minimizes the differences in ΔS from year to year. Later on, unless specified 
otherwise, the variables P, E, and Q represent the annual averages over the 
hydrological year. We then apply the framework over minimum periods of 
11 years, considered a long enough period for ΔS to be negligible over most 
catchments, dependent on the area (Han et al., 2020). We tested this hypoth-
esis with the outputs of the LSM, and we found that ΔS is about a hundred 
times smaller than Q when 11-year sub-periods are considered (not shown).

2.1.2. One Parameter Equation

The original Budyko framework was empirically constructed over a set 
of catchments to define a curve followed, on average, by catchments in 
the Budyko space. Different analytical approximations to this hypothesis 
(Budyko curves) have been developed, expressing the evapotranspiration rate 
(E/P) as a function of the aridity index (PET/P) over a catchment (Figure 1).

More specifically, the framework was extended to analyze individual catch-
ments over a stable period. Parametric equations were developed which 
introduced an empirical parameter representing the specific position of the 
catchment within the Budyko space (H. Yang et al., 2008).

Two of the most widely used are the Fu equation (Equation 2) (Ning et al., 2019; 
Simons et al., 2020; L. Zhang et al., 2004, 2008; Zheng et al., 2018) and the 
Mezentsev-Choudhury-Yang equation (Equation 3) (Luo et al., 2020; Roderick 
& Farquhar, 2011; W. Wang et al., 2020; Xing et al., 2018; Xiong et al., 2020; 
H. Yang et al., 2008). These can be found under different names in the litera-
ture, such as the Tixeront-Fu equation for Equation 2 or Turc-Mezentsev for 
Equation 3 (Andréassian & Sari, 2019).

𝐸𝐸

𝑃𝑃
= 1 +

𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃

𝑃𝑃
−

(

1 +

(

𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃

𝑃𝑃

)𝜔𝜔
)

1

𝜔𝜔 (2)

𝐸𝐸 =
𝑃𝑃 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃

(𝑃𝑃 𝑛𝑛 + 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 𝑛𝑛)

1

𝑛𝑛

 (3)

The two parameters derived from Equations 2 and 3 are linearly correlated, implying that both equations are 
almost equivalent (Andréassian & Sari, 2019; Du et al., 2016; Roderick & Farquhar, 2011; H. Yang et al., 2008). 
We examine the sensitivity of the results to the parametric equation used. We obtain very similar results for the 
methodology with either equation used. We conclude that we could use either equation. For the rest of the study, 
we use results obtained with Fu's equation (Equation 2).

E measurements are not available over large spatial and temporal scales. Therefore, most studies work from the 
analysis of Q, which can be calculated from the water balance Equation 1, where ΔS has been neglected. With 
Fu's equation (Equation 2) used to express E in Equation 1, it yields (Equation 4):

𝑄𝑄 = 𝑃𝑃 ∗

(

1 +

(

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑃𝑃

)𝜔𝜔
)

1

𝜔𝜔

− 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑓𝑓 (𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝜔𝜔) (4)

2.1.3. Discussion of the Watershed Parameter

The watershed parameter is empirical; it is obtained by fitting data from a specific catchment during a period of 
assumed equilibrium state. It determines the position of the catchment in the Budyko space.

The specificity of the parameter relates to all factors impacting the evaporation efficiency of the watershed other 
than changes in the average aridity index (Donohue et al., 2012; Padrón et al., 2017; L. Zhang et al., 2004). The 
most common hypothesis is that it reflects the various hydrological characteristics of the watershed, such as 
topography, vegetation coverage, and soil properties, which play a part in the annual partitioning of P into E 
and Q over the catchment (Gudmundsson et al., 2017; Reaver et al., 2022). Some are considered time-invariant 

Figure 1. Budyko framework: relationship between evapotranspiration 
ratio (E/P) and aridity index (PET/P) (Fu's equation). E, PET, P are annual 
averages. ω associated with the purple curve is larger than ω associated with 
the orange curve and translates into a higher evaporation efficiency above the 
watershed. For a given watershed with constant characteristics, there is still 
a dispersion around the curve of the dots for a given year due to intra-annual 
variations of the climate cycle (orange dots). The curve and its associated 
ω represent the average behavior of the watershed. The framework includes 
trends in annual climate variables by a displacement along the curve (red 
arrow). However, it does not include trends that could impact the way water is 
partitioned over the catchment such as long-lasting trends in the intra-annual 
distribution of P and PET (blue arrows).
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(soil type, topography, etc.), while others are possibly affected by long-lasting changes. These can occur in the 
hydrological properties of the surface water system, most likely due to direct anthropogenic activities such as 
river management, irrigation, and land cover changes. It leads to the “catchment trajectory conjecture” (Reaver 
et al., 2022), which suggests that the watersheds would follow an average Budyko-curve (Figure 1, red arrow) if 
it were not for changes in hydrological properties independent of changes in the average aridity index.

Several studies attempted to analyze the evolution of watershed behavior between two equilibrium states, a period 
of reference and a period of post-changes (Jiang et  al.,  2015; Luo et  al.,  2020; W. Wang et  al.,  2020; Zhao 
et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018) and then fit the parameter independently over each period. Two distinct curves 
(Figure 1) were acquired using distinct watershed parameters to characterize the pre- and post-change equilibrium 
states. As a first hypothesis, they then considered that deviation from the initial curve (period of reference) is 
only due to changes in the land surface, such as the effect of anthropogenic activities and land cover variations. 
Assuming ω to be climate invariant, the changes due to climate are considered in the framework only through the 
modifications of the average P/PET (Figure 1, red arrow). It follows the hypothesis that watersheds follow their 
Budyko curve if the catchment's surface characteristics remain constant.

However, studies have shown that not all catchments under climate change exhibit this behavior. There is a climate 
dependence of the deviation to the initial curve. Reaver et al. (2022) showed that reference catchments with the long-
term stability of land use did not always follow their Budyko-curve. With the previous hypothesis, this deviation could 
be misinterpreted as a change in the land-surface characteristics. Padrón et al. (2017) found that the variability in the 
parameter is highly correlated to climate features such as snow fraction precipita tion and  the storm arrival rate. Over 
their extensive global database, the correlation between vegetation indices and direct anthropogenic influence factors 
is only secondary. Jaramillo et al. (2022) used CMIP6 multi-models ensemble to fit Budyko curves over several basins 
for the period 1901–1950 and to calculate ET/P PET/P for 2051–2100. They compared the results of the ensemble 
to those obtained with the hypothesis that catchments should follow their initial Budyko curve. Most basins will not 
follow the curve under climate change, showing a climate dependence of the deviation from the initial curve.

To circumvent the limitation due to the hypothesis of ω being climate invariant, several studies have tried to 
locate an expression of the watershed parameter as a function of pertinent factors. It would allow us to express 
the evolution of ω over time and decompose the effects of climate and human activities through the different 
factors chosen. If valid, it would also allow transposing the expression to unmonitored catchments where ω 
cannot be directly fitted or to future catchment conditions. Different methods, such as step-wise regressions and 
neural networks, were used to identify pertinent factors. Such methods require enough information on the chosen 
factors; strong hypotheses stand behind the expression.

Most studies construct their function across several basins, accounting for spatially different human, climate, and 
land characteristics (D. Li et al., 2013; S. Li et al., 2022; Ning et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2018; 
X. Zhang et al., 2019). A variety of factors were selected: environmental factors such as soil moisture, season-
ality of P and PET, aridity index (S. Li et al., 2022; Ning et al., 2019), vegetation fraction and routing depth 
(Gentine et al., 2012; D. Li et al., 2013; Ning et al., 2019), relief ratio, drought severity index, seasonality of P, 
and synchronicity between P and PET (Xing et al., 2018); direct human factors such as irrigated surfaces (Tian 
et al., 2018), the amount of water applied for irrigation (D. Li et al., 2013), land use, land cover change in highly 
managed areas (Tian et al., 2018), and even gross domestic product per capita (X. Zhang et al., 2019). The chosen 
factors are highly dependent on the area studied.

Another strong hypothesis is that such a relationship defined over spatial differences is applicable to explain 
temporal differences (Luo et al., 2020). Other studies (Jiang et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2018) looked at time-varying 
human activities and climate change to construct expressions, using a time-moving window to fit the evolution of 
the catchment parameter over a basin. This approach faces another limitation due to the availability of informa-
tion on the different factors' time evolution. Ning et al. (2019) used a mixed technique, applying their fit across 
30 basins at different time scales using moving time windows and found that the impact of vegetation cover and 
climate seasonality on the watershed parameter was stronger over longer time steps, showing that the weight of 
different factors varies with the time scale. Ultimately, the pertinent factors highly differ among studies, regions, 
time periods, and climate types (Padrón et al., 2017).

Moreover, recent studies question the hypothesis underlying these studies and “the catchment trajectory conjec-
ture” (Berghuijs et al., 2020; Reaver et al., 2020, 2022). The study demonstrates that the parameter exhibits a lack 
of independence from climate but also depends on the biophysical characteristics of the catchment directly due to 
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the dependence of E, PET, or P on those features (Reaver et al., 2020). The highly nonlinear relationships between 
all the features involved in the evaporation efficiency of the catchment and the average P and PET contradict the 
hypothesis that the parameter ω can be expressed as a simple function of independent parameters. It also explains 
why previous studies were so different from one another. The catchment parameter is, therefore, a mathematical 
tool to represent the evaporation efficiency of a catchment over a given period and has no physical meaning in 
itself. It is not transferable through time and space. It only positions the catchment within the Budyko space 
(Reaver et al., 2022). It can still be used to study the position of the catchment in the Budyko space. Studying the 
deviation from the curve may provide insight into how factors besides aridity affect the water balance (Berghuijs 
et al., 2020).

2.2. Simulations With a LSM

To isolate the climate change effect from other factors that could affect watersheds, we work with the outputs 
of a LSM. The model constructs watersheds with constant hydrological properties and represents an idealized 
watershed without any direct changes from human activities and other nonclimatic disturbances. Therefore, the 
only source of long-term change would be due to a difference in response to an evolving climate.

2.2.1. A “Natural Reference” Simulation

This study uses the LSM Organizing Carbon and Hydrology In Dynamic Ecosystems (ORCHIDEE) from the 
Institut Pierre Simon Laplace. It includes biophysical and biogeochemical processes to simulate the global 
carbon cycle and quantify terrestrial water and energy balance. It runs coupled to an atmospheric model or in 
stand-alone conditions with an independent data set to force the atmospheric conditions. Here, we use the model 
in stand-alone conditions, forced with the data set GSWP3 covering 1901–2013 (Hyungjun, 2017) at the resolu-
tion of 0.5° for all climate variables.

The hydrological network of the ORCHIDEE LSM is constructed from the hydrological elevation model Hydro-
SHEDS (Lehner et al., 2008), which covers the area studied with the resolution of 30 arc s (approximately 1 km at 
the equator). The hydrological information is then upscaled to the resolution of the atmospheric grid, the hydro-
logical coherence being preserved by the construction of hydrological transfer units at the subgrid level (Polcher 
et al., 2022). From a database of gauging stations, upstream basins are reconstituted on the hydrological elevation 
model grid and then projected on the atmospheric grid during the process. We have access to 2,134 stations over 
the area studied for which the LSM calculates a discharge and for which we have the reconstituted upstream basin 
(Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1).

The LSM ORCHIDEE, more specifically the Schématisation des EChanges Hydriques à l’Interface 
Biosphère-Atmosphère module, uses the USEB (unstressed surface energy balance) method to model PET 
(details in Barella-Ortiz et  al.,  2013). This method relies on the turbulent diffusion equation to calculate the 
potential soil evaporation PETsoil, obtained from the air density, the aerodynamic resistance, and the humidity 
gradient. The USEB method estimates the virtual surface temperature from an unstressed surface-energy balance, 
computing a new energy balance considering a saturated surface (Barella-Ortiz et al., 2013). Potential transpira-
tion is driven by PETsoil but limited by vegetation resistance, calculated in LSM ORCHIDEE and based on plant 
functioning types maps and LAI calculations (Guimberteau et al., 2012). Then, the total PET is calculated by 
summing the potential evaporation and the potential transpiration. PET is reduced to the actual evapotranspiration 
E by a “moisture availability function” (Barella-Ortiz et al., 2013).

Over the course of several years, the model has been tested and validated on many aspects of the land surface 
processes (hydrology, vegetation, and carbon cycle processes). This attests to its quality to reproduce the water 
and energy balance and also discharge over different areas over the globe (Guion et al., 2022; Nguyen-Quang 
et al., 2018; Polcher et al., 2022; Tafasca et al., 2020; F. Wang et al., 2018). Comparing the LSM outputs directly to 
observations for discharge is challenging, mainly due to the absence of certain processes in the models, including 
those resulting from direct human activities and the extensive water and river management (F. Wang et al., 2018), 
as it is the case in our area of interest. Based on previous literature, we can assume the model proficiently 
emulates the mechanisms underlying actual evaporation, thereby effectively replicating the “natural” response 
of watersheds with persistent physical attributes to the past climate conditions prevalent in Europe. We study 
Q variations and not the absolute value of Q since we know that the output of the LSM does not represent the 
complete processes over real catchments. We focus here on the impact of the changes in atmospheric parameters 
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on land surface responses with constant characteristics. The modeled watersheds react to the climate data input at 
each time step (30 min time step). Therefore, the LSM output depends on both the evolving annual average and 
the evolving distribution over the year of the climate variables.

For consistency in the calculation of E and PET, we take both from the output of ORCHIDEE forced with 
GSWP3. The gridded outputs (PET, E) are at the resolution of the forcing data set (0.5°). P is the sum of rainfall 
and snowfall in GSWP3. Then, we consider the annual mean P, PET, and E over hydrological years, integrated 
over each catchment. The catchments' shape has been reproduced at a finer resolution and then projected on the 
0.5°grid.

2.2.2. Synthetic Forcings to Analyze the Effect of Variation of Seasonality

In order to better understand the effect of inter and intra-annual climate variations on the Budyko framework and 
on discharge Q, we construct synthetic climate forcings, fixing one or the other.

The calculation of PET includes many related climate variables and nonlinear relationships, making it very 
difficult to anticipate how a change in a given climate variable may influence its behavior. It is, therefore, too 
complicated to create synthetic forcings for which we can modify climate variables to fix PET seasonality, for 
instance. Therefore, we only modify the precipitation P in the synthetic forcings to see how it impacts our results 
compared to the reference forcing.

The reference forcing is the GSWP3 data set from September 1901 to September 2012 (3 hr time step). Then we 
constructed three forcings, which were modified over hydrological years (Table 1, Figure 3a):

•  f 2000: A forcing where all 3 hr values of P are set to the values of the year 2000 (September 1999 to Septem-
ber 2000) for each year. Therefore, all components of P (average and intra-annual variations) are set constant.

•  cstmean: A forcing for which we keep the relative intra-annual distribution of P of each year, but where the 
average P of each year is set constant. The 3 hr values of P are scaled so the hydrological year average is set 
to the one of the year 2000 (September 1999 to September 2000).

•  cstintravar: A forcing for which we keep the annual average of P for each year, but where the relative 
intra-annual distribution of P is set constant. The 3 hr values of P are set to the values of the year 2000 
(September 1999 to September 2000) for each year and then scaled over each hydrological year so the yearly 
average is set to the one of the corresponding years in the reference forcing.

2.3. Combining Both Models

In this study, we apply the Budyko framework to the output of an LSM to explore the sensitivity of the empirical 
parameter to climate change and the resulting effect on discharge. The watersheds in the LSM have constant 

Forcing name Average P Intra-annual variation of P Description a

1 ref – – Reference forcing: GSWP3 
(1901–2012)

2 f 2000 Fixed Fixed P has been entirely fixed 
for each year, equal to 
the precipitation and the 
seasonality of the year 2000.

3 cstmean Fixed – Only the average value of P has 
been fixed for every year to 
the one of the year 2000

4 cstintravar – Fixed Only the intra-annual variations 
of P have been fixed for 
every year to the one of the 
year 2000

 aFor forcings 2–4, P has been modified compared to the reference: the average value of P over the year and/or the distribution 
of precipitation over the year have been fixed for each year to the value of the year 2000.

Table 1 
Synthetic Forcings Created
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biophysical characteristics. The LSM then reproduces the interaction of the land surface with climate parameters. 
It is affected by climate change and no other source of change. We use the changes in ω as a proxy for changes 
in the partitioning of P into Q and E other than direct changes in average PET/P; it focuses on the deviation from 
the initial curve and attempts to decompose its dependence on climate. In this case, any deviation to the curve is 
only due to climate effects. Since ω has no clear physical meaning, we do not analyze directly the changes in ω 
but rather how they impact the evolution of discharge.

Using an LSM, we can also change various climate parameters to better address how they weigh in the modeled 
changes. We develop a varying ωt to capture part of the change in the evaporation efficiency of the watersheds 
due to climate. We compare its effects to the magnitude of change in discharge already captured with the tradi-
tional framework, which only considers changes in annual averages of PET/P.

2.3.1. Fit of the Evaporation Efficiency Parameter ω

The watershed parameter of the Budyko curve is calculated over each catchment with a fit of the equation curve 
E/P = f(PET/P) (Equation 2), using the minimum root mean square error for a given set of annual averages of 
evapotranspiration E, precipitation P and PET data (Jiang et al., 2015; D. Yang et al., 2007). We fit the parameter 
once with all points over the entire period covered by the climate data set to obtain 𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔 representing the average 
behavior for each catchment (Figure 2a).

For a watershed with constant hydrological properties (which is the case when considering modeled watershed in 
ORCHIDEE), if we consider the “catchment trajectory conjecture,” ω is independent of climate, and the catch-
ment follows its initial curve. However, ω varies for a given watershed because of climate. For instance, over 
an equilibrium state, intra-annual variations of the climate cycle induce a variability of the annual values (E/P, 
PET/P) around the fitted curve. The distribution of rain changes the covariance between P and PET over the year. 
A difference in storm depth over a catchment can change the capacity of the soil to store water, the response of 
vegetation, and change the dynamic of the water partition into runoff and evaporation even if the annual amount 

Figure 2. Scheme of the method: the land surface model (LSM) is obligated with the forcing data set to calculate E. The LSM is considered to represent the “climatic 
reality” over a catchment without any changes in the watershed characteristics. We then average P, PET, and E and integrate them over each watershed to get annual 
averages for all catchments. Then, we fit the Fu equation. (a) The fit of the equation over the entire century results in the calculation of an empirical parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔 , which 
represents the average catchment characteristics. (b) To have an evolution of ωt over time, the fit was then successively applied over an 11-year sliding time period.
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Figure 3.
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of precipitation stays constant (Donohue et al., 2012). More generally, a change in synchronization between P 
(water available) and PET (energy demand from the atmosphere) will change E/P for the same average climate 
(Abatzoglou & Ficklin, 2017; S. Li et al., 2022). In an equilibrium state, the intra-annual variations should be 
without trends and only result in white noise around that equilibrium. The fitted parameter ω represents the 
average behavior of the basin. For a catchment under climate change, however, this variability could lead to a 
significant permanent deviation from the initial curve if this intra-annual distribution tends to have a trend.

2.3.2. Introducing a Varying Watershed Parameter ωt

With its simple framework, the Budyko model does not cover possible changes at intra-annual time scales. 
The average effect of this synchronization is included in the adjustment parameter ω, which is, therefore, not 
completely independent of climate. Therefore, long-term changes in seasonality should induce a climatic time 
dependence which is not accounted for in the framework with a constant ω. Therefore, considering a varying 
parameter should improve the Budyko model to reproduce E/P and its climatic evolution.

To obtain a varying parameter ωt for each catchment, we carry out several fits over successive 11-year time-sliding 
sub-periods (Figure 2b). We chose 11 years as the smallest time length to apply the Budyko framework relevantly, 
considering that each 11-year sub-period is stationary (ΔS = 0). This allows us to focus on long-term changes 
and to minimize the impact of year-to-year “transient” effects (e.g., soil storage and groundwater changes) (Y. 
Yang et al., 2018). Tian et al. (2018) found that below a certain time length, the fit of the ω parameter was too 
unstable to be relevant.

2.3.3. Decomposing the Impact of Climate on Discharge Trends

The watershed parameter ω is a conceptual variable that provides little insight into the magnitude of discharge 
changes. Thus, we examine the impact of ωt changes on the river discharge Q and compare these changes to the 
impact of annual averages of climate variables (P and PET) changes on Q over time. To simplify the discussion, 
we gather the annual averages of P and PET in a “climate” variable C = (P, PET).

Following our previous hypothesis (Equation 4), Q can be estimated with the Budyko framework using C and ω: 
Q = f(C, ωt).

Q can be decomposed with first-order partial derivatives (Equation  5), with the first term of the right-hand 
side representing the partial derivative due to climate variables C and the second term for the partial derivative 
due to changes in the watershed parameter ωt. We then estimate the partial derivatives due to C and due to ω 
independently.

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
=

𝛿𝛿𝑑𝑑

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

𝑑𝑑𝛿𝛿

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+

𝛿𝛿𝑑𝑑

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

𝑑𝑑𝛿𝛿

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑𝑤 𝛿𝛿 = (𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) (5)

To independently estimate the partial derivative due to climate variables C, we must cancel the second term 
(Equation 5, left side). To do so, we calculate the discharge 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 = 𝑓𝑓

(

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝜔𝜔
)

 , with a constant value of ω. The trend 
of that discharge 𝐴𝐴

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
 matches the term with the partial derivative due to C in Equation 5.

To estimate the partial discharge trend due to ωt, we need to eliminate the trends in annual averages of P and PET 
over the century to cancel the first term (Equation 5, left side). We randomly draw P and PET pairings for each 
year. We do so several times and average the results for each year. It gives us a random climate without trends over 
the century. We then apply Fu's equation (Equation 2) with the resulting random annual averages of P and PET 
and the varying ωt calculated with the forcing before the random drawing. It gives Qω = f(Crand, ωt) for which the 
climate trends are only due to variations captured by the time-varying parameter ωt. The trend 𝐴𝐴

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
 matches the 

term with the partial derivative due to ω in Equation 5. In the end, we get:

Figure 3. Time series obtained through the full application of our methodology for a given basin in Spain. (a) shows the inter-annual variability of annual averages of 
climate variables P, potential evapotranspiration (PET), and E modeled by the land surface model, forced with the different synthetic forcings. E mostly relates to P. 
(b and c) are results for the reference forcing. (b) shows the varying ωt resulting from the time-sliding window calculation (blue curve), compared to 𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔 calculated with 
one fit over the entire century (dashed purple line). (c) shows the decomposition of the discharge, comparing the full discharge to partial discharges and their respective 
trends. The full discharge Q is modeled with Fu's equation with annual averages of P and PET from the reference forcing and ωt. The first partial discharge QC is the one 
calculated with the constant parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔 . It covers most Q variations for the given basins. The second partial discharge Qω covers some of the missing variations of Q 
and some of the missing trends due to deviations to the average curve. From that figure, we can conclude that most variations and trends of the discharge in this basin 
are explained by C = (P, PET).
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𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
=

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
 (6)

We calculate the trends of each term and their significance using the Mann-Kendall nonparametric test, associ-
ated with the Thiel-Sen slope estimator. It gives us time series and associated trends for each studied watershed. 
Figure 3 shows an example of a watershed in southern Spain.

3. Results
3.1. Performance of Budyko With or Without a Variant Parameter ω

We hypothesize that for watersheds with constant hydrological properties, the dispersion of annual points around 
the curve is due to intra-annual variations of climate. If these variations did not exist, catchments would follow 
their Budyko curve, and we could use it to model the discharge almost perfectly.

To test this hypothesis, we examine the performance of the Budyko curve with a constant parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔 to repro-
duce the discharge from the LSM for the reference forcing compared to the forcing cstintravar. For that latter 
forcing, we removed the intra-annual variations of P from 1 year to another, which should render the performance 
of the Budyko curve model close to perfect if the hypothesis is valid.

We use the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC) as a performance indicator (Equation 7, Figure 4). We consider an 
NSC >0.5 to be satisfactory (Moriasi et al., 2007).

��� = 1 −
∑�����

�=0 (��� −���)2

∑�����
�=0

(

��� −��
)2

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

with�� = dicharge from the LSM

and�� = Result f rom themethodology with Fu′s equation
 (7)

We obtain NSC values above 0.5 for 89.9% of all 2,134 watersheds tested for the Budyko curve with a constant 
parameter (Qc, calculated with a constant 𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔 ) applied with the reference forcing (boxplot on the left, Figure 4). 
Therefore, the average curve model is rather effective in reproducing the annual discharge over watersheds with 
constant hydrological properties reacting to an evolving climate.

Figure 4. Boxplot of Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSC) for all watersheds: for the forcing of reference with the constant 
parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔 , with the varying parameter ωt and for the forcing cstintravar (where the seasonal distributions of P have been 
fixed over the entire time period) with a constant 𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔 . It represents how well the Budyko model reproduces the discharge output 
from Organizing Carbon and Hydrology In Dynamic Ecosystems. A value above 0.5 is considered satisfactory. Very similar 
results are found when looking at R 2 from a linear regression.
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For the forcing cstintravar, NSC for Qc increases to above 0.6 for all watersheds (boxplot on the right, Figure 4). 
It confirms our hypothesis: the average Budyko curve model is even more effective if there are no intra-annual 
variations of P from 1 year to another. Therefore, most of the variability that is not captured by the average 
Budyko curve over the past century is due to the intra-annual variability of P and the covariance of P and PET.

When looking at NSC for the framework applied to the reference forcing with a varying parameter Q(ref) = f(C(ref), 
ωt), we gain up to 0.26 points of NSC for the tested watershed and reach 94.1% of all watersheds with NSC >0.5 
(boxplot on the center, Figure 4). It does not reach the performance to reproduce Qc with the forcing cstintravar. 
However, it allows to catch some of the deviation to the curve due to intra-annual trends of climate variables. We 
capture long-term trends following our choice of the 11-year time-moving window. It validates our hypothesis 
that introducing a varying watershed parameter ωt improves the framework to better encompass climate varia-
bility and the effect of climatic trends on discharge, including the effect of climate change on the intra-annual 
distribution and covariance of climate variables (P and PET).

To sum up, for watersheds with constant hydrological properties under historical climate, most of the deviation 
to the average curve model (i.e., changes in the evaporation efficiency of catchments) is due to variations in the 
intra-annual distribution of climate variables (P and PET). Our varying parameter improves the framework by 
allowing us to capture the long-term trends of these variations. We now analyze their effect on the discharge and 
compare them to the direct effect of trends in the annual average of climate variables.

3.2. Comparing the Effects of Intra-Annual Variations of P on Discharge Q to the Effects of Variations in 
Annual Averages of P in Europe

We consider our area of study, western Europe (2,134 watersheds modeled) (Figure 5). To better illustrate our 
results, we also take two contrasted basins: one in Italy (Figure 6) and another in England (Figure 7).

Figures  5a–5c show the relative trends over each basin for the reference forcing, respectively, of Q, Qc, and 
Qω. There are significant decreases in the total discharge Q (Figure  5a) (−0.3% to −0.4% per year over the 
past century) over sparse basins in Spain, the Pyrenees, Italy, Slovenia, Greece, and Eastern Europe. There are 
significant increases (Figure 5a) (+0.2% to +0.4% per year over the past century) over sparse basins in France, 
Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Northern UK, and Serbia. These trends are primarily due to changes in the annual 
averages C = (P, PET) since the average Budyko curve model Qc captures most of the signal (Figure 5b). The 
inter-annual variability of C is high, making the trends less than 95% significant over most basins for Q and Qc. 
Both selected catchments better illustrate it (Figures 6b and 7b): for the reference forcing (top left), the dominant 
effect in the variations of annual discharge Q (blue line) is due to the annual mean of climate variables C (purple 
line). Clearly, both curves have very similar high inter-annual variations and trends.

Changes in C are the dominant factors explaining the climatic trends in Q over the past century in Europe. The results 
obtained with the forcing cstintravar (bottom right for Figures 6b and 7b and maps Figures 5j–5l) confirm it. It shows 
that without inter-annual changes in P distribution (in other words, with a maximum reduction of the inter-annual 
changes in the annual covariance of P and PET), the discharge Q obtained and the associated relative trends are very 
similar to the results obtained with the reference forcing. Therefore, the effects of changes in the annual covariance of 
P and PET are minor compared to the effects of changes in the annual mean of climate  variables C in most of Europe.

However, in some areas, the effects of the intra-annual distribution of P should be addressed. If we look at the 
Tiber River in Italy (Figure 6b), the trend in Qc (purple line) is significant for both the reference forcing and the 
forcing cstintravar. However, the total discharge Q (blue line) trend is only significant for the forcing cstintravar. 
For the reference forcing, the decreasing trend in the discharge due to C (Qc) is counteracted by the increasing 
trend due to changes in the evaporation efficiency (Qω), making the final trend in discharge Q insignificant.

More generally, over Europe, when we erase the inter-annual variability of C, we capture the effect of trends 
in the intra-annual distribution of P and PET, through changes in the evaporation efficiency, in Qω (Figure 5c). 
It tends to increase discharge, especially in southwestern Spain, Italy, and the west of France (+0.1% per year 
over  the century). It corresponds to the increasing trend of the black line in Figure 6b, top left graphs for the 
Tiber River. It has an opposite trend toward decreasing discharge in eastern Europe and has a relatively neutral 
effect in the rest of the continent (Figure 5c and, in the example of the English basin, Figure 7b, top left graph, 
black line). It amplifies the trends due to annual averages C changes over certain watersheds such as the Duero 
basin (north-western Spain, decrease in discharge), western France, and northern Germany. Indeed, we note a 
significant increase in discharge over certain watersheds where the effect of changes in C alone was insignificant. 
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Figure 5.
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In other areas, such as the Tiber River in Italy, or in southern UK, the intra-annual variability of P and PET coun-
teracts the effect of C, making the relative total Q trends lose their significance due to opposite signals. We note 
the decreasing trend is due to the evolution of C, while the effect of the change in the intra-annual distribution 
of  the climate variables tends to increase the discharge.

In order to investigate the impacts of intra-annual variations of P on discharge, we analyze the results of the synthetic 
forcing f 2000 and cstmean (respectively top right and bottom left Figures 6b and 7b and maps Figures 5d–5f 
and 5g–5i). For the synthetic forcing f2000 (Figures 5d–5f), P have been entirely set for each year to P of the year 
2000. Therefore, this only yields the trends due to changes in PET, both for changes due to annual climate varia-
bles and changes in the evaporation efficiency of the catchment. For the synthetic forcing cstmean, only the annual 
mean of P has been set. In this case, the trends are due to PET and changes in the intra-annual distribution of P.

For the forcing f 2000, the effect of PET is toward a decrease in discharge over all of Europe (less than −0.1% to 
−0.2% per year over the century) (Figure 5d). For both the chosen examples, the effect of PET (top right graphs) 
tends to decrease discharge (purple line, Qc when P has been fixed). It is consistent with the significant increase 
in PET (Figures 6a and 7a, top right). The effect of intra-annual variations of PET on changes in the evaporation 
efficiency (Figure 5f and black lines, top right graph Figures 6b and 7b) has the same order of magnitude, if not 
a little smaller (less than −0.1% per year over the century), than the effect of inter-annual change of the annual 
average of PET (Figure 5e or purple line top right graph Figures 6b and 7b). It tends to amplify the latter's effect, 
especially over western France and southern UK. It has a slightly opposite effect toward increasing trends in Q 
(less than +0.08% per year over the century) over the east of Europe, west of Spain, and for the Tiber river. The 
effect of changes in the annual mean of PET, in this specific case, is canceled in the total discharge (blue line) by 
the effect of the changes in the intra-annual distribution of PET captured in Qω (black line) (Figure 6b).

For the forcing cstmean, we now add the effect of changes in the intra-annual covariance of P and PET due to 
changes in the intra-annual distribution of P. Depending on the area, there are two different responses. The two 
basins chosen in the example each correspond to one type of response. In the case of the basin in England (Trent 
River), the results obtained for the forcing cstmean (Figure 7b, bottom left) are very similar to the results obtained 
for f 2000 (Figure 7b, top right). This means that the effect is due to changes in intra-annual synchronicity of P 
and PET has little impact compared to the effect of the annual mean of PET over that particular basin. It matches 
the results over northern Europe, especially over France, Germany, and southern UK, where the trends in Q 
(Figure 5g) are mainly driven by changes in the annual mean of PET (Figure 5h). However, over the Tiber River 
in Italy, the results obtained for the forcing cstmean (Figure 6b, bottom left) shows that the changes in the total 
discharge Q (blue line) match the changes due to the evolution of ωt (Qω, black line). In this latter case, the effect 
of the intra-annual variations of P is dominant compared to the effect of changes in PET. This matches the results 
over southern Europe (Spain, Italy) where for the forcing cstmean, the trends in Q (Figure 5g) are driven mainly 
by changes in the evaporation efficiency (Figure 5i). This increase in discharge diverges from the trends due to 
changes in C in the area (reference forcing and forcing f 2000, purple lines).

The discharge trends for both forcings, namely f 2000 and cstmean, are statistically significant across multiple 
watersheds, independent of the high inter-annual variability observed in the annual mean of P. Trends are signif-
icant for 1,883 basins with the forcing f 2000 and 1,756 for the forcing cstmean against only 352 basins with 
significant trends in Q out of 2,134 for the reference forcing. However, the magnitude of these trends is also quite 
small. Comparing the discharge obtained with the reference forcing shows that the main factor driving Q is the 
annual mean of P since the discharge trends look entirely different, when free of its variations.

To sum up, the results obtained with the synthetic forcings, the annual mean of P is the first driver of change 
in the annual discharge over all of Europe. However, its high inter-annual variability tends to hide the trends in 
most areas. The second most important climatic driver of discharge change depends on the area. Over southern 
Europe (Italy, Spain), where water is the limiting factor to evapotranspiration, the second most important climatic 
factor driving discharge changes is the intra-annual distribution of P. Over the rest of Europe, where water is less 
limiting, the second most important factor driving discharge changes is the increasing PET.

Figure 5. Decomposition of significant relative Q trends (% of change per year over the century) for all the tested forcings: the first line is the reference forcing. The 
first column is the total change in Q, the second is the partial change due to trends in the annual average of P and potential evapotranspiration (PET), and the last column 
is the partial change due to changes in the watershed parameter, mostly due to trends in the intra-annual distribution of P and PET. For the modified forcings: f2000 has 
the annual average and intra-annual distribution of P fixed for every year to their value for the year 2000. cstmean has only the annual average of P fixed. cstintravar has 
only the intra-annual distribution of P fixed. White areas do not have significant trends.
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Figure 6. Example 1: time series obtained through the full application of our methodology for a given basin in Italy.
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Figure 7. Example 2: time series obtained through the full application of our methodology for a given basin in England.
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4. Discussion
Similar to the results of several studies (Abatzoglou & Ficklin, 2017; Jaramillo et al., 2022; S. Li et al., 2022; 
Padrón et al., 2017; Reaver et al., 2022; Xing et al., 2018), we find that the average Budyko curve model with a 
constant watershed parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔 does not capture climate-related changes in the watershed behavior impacting 
its evaporation efficiency. Even with constant hydrological land surface characteristics, most catchments do not 
follow their average curve over the past century. The deviation to the curve can significantly affect Q's long-term 
trends over the past century if we free our analysis from the high inter-annual variability of P. It is in accordance 
with the results of Reaver et al. (2022) criticizing the “catchment trajectory conjecture.”

Parameter ω has no direct physical meaning but is a proxy to represent the evaporation efficiency of catchments 
(Berghuijs et al., 2020; Reaver et al., 2022). However, since it cannot be expressed as a function of clearly defined 
factors, it is difficult to attribute the changes in the evaporation efficiency to specific climatic features (Berghuijs 
et al., 2020). Y. Yang et al. (2018) assume that further reductions in Q declining trends due to changes in catch-
ment properties are likely associated with elevated atmospheric CO2 concentration or increased rainfall intensity. 
Other studies find correlations between changes in the evaporation efficiency of catchments and storm depth, the 
portion of precipitation such as snow (Donohue et al., 2012; Padrón et al., 2017; Xing et al., 2018). Using the 
outputs of an LSM, our studies allow us to test a selection of hypotheses by adjusting climate parameters. We find 
that the climatic deviation to the average Budyko curve over the historical records is mainly due to variations in 
the intra-annual distribution of P.

We introduce a time-varying window to fit the parameter of Fu's equation in order to capture trends in the 
deviation to the average curve in the Budyko space. The choice of window size determines the temporal scale 
of accounted-for trends. This functions as a frequency filter and only captures the effect of variations over peri-
ods the size of the window or larger. We must balance the length of our data set and the appropriate length of 
the trends we choose to analyze. Since our aim is to investigate the effects of climate change, we do not need 
to capture the high inter-annual variability and can focus on decadal trends or longer (Y. Yang et  al., 2018). 
Furthermore, a shorter time window would not be adapted to the hypothesis of the Budyko framework, which 
needs a long enough period to be fitted. So, the window cannot be shorter (Tian et al., 2018). An exploration of 
an extended time window could be conducted to investigate the limited duration of time that captures the most 
significant impact on discharge. However, the longer the time window, the fewer points we will have to evaluate 
the trends.

In our methodology, we decompose the trends due to climatic changes in evaporation efficiency and the trends 
due to changes in average climate variables P and PET. One limitation in our decomposition method is that the 
variations in the evaporation efficiency captured in the deviation to the average curve are not entirely independent 
from the variations of average P and PET. The relationship between P, PET, and evaporation efficiency is complex 
and relies on many interrelated factors (Reaver et al., 2020). We find in our study that the changes captured in the 
varying ωt are mostly due to changes in the covariance of the intra-annual distribution of P and PET. However, 
the effect of the intra-annual distribution of climate variables on discharge is not completely independent from the 
annual mean of P and PET because of the difference in sensitivity of the system to a change in water availability. 
It can impact the magnitude of the identified trends. It is shown by the slight differences observed in Qω between 
the reference forcing and the forcing cstmean (Figures 5c and 5i) and between the forcing f 2000 and the forcing 
cstintravar (Figures 5f and 5l). For each pair of forcings, the intra-annual distribution of P is the same, but the 
inter-annual mean of P differs. The difference in Qω for each pairing is due to a link between the annual mean and 
the intra-annual distribution of P. Therefore, the amplitude of the effect of the intra-annual distribution of P and 
PET quantified here may depend on the choice of the fixed average P (again, P from the year 2000 in this study). 
The observed differences were found to be comparatively insignificant in light of the identified trends, indicating 
that the fundamental findings regarding Europe would remain unchanged; therefore, we opted to disregard them. 
When studying specific basins, it could be interesting to choose specific pairings of intra-annual distributions/
annual averages of P to construct synthetic forcings, to compare how specific associations combine.

Furthermore, we cannot simply fix PET or its intra-annual variations in our synthetic forcings due to its nonlin-
earity dependence on a number of climate variables. Therefore, we are unable to decompose the effects of PET 
as easily as for the effects of P, which would be interesting to do, especially in the areas where P is less limiting, 
such as in western France or northern Europe.
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Our methodology allows for the separation of the effect of primary and secondary climatic drivers on discharge 
trends. We look at the trends in P, and PET for the forcing GSWP3. Our results concur with those in the liter-
ature, validating that this forcing reasonably reproduces the climatic trends of the past century over Europe. 
The  trends in PET are significantly (95% level) increasing over Europe. However, the trends in P are most often 
nonsignificant because of its high inter-annual variability, with a significant trend in the annual average of P for 
413 catchments out of 2,134 selected. The present study finds that the main driver of annual discharge Q (trends 
and inter-annual variability) is the annual mean of P. As expected with the increase in P over western Europe and 
the decrease in P observed in the Mediterranean area (Christidis & Stott, 2022; Douville et al., 2021; Knutson & 
Zeng, 2018), the trends in Q have followed the same direction. It concurs with the finding of Stahl et al. (2010) 
and Vicente-Serrano et al. (2019), who found strong spatial consistency between streamflow changes and global 
rainfall changes.

H. Yang et al. (2008) show that Q is universally more sensitive to changes in P than to changes in PET, for a fixed 
land surface condition. Similarly, we find that over most of Europe, the second most important climatic factor 
on discharge changes is PET, which leads to a decrease in discharge due to the increasing evaporative demand 
by the atmosphere. Over the Iberian Peninsula and the Mediterranean area, however, PET trends have a lesser 
impact. There, the water limit is the prevailing factor, having been attained by the end of spring and persisting 
throughout the entirety of summer. Therefore, a warmer summer does not have a strong impact. The evolution of 
intra-annual variations of P is the second most important factor impacting the changes in the annual discharge, 
with a higher effect on discharge than the increase of PET over the past century. The intra-annual covariance of 
P and PET impacts the annual behavior of the catchment and the annual balance between evapotranspiration and 
discharge since it changes the timing between water and energy available throughout the year. The evolution of 
the intra-annual cycle of P tends towards decreasing discharge in the Mediterranean area. It partially counteracts 
the effect of decreasing P and increasing PET on discharge. Therefore, the intra-annual distribution of P deserves 
more attention when studying the evolution of annual discharge. In most studies, it is only considered to look at 
changes in discharge peaks, floods, or droughts (Douville et al., 2021; Milly et al., 2002; Rottler et al., 2020; Tuel 
et al., 2022; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014). We calculate the indices defined by García-Barrón et al. (2013) to eval-
uate the trends in the intra-annual cycle of P for the forcing GSWP3. Similarly to the authors' findings, in Spain, 
we identify a shift over the end of the century towards a more bimodal distribution of precipitation throughout 
the year. However, the trends in the intra-annual cycle are mostly qualitative. The tendencies of the annual cycle 
to have an increasingly marked seasonality, concentrating rain events in fewer but more extreme events over the 
year, can explain the increasing runoff and relative discharge. Our methodology allows to identify these effects 
despite the only qualitative trends observed in the indices that measure the intra-annual distribution of P.

We apply our parametric model to LSM outputs to isolate the discharge variations due to changes in climate 
factors. This methodology relies on the capacity of the chosen LSM to reproduce the “natural” response of a 
catchment to climate, such as its behavior and response to changes in the intra-annual distribution of P. The 
amplitude of our results could depend on the choice of the LSM or the forcing data. We tested the use of other 
forcing data sets: WFDEI (Weedon et al., 2014), which covers the period from 1979 to 2010, with the same 
resolution as GSWP3, and E2OFD (Beck et al., 2017), while also covering 1979–2010 but at a lower resolution. 
We also tested another model, SURFEX (Quintana-Seguí et al., 2020), forced with SAFRAN (Quintana-Seguí 
et al., 2017), over the Ebro river. This yielded similar results over the overlapping period with little differences in 
the trends' significance and amplitude. This indicates that the resolution of the forcing exerts a greater influence 
on the results compared to a specific forcing or model employed. This confirms the suitability of utilizing an 
LSM as a climatic reference in accordance with our methodology. In the future, when looking at specific basins, 
it would be interesting to use higher resolution forcings to obtain a more accurate picture of the effects of climate 
change on discharge. In this case, the diversity of behaviors exhibited among subbasins within a given catchment 
could be elaborated upon by distinguishing the behavior of upstream subbasins within mountainous regions from 
that of the downstream portion, which may display differential responses to climate change.

5. Conclusion
Our methodology combines a physical-based model to a parsimonious model. The first allows to identify the 
climatic changes in the empirical parameter of the second. The second allows for a simple decomposition of the 
relative changes in discharge. In this case, the Budyko framework and a one-parameter equation: the deviation 
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from the average curve corresponds to a change in the evaporation efficiency of the catchment. The state-of-the-
art LSM was used to simulate changes in the evaporation efficiency under the climate of the past century, inde-
pendent from any other disruptive process. The successive fit of the parametric equation allows us to find the 
climatic dependence of the deviation to the average curve in the Budyko space over time.

For a given catchment, we quantify its effect on Q. Over the past century, the primary climatic source of deviation 
to the average curve is the change in the intra-annual distribution of P. We compare the impact of that deviation 
on changes in the average annual discharge compared to the change due to average climate variables P and PET. 
Over Europe for the past century, the main climatic driver of change in the average Q is the change in the average 
P. The second main driver of discharge change is PET over most of Europe except the Mediterranean area, where 
a change in the intra-annual distribution of P weighs more on Q changes than PET. Therefore, the effect of the 
intra-annual distribution of P should be addressed when studying the evolution of the average discharge and water 
availability under climate change, especially over the Mediterranean.

If we were to work from observations instead of model outputs, there would be other non-climate-related sources 
of variability, such as direct human activities or vegetation changes which would modify watershed behavior. Our 
next step is to apply the methodology to quantify these human-induced changes and compare their magnitude to 
those attributed to climate change in the present study's responses.

Data Availability Statement
The forcing data set GSWP3 used to grid P and other climate data and run the LSM over Europe between 1901 
and 2010 in the study is freely available upon registration (Hyungjun, 2017). The LSM used to calculate PET 
and model the discharge in this study is ORCHIDEE (IPSL [Institut Pierre Simon Laplace], 2017), available on 
their website. The outputs used for this study at the annual time step for each catchment are gathered in a file 
freely available on Zenodo.org (Collignan et al., 2023). Stations used in the study come from the Global Runoff 
Data Centre (GRDC) (2022), completed with the Geoportal of Spain Ministerio (Ministerio para la Transición 
Ecológica y el Reto Demográfico, 2020) and over France with data from the database HYDRO (Ministere de 
l'ecologie, du developpement durable et de l'energie, 2021), where the data are freely accessible but have to be 
gathered region by region and station by station. The file on Zenodo.org (Collignan et al., 2023) also includes the 
list of the stations used in the study and their main related metadata: their location and the size of the upstream 
area used to position the station on the grid. The upstream watersheds are reconstructed using the hydrological 
elevation model HydroSHEDS (Lehner et al., 2008) to construct the routing graphs for rivers on the LSM grid.
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Titre: Le cycle de l’eau continental: moteurs climatiques et non-climatiques des débits de rivières et évolution
de la ressources en eau

Mots clés: Cycle de l’eau, Climat, Débits, Modélisation, Modèle de Budyko, Haute résolution

Résumé: Prévoir l’évolution des ressources en
eau est un défi majeur dans un contexte de
changement climatique et de rivières hautement an-
thropisées. Nous proposons une méthode innovante
pour détecter et quantifier les changements dans le
débit des rivières, climatiques et non climatiques.
Un modèle de surface (LSM) est utilisé pour es-
timer la réponse ”naturelle” de la surface continen-
tale aux fluctuations climatiques. Le cadre conceptuel
de Budyko est ensuite utilisé, pour décomposer
l’évolution du débit en une réponse directe aux fluc-
tuations climatiques, et une réponse indirecte, due
aux changements de l’efficacité évaporative du bassin
versant. Comparer l’application de ce cadre aux
sorties du LSM et à des débits observés permet
de mettre en évidence les zones où la réponse
”naturelle” des bassins versants à la variabilité cli-
matique est insuffisante pour expliquer les change-
ments enregistrés. Les résultats obtenus en Eu-
rope montrent que la part de l’évolution des débits
due au climat est dominée par la tendance sur
les précipitations moyennes (P), avec en facteurs
secondaires l’évapotranspiration potentielle (PET)

dans la majeure partie de l’Europe et la répartition
intra-annuelle de P en Méditerranée. Cependant,
l’évolution générale des débits est dominée à l’échelle
du siècle par des facteurs non pris en compte
dans le système ”naturel”. Notre méthode permet
d’identifier et de quantifier l’effet général de ces fac-
teurs et de les corréler à certains vecteurs poten-
tiels comme l’installation de barrages mais seul les fu-
turs développements des LSM pour mieux intégrer les
facteurs anthropiques permettrons d’attribuer les ten-
dances non climatiques détectées. Or, la plupart des
activités humaines qui influent sur le cycle de l’eau
prennent place à petite échelle, celle des réservoirs
ou des périmètres d’irrigation, et les forçages at-
mosphériques limitent la résolution d’exécution des
LSM. La première étape consiste donc à construire un
forçage atmosphérique à plus haute résolution. Pour
aborder ce défi, nous combinons un jeu de données
issu d’observations avec les résultats de modèles at-
mosphériques à l’échelle kilométrique. Ces derniers
permettent de désagréger les observations selon des
champs atmosphériques cohérent spatialement et en
altitude.

Title: Continental water cycle: climatic and non-climatic drivers of river discharge and evolution of water
resources

Keywords: Weter cycle, Climate, Discharge, Modeling, Budyko framework, High resolution

Abstract: Predict and manage the evolution of water
resources is a key challenge in a context of climate
change and highly managed rivers. We propose an
innovative method to detect and quantify the changes
in river discharge due to climate processes or to non-
climatic factors. A land surface model (LSM) is used
to estimate the ”natural” response of the continen-
tal surface to climate fluctuations. Then the Budyko
framework is used to decompose the streamflow re-
sponse into a direct response to climate fluctuations
and an indirect response to changes in evaporation
efficiency of the watershed. Comparing the appli-
cation of the framework to the LSM outputs and to
observations allows to highlight the areas where the
”natural” response of watersheds to climate variabil-
ity is insufficient to explain the recorded changes in
river discharge. Results over Europe show that, over
the past century, changes in discharge due to climate
processes are dominated by trends in annual mean
precipitation (P). Secondary climatic factors are po-
tential evapotranspiration (PET) over most of Europe
and the intra-annual distribution of P for the Mediter-

ranean area. However, the changes due to factors not
accounted for in the ”natural” system dominate over
the century. Our method allows to quantify the over-
all effect of these non-climatic factors and correlate
them to changes in potential specific drivers such as
dams water storage but this is not trully an attribution.
Future developments in LSMs will allow to better in-
clude human drivers of the hydrological cycle. Then
they will be able to decompose and attribute the non-
climatic changes detected. Yet, most human activities
impacting the water cycle are at the regional scale.
Since LSMs are limited to the resolution of the at-
mospheric forcing used, the first step is to construct
a higher resolution atmospheric forcing, to later on
test the performance of LSMs at the scales at which
human activities modify the hydrological cycle. With
that in mind, we use kilometric-scale outputs of atmo-
spheric models to disaggregate an observation-based
dataset. We reconstitute spatially and altitudinaly co-
herent atmospheric fields, with daily averages match-
ing observations.
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